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FOREWORD
This volume contains the results of certain detailed analyses of particular
relevance to discussions in Volumes II and III of this report. Also in-
cluded is certain specific reference material that was particularly
relevant to some of the analyses and developments in this study.
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APPENDIX I
ANALYSIS OF INTERVIH_S
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
The first step in the preliminary design study of the Automated Biological
Laboratory (ABL) was the definition of the scientific objectives of ABL.
As part of the defining of scientific objectives, a survey of the scientific
community was carried out to obtain opinions and suggestions relative to the
desirability and objectives of the ABL mission. In this section the goals
and technlques of the interviews are described; and the results are tabu-
lated, discussed, and analyzed to show how the scientific objectives
selected for ABL seem to be a valid reflection of the views of the scien-
tific community.
1.2 SOURCES OF DATA
While the actual direct considered responses of scientists to interview
questions (either oral or written) constitute the most tangible part of the
effort to define the scientific objectives of ABL, they by no means repre-
sent the total raw material from which the final recommendations were
synthesized. Attendance by Philco scientists at meetings (e.g., NAS
Exobiology Summer Meeting at Stanford), participation in and observation
of informal conversations with scientists, articles and letters published
in the current literature and frequent discussions among the Philco scien-
tists engaged in ABL project all contributed indirectly to the definition
of the scientific objectives. In this section, however, the material
analyzed was taken from the direct contributions by the scientific community.
Interviews were conducted by senior members of Aeronutronic's Bioscience
staff and included persons whose professional cognizance includes zoology,
botany, biochemistry, organic chemistry, physical chemistry, and physiology.
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i.3 THE SAMPLE
The initial effort to contact the scientific community consisted of the
preparation of a letter which asked for an oral interview at the scientist's
convenience and explained briefly the goals of the interview. The letter
said, in part:
"In order to accomplish this objective (definition
of biological experiments and associated support
equipment that could comprise an integrated experi-
mental package known as the Automated Biological
Laboratory (ABL) we invite your opinions concerning
definitive experiments or general properties,
including environmental parameters, which you con-
sider to be useful or essential for describing life.
Of particular interest would be experiments which
you feel could be performed on Martian life in order
to obtain information useful in current scientific
inquiry and as an extension of your own research
interests. However, you will make a substantial
contribution to this program by simply discussing
with us the feasibility of the ABL concept and its
objectives in regard to your own scientific specialty."
A return postcard was included on which the scientist could indicate his
willingness to contribute by granting an interview at his convenience or by
making a written contribution. In addition, he could indicate that he was
not interested in participating.
This letter was sent to the approximately 350 prominent scientists in various
disciplines throughout the country. (The distribution list for these letters
is included at the end of this Appendix.) When favorable replies were
received, the respondents were contacted and interviews arranged. A number
of scientists contacted in this way arranged for informal group discussions
with other interested scientists in their institution or area. A follow-on
letter explaining the project in more detail was sent to a number of scien-
tists who wished additional information prior to the interview.
In addition to contacts with the scientific community through the formal
letters, interviews were also arranged in other ways. In many cases,
scientists interviewed were able to suggest others who were actively work-
ing in some areas related to exobiology or particularly interested in or
qualified to give opinions on some aspect of ABL. Interviews were sub-
sequently scheduled in a less formal manner.
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In all, 144 scientists contributed to the survey, 3 by correspondence only,
and 141 through oral interviews. Four of the latter also expressed some of
their viewsby letter either before or after the oral interview. In almost
all cases, the Scientists were interviewed at their home institutions. The
llst of scientists interviewed is contained in Paragraph 1.7 of this
Appendix. In Table I the responses to the original letter requesting
interviews are analyzed.
TABLE I
RESPONSES TO ORIGINAL REQUEST FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
Letters Sent 325 (I)
Responses to Letters
Declined to Participate
Subsequently Interviewed
Subsequently Wrote
Agreed to Interview
Subsequently Interviewed
Interviewed and Wrote
Agreed to Write
Subsequently Contributed
125 (38.5%)
80 (2)
42 (3)
4
3
3
3
33
0
Did no_ Respond to Letter but W_
_ubsequentl7 Interviewe d
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS IN RESPONSE TO LETTERS
Percent of Total Contacted who Contributed 17.5%
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS (Not Contacted by Letter)
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS
8_!
144
(2)Some reasons for declining were given: "Too busy" or "am not able" (10);
"Not in my field" or "nothing to contribute" (13)" declined for policy
reasons (2); declined (not qualified) but suggested other contacts (5);
"Not at present" (4); '_ater if I have any ideas" (i).
(3)Two required consultation fees.
(4)Some of these individuals arranged group meetings or other interviews.
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The interviews with individuals or groups were handled as free informal
discussions, not as answers to specific questions on a checklist. However,
within the context of the free discussion, interviewers attempted to guide
the interview as much as possible along the following lines:
(I) Explanation of what Aeronutronic is trying to do.
(2) Outline of current NASA life detection
techniques - statement that this is a funda-
mental _program.
(3) Outline of what is known about Mars from
terrestrial observations.
(4) Questions and statements designed to stimulate
thinking and to obtain information.
(a) What are the aims of the biological
exploration of Mars?
(i) To detect life.
(2) To determine if such life has a common
origlnwlth life on Earth.
(3) To establish the evolutionary pathway
of Martian life.
(4) If life is not found, to discover the
factors which prevented development.
(5) If only fossil forms of life are
uncovered, to determine the factors
associated with the extinction of life.
(b) Should a life-detection technique be based on
an analysis for specific substances such as
DNA, chlorophyll, phosphatases, steroids, or
metabolic pathways (which in essence detect
specific enzyme systems) or upon the detection
of less specific factors such as energy con-
version, the presence of molecular aggregates
and growth?
1-4
(c) Would the occurrence of a right-handed screw
sense in Martian life indicate a separate
origin? If not, what factors would?
(d) The occurrence of lipoprotein membranes in
living systems appears to be a universal
requirement. How can such systems be detected
in Martian llfe and characterized to an extent
which will allow us to say they are similar to or
different from those present on Earth?
To a large extent, the subject matter discussed was centered around the
particular interests of the scientist interviewed; and so the material
covered does not necessarily correlate from interview to interview.
A major difficulty in this type of interview program was guiding the inter-
views in such a manner that the broad view of the problem (the real purpose
of the interview), namely, what should the specific aims of the biological
exploration of Mars be and how should these aims be implemented, was kept
in mind. It is obvious that a number of scientists interviewed tended to
think of the problem of exobiology in terms of their own specialized areas
of research. In some cases it proved virtually impossible to prevent the
interview from becoming an expostulation on the part of the scientist being
interviewed of the merits, demerits, etc., of a system or piece of apparatus
in which he was vitally interested. In retrospect, it seems clear that
the selection of the type of scientist to be interviewed contributed to this
difficulty. Naturally, a large percent of the scientists who came to our
attention and were contacted were eminent in one field of science related
to exobiology. The eminence most frequently derived, as would be expected
in the present state of development of the sciences, from specialization in
one fairly narrow field of endeavor, or from the development of a highly
useful technique.
In view of the seemingly vociferous expression of concern on the part of
some of the scientific community about the proposed extra-terrestrial life
program of NASA (letters in Science, etc.) and critical commentaries on
proposed life-detection systems, it is of interest to note the percentage
of scientists contacted for interviews who refused to grant them (Table I).
Table II shows the breakdown of the interviews by the size of the group
interviewed. Some characteristics of the sample of scientists interviewed
are given in Table Eli, including the scientific disciplines represented by
the scientists interviewed, their affiliation (academic institutions, indus-
try, or government), and whether they were actively involved in work directly
related to exobiology. Most of the scientists (II0) were biologists; those
giving their field as biochemistry were the largest single group (40). In
addition, there were 17 chemists, 8 physicists, 9 engineers, and i geographer.
The latter was an expert on interpretation of aerial photographs.
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Three-quarters of the scientists interviewed had academic connections. The
same proportion had no direct connection with work in exobiology, while most
of those interviewed who were professionally concerned with exobiology were
in industry. However, the coincidence of a quarter of the total sample so
concerned with the quarter of the sample employed in industry is not complete.
TABLE II
TYPES OF INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED
Number of Scientists Interviewed
Ind iv idua IIy
Number of Scientists Interviewed
in Small Groups (2_3)
Number of Small Group Interviews
Number of Scientists Interviewed
in Large Groups (6-22)
Number of Large Group Meetings
Scientists Interviewed
Scientists Sending Written Contributions
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS
54
15
72
141
3
144
6_
*These were as follows: University of Oklahoma-Civil Aeromedical
Research Institute (22); Rice University (20); Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Cal Tech (10); Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts (8); Abbott Laboratories (6); Research
Institute for Advanced Studies, Martin-Marietta Corp., Baltimore (6).
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III.
III.
TABLE III
COMPOSITION OF SAMPLE OF SCIENTISTS INTERVIEWED
I. Dis,gipline
Biochemistry 40
Biophysics 4
Biochemistry-Biophysics 2
Physical Biochemistry 1
Microbiology (unspecified) I0
Bacteriology 6
Mycology 3
Protozoology 1
Virology I
Zoology-Medical (unspecified) 5
Physiology 8
Embryology 5
Parasitology 4
Genetics 3
Ecology 3
Cytology 2
Entomology i
Ontology I
Botany (unspecified)
Plant Physiology
Agronomy
Chemistry (unspecified)
Physical Chemistry
Geochemistry
Organic Chemistry
Physical Organic
Polymer Science
Nuclear Chemistry
Physics (unspecified)
Oceanography
Metallurgy
Radiation Physics
Engineering
Geography
TOTAL
Institutional Affiliation
Academic 107
Industrial 34
Government 3
TOTAL 144
Profess%ona_ Activities Directly Related to Exobiology
No 108
Yes, Research and/or Development 31
Yes, Writing or Official 5
TOTAL 144
4
i
i
i
9
i
144
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1.4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Because of the informal and minimally directed nature of the interviews,
which were designed in this way specifically to increase their creative
value, the responses are difficult to summarize and tabulate in a satis-
factory manner. As discussed in the previous section, the responses listed
in the tables were not, as a rule, prompted by questions but represent
voluntary contributions on the part of the scientist being interviewed.
A more complete sampling of the scientific community on these specific
points could obviously have been obtained had the interviews been conducted
on a set question-answer basis. We feel the informal, relatively unprompted
interview gave a truer reflection of the real feeling of the scientific
community and was more productive of creative suggestions and ideas. In the
final analysis, some scientists interviewed had contributed relatively
little, others a great deal. Figures in the tables, although frequently
representing only a small percentage of the total sample, probably represent
in most cases a fair representation of the view of the scientific community.
Certainly, of the scientists contacted, those who had any definite original
ideas or opinions or comments on published ideas of others in the area of
exobiology were given ample opportunity to express them.
It was considered desirable to list responses elicited from scientists
interviewed individually separately from those interviewed in a group. In
the tables an entire group is included in a figure if one individual in the
group expressed the opinion in question. The rationale for this is, again,
that possible dissenters within a group were given ample opportunity to
express their dissent to a statement made by any member of the group. Lack
of such expression was assumed to connote at least a reasonable degree of
accord with the statement. Actually, on no occasion during group discus-
sions did an important disagreement arise. However, since it is evident
that various restraints and inhibitions operating in group discussions are
absent or attenuated in individual interviews, it is not felt that the
figures for group responses should be weighed as heavily as those obtained
in individual interviews.
1.4.1 GENERAL CONSXDERATIONS ON THE BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
OF MARS
a. The Expressed Desirability of the Biological Exploration of Space.
The majority of scientists interviewed expressed enthusiasm for a program
directed toward the search for _xtr_t_rr_t_1 14f_ 'm_ ....... _ ....
dissenters who were completely opposed to the program and a larger number
who, although favorable to the idea of extraterrestrial life search, had
certain reservations or felt that the political advantages of the scientific
and technological fallout would outweigh any intrinsic scientific merits of
the program. The opinions of the scientists interviewed are surmnarized in
Table IV.
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b. Type of Life-Detectio_ System. The scientists interviewed were in
favor of one or another of the following systems for the biological explora-
tion of Mars: (a) a slngle, integrated automated biological laboratory
(ABL); (b) a series of multiple, sequentially integrated probes; (c) a
single-package, small payload relying on a single life-detection technique
or instrument (Table IV).
Most respondents were in favor of either the ABL concept or multiple probes;
and there was little enthusiasm for a single-package life-detection
experiment or for sole reliance on methods depending on the culture of
Martian organisms on artificial media. Many who favored multiple probes
over ABL impiicitly or explicitly based their decision on three arguments:
(a) some preliminary exploratory experiments will have to be performed and
the data analyzed before more definitive experiments can be designed;
(b) considering the difficulty and expense involved in an ABL, the chances
of selecting the wrong landing site for the probe (i.e., an abiotic region);
or (¢) failure of the system to operate properly mitigates against the ABL
concept. Some who favor the ABL concept suggest overcoming the first objec-
tion by selecting the experiments and designing the system so that with
command control from Earth, exploratory experiments can be performed, the
data analyzed, and appropriate additional experiments conducted. The second
objection, failure to select the proper landing site, could be met by
designing the ABL with orbiting capability prior to landing. With surveil-
lance facilities and command control, the probability of selecting a prof-
itable landing site will be greatly increased. A number of those inter-
viewed also stressed the point that ABL should have a roving capability.
In reference to the third objection, several scientists emphasized the
necessity of selecting equipment andexperiments in such a way that com-
plexity is minimized and instrument rellability maximized. According to
several respondents, the latter should be stressed even at the expense of
sacrificing a good deal of sensitivity and selectivity in the instruments
chosen.
It was apparent that many of the respondents favoring the idea of multiple
probes had not taken cognizance of one of the main scientific objections to
this approach. Namely, the possibility of contamination of the planet with
terrestrial life forms with the first probe perhaps making forever unanswer-
able the question of whether life existed on Mars prior to the first landing.
Many who favored ABL based their decision on this argument. (See also
Paragraph 1.4.4.)
c. Assumptions Concerning Martian Biology. Most of the scientists
interviewed made certain operating assumptions or guesses, which seemed
reasonable to them, concerning the general properties to be expected of
Martian organisms, if life exists on Mars. These assumptions covered such
things as the density and species-abundance of Martian organisms, the
degree of similarity to terrestrial organisms, and the general types of
i-i0
/organisms which might be expected. Most of the assumptions were implicit
and impossible to isolate from the context of the interview. H_wever, a few
explicit statements which were made are sunmmrized in Table V. Obviously,
from the general discussions, many more scientists than shown in the table
assumed that Martian llfe would be carbon-based; and many believed it reason-
able or necessary to search for specific compounds (DNA, chlorophyll, adenosine
triphosphate, etc.) associated with life on Earth (see Paragraph 1.4.5 and
Table IX). Very few scientists interviewed (half a dozen or so) cautioned
specifically against reaching foregone conclusions about what to expect of
Martian llfe on the basis of what we know of terrestrial life, or suggested
that Martian llfe might be exotically different from llfe on Earth. Many
apparently felt that Martian organisms would be quite similar to terrestrial
organisms, whether or not llfe on the two planets had a common origin.
TABLE V
SPECULATIONS ABOUT MARTIAN LIFE
Probably Possibly Possibly Ngt N oo
Similar to Life on Earth
Carbon-based
Phosphorus-based (2)
Water-based
Pro tein-bas ed
Enzymes Similar to Those
of Terrestrial Organisms
Growth Factors Same as Those
of Terrestrial Organisms
Evolutionary State Primitive
Life '_arginal"
Intelligent Life
2
4
t
1(1)
_pe of Organism Likely:
Bacteria I
Viruses I
Lichens 1
Multicellular 2
"Vegetation" (3) 2
i
(1)Unless common origin.
(2)i.e., phosphorus transformations are important in energy storage
and utilization.
(3)i.e., photosynthesizing organisms, probably containing chlorophyll.
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/i.4.2 GENERAL SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THE BIOLOGICAL
EXPLORATION OF MARS
The scientific objectives for the biological exploration of Mars which
emerged from the interviews can be grouped under the following headings:
(i) Detect life.
(2) Chemically andphysiologically characterize the
life forms detected.
(3) Determine if such life has a common origin with
life on Earth. (This includes both the inter-
transfer of life between Earth and Mars and a
common chemical evolution.)
(4) Establish the evolutionary pathway of Martian life.
(5) Determine the interaction of life forms with the
environment.
(6) LoOk for fossil llfe and if only fossils are
f(r_ _determine the factors associated with the
extinction of llfe.
(7) If:llfe is not found, discover the factors which
prevented its development.
These represent overall goals of the program; and it is not contemplated,
of course, that they can all be achieved with one, or probably even many
landings. The responses are summarized in Table VI. As with some of the
other data reported, the tabulated values are not entirely objective. This
is due, as discussed previously, to the nature of the interviews. Thus,
obviously, the responses tabulated in Table VI were not always explicitly
stated in the form given. Many statements given in the interviews were so
general that they might be interpreted to indicate a desire to explore any
facet of biologywhich could be listed. However, an attempt has been made
to interpret these statements in terms of the goals which seem to be implied.
These seven categories seem to cover essentially all the goals brought up in
the course of the interviews. The aim, in short, has been to give an analysis
==- ....... _ .......... : _*,_*_LL_ uz u_ _cientists interviewed, it ±s
evident that items (I) and (2) (detection and characterization of life) are,
in a real sense, inseparable considerations from an operational point of
view; and they have not been separated in Table VI. Not all of those inter-
viewed are listed as favoring the detection and characterization of life,
even though they may have expressed agreement to the idea of an extra-
terrestrial life search. In these cases, when more specific points about
the probe were discussed, it was evident that the respondent was more
1-12
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interested in geochemical or meteorological than of biological ex.ploration of
the_lanet. Investigation of the evolutionary pathways of Martian life has
been considered to include suggestions to investigate genetics, information
transfer, etc., as well as statements (always vague) about "investigation of
evolution," etc. The suggestions to investigate the ecological relationships
of Martian organisms included consideration of both the effect of physical
and biological environment on organisms and (in two interviews) the exploita-
tion of possible effects of organisms on the environment as an indicator of
llfe.
1.4.3 THE PRM OBJECTIVE OF THE FIRST PROBE
In stating their views on the proposed ABL and its relation to the probable
total extraterrestrlal-llfe exploration effort, various scientists stressed
different goals for the InitiaiMars probe (Table VII). These can be
categorized fairly comprehensively as follows: (I) adequate background
data on theenvlronmental parameters which might be expected to determine
the existence and type of life on the planet is not available; therefore,
the primary (or sole) objective of the first probe should be to gather such
data (e.g., accurate temperature ranges and diurnal and seasonal fluctua-
tions, atmospheric composition, atmospheric and surface radiation level
data, water availability, soil chemistry, etc.) so that more reliable and
successful life-detection experiments can be planned for later probes;
(2) the obliKatory goal of the first probe must be to detect life on Mars
or demonstrate its absence conclusively; and, if life exists, to character-
ize it as far as possible; (3) the first probe should stress, or be limited
to, visual examination of the planet (both long-range and close-range and/or
microscopic). These goals represent to some extent arbitrary categories in
a spectrum of responses _. Several scientists mentioned two or even all three
of the goals listed as obligatory. Some scientists specifically recommended
no__.t_tat empting to detect life (except incidentally) with the first probe,
but concentrating all efforts on goal (i). Others specifically suggested
not making any physical or chemical measurements which were not essential
to the objective of getting an immediate answer to the question of whether
or not llfe exists on Mars. Goal (2) was urged by many scientists on the
grounds that the certainty of avoiding contamination of Mars with terres-
trial organisms on the first probe could not be assured with present tech-
niques or techniques likely to be developed in the near future. A few
scientists felt, largely on the basis of the known environmental differences
between Earth and Mars, that the chances of significant replication of
foreign ]_f_ f_ .... _-_g is very _I ...... proponents of goal (i)
generally argued the impossibility of devising crucial life-detection
experiments without background information on the physical and chemical
environment of Mars. Those favoring goal (3) felt that visual evidence
(either seeing living organisms or large-scale visual evidence of life) is
prerequisite to planning meaningful experiments and selecting a favorable
landing site, or at least essential corroborative evidence in conjunction
with physical and chemical experiments.
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Division of opinion into these categories was not sharp. Several scientists
mentioned two or even all three of these goals. The majority of opinion was
clearly that the first probe should attempt to establish the presence or
absence of life on Mars.
1.4.4 ABL GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
a. General Features Which Should be Included in ABL. Specific mention
was made of some general features, facilities, and capabilities which should
be incorporated into ABL. These are listed, with the number of scientists
referring to each item, in Table VIII.
TABLE VIll
GENERAL FEATURES WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE ABL
Yes No
Individual _ Tota____l Individual
Orbiting Capability:
Prelanding
Separate Orbiter
Extensive Visual Scanning
and Transmitting Facilities
Roving Capability
Command Control _
2 2 I
I i
3 3
4(i) 20 24
22 24
Long Life (2 years)
Means of Collecting and
Preserving sterile Soil
Samples
Light Power Supply; Low
Power Requirements
Complete Quantitative
Chemical Data on Vehicle
2 2
3 3
i i
I I
(1)One scientist specified a several-mile roving capability;
another specified both horizontal and vertical roving
capability.
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b. SterilizatioD of ABL_ _he Problem of Cont.aminatio_ of Mars.
Relatively few (9) scientists interviewed explicitly considered the question
of sterilization of the vehicle and the possibility of contaminating Mars
with terrestrial oz_anisms. Several felt that the problem would not be
serious, Implying that terrestrial organisms should not survive and grow
under the rigorous Martian environmental conditions.
Dr, D. G. Rea (Space Sciences Department, University of California,
Berkeley) expressed a general criticism of the multiple probe concept as
opposed to the AEL concept implicit in responses from many others: "An
enduring contamination by one of a series of probes would greatly reduce
the value of following probes." Mr. M. G. Koesterer (Wilmot Castle Research
Laboratory) feels that the probability of contamination is a direct func-
tion of the mass of terrestrial material placed on Mars and that, comparing
one large ABL and several smaller vehicles whose combined mass was equal to
that of the ABL, the chances of contamination would probably be the same.
He thinks that sterilization procedures for present space probes are not
adequate for the Martian lander and estimates the probability of contamina-
tion with present techniques is 1/100 and that these could be improved to
reduce the risk to less than 1/10,000.
I. 4,5 SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES AND EQUIPMENT WHICH SHOULD BE INCLUDED
IN ABL
a. Life Detection and Characterization Techniques. The opinions of
the scientists interviewed varied as to the characteristics of life upon
which life-detection should be based. Some suggested methods for examina-
tion of these characteristics are given in Table IX.
b. Techniques for Pursuin_ Other Scientific Objectives in the
Biological Exploration of Mars. Experiments designed to investigate a
common origin of Martian and terrestrial llfe (except for the study of
optical rotation of molecules on Mars) or to study evolutionary pathways,
ecology, or the fossil history of the planet were not specified in detail by
any of the scientists interviewed. Reference to these objectives was general,
which probably indicates a feeling that life detection and chemical character-
ization should be the prime objective of the first Martian probe with the
other objectives being incidental or more suitable for later investigation.
c. Specific Instrumentation Which Should be Included in ABL. In con-
nection with 1_fe detection and characterization, as well _ for physical
and chemical measurements of the Martian environment, many suggestions were
made for specific instruments or systems which should be included in the
ABL. These instruments are listed with the number of scientists mentioning
them in Table X.
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TABLE IX
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIFE WHICH SHOULD BE SOUGHT WITH THE ABL
Type of Compound, Class
Evidence Activity, etc.
Characteristic
compounds
(unspecified)
Proteins
. Enzymes
om (unspecified)
Alkaline
phosphatase
YR 8
, NO
Individual _ro_p Total Individual
I 22 23
6 6
4 8 12 I*
I I
Urease 1 I
Nucleic acids 7 (2) 7
Methods; Remarks
UV absorption;
ninhydrln
reaction
*Low reliability
Cited as virtually
ubiquitous in
humus-like soil;
stable
UV absorption;
specific dyes
"l)Two(-'respondents were opposed to emphasizing chemical detection methods
as an indication of life, one feeling that even molecules as complex as
proteins and nucleic acids would not be conclusive evidence of life.
Another was opposed to reliance on detection of any compounds except
enzymes.
(2)A molecule with the double helical structure (like DNA) was cited by
several as ideally suited to serve an information senr_ge and transfer
function since the structure allows the optimum degree of reactivity
and plasticity together with a high degree of stability.
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TABLE IX (Continued-)
Type of
Evidence
"O
-,4
_J
O
_J
v
,-4
m
o
_M
_J
Compound, Class
Activity) etc.
Nucleotides
(e.g., ATP)
ATP (cited as
essential to
life)
Lipids
Steroids
Complex phos-
phatides,
sterols,
terpenoids
Polysaccharides
Amino acids
Monosaccharides
Hemes
Chlorophyll
Pristane (3)
Macromolecules
Molecular
Indlvidual
I
4
I
I
3
3
i
I
I
4
2
Yes
_rotp Total
i
3
3
I
3
4
I
4
2
No
Individual Methods; Remarks
On the assumption
that "phosphorus
transformations"
are necessary
Luciferase Assay
Gas chromatography
i Dye assays (e.g.,
J-band)
Viscosity
(3)Pristane is a degradation product of phytol. It is easily detected
and identified; and it is suggested that its origin, other than from
living organisms, would be difficult or impossible to explain.
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TABLE IX (Continued)
Compound, Class
Activity, etc.
Informat ions i
macromolecules
"Life . "
molecules" (5)
Electron-
transport
NOle cu le s
"Energy sources"
"Humic aclds ''(6)
Optical activity
Fluorescence
Long range
Close range
Microscopic
Individual
f J
9(4)
2
I
I
i0
2
I
Yes
Group
2
9
Total
II
I
2
i
I
i0
2
i0
No
Individual
I*
Methods; Remarks
Fluorescence
spectrum should
be characteristic
*Lacks specificity;
high background
High resolution
facsimile
High resolution
facsimile
(4)One respondent suggested preliminary experimental work to determine
what kinds of molecules, other than DNA, might be suited to information
storage and transfer functions; several stressed the importance of the
double helical structure (see also Footnote I),
(5)This respondent suggested that characteristic conjugated, heat-labile
molecules specialized electronically to perform life functions (like
ATP, flavines, etc.) are essential to life.
(6)Compounds characteristically found in humus.
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TABLE IX (Continued)
Yes
lu ,
Function Individual (',ro-]_ Total
METABOLISM
(measured by: ) I
Photosynthesis
Heat production
Synthesis from
labeled
substrates
'_nergy conver-
sion and
transfer"
Gas exchange
Isotope
enrichment
Entropy decrease
REPRODUCTION AND
GROWTH
(culture on:)
Synthetic
medium
Soil (Martian)
Bacteria (for
phage)
(measure as:)
Increase in mass
20
2
I
4
20
2
i
4 8
I
24 29
I
17 14 31
5 5 i0
22 24
i
i 25 26
Individual
No
Group Total
2
22 25
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, L ,
:Type of
Evidence
"O
,,,4
4J
O
0
,-.4
.
0
4J
u
r_
Function
 PeODUCTION 
GROWTH(Cont.)
Increase in "
cells
(turbid£metry)
Increase in DNA
Increase in
protein
Increase in
some material
TABLE IX (Continued)
I . Yes
Individual Group Total
| , .
2
IRRITABILITY
TYPE OF
RESPIRATION
2
2
1
3
9 10
1
2
No
Individual Group Total
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TABLE X
Visible -range
Spectrophotometer
Gas Chromatograph
MAJOR PIECES OF EQUIPMENT OR SYSTm_S WHICH SHOULD BE
INCLUDED IN THE ABL
Mass Spectrograph
Ultraviolet
Spectrophotometer
Infrared
Spectrophotometer
Microcalorimeter
High Resolution
Facsimile Equipment
(macro and micro)
Polarimeter or
Optical Rotary
Dispersion
Fluorescence
Spectrophotometer
Thin Layer
Chromatography
Seismograph
e-scatter Spectrograph
Yes
i
Individual Group Total
f
1-
12" 2 14
10 2 12
6 6
5 5
3 2 5
2 24 26
3 3
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
No
Indiv idua i
I*
i*
i
i*
Comments
*Favoredby impli-
cation by a majority
*Two specify combi-
nation with mass
spectrograph
*For organic com-
pounds identifica-
tion is very
difficult
*Almost useless
except for purified
material
*Lacks specificity;
high background
reading
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II
Radio-carbon Dating
Equipment
Microscope-
Spectrophotometer
Microwave Rotational
Spectroscope
Paper Chromatography
Equipment
Electron Probe
NIL-Baroza Carbon
Skeleton Determinatoz
pH Meter
Acoustical Device
Solid Scintillation
Counter
Light-scattering
Instrumentation
Mult ivator
Gulliver
_1 ¢ T_
Microscope, 0ptical
Inelastic Neutron
Scatter
Instrumentation
TABLE X (Continued)
Yes
fi
Individual Group Total
I 6 7
1 1
1 1
1 I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
1 I
i i
i I
i i
No
Individual
i
2*
Comment
*One objected to
the requirement for
specialized
substrates
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Raman-Spectroscope
Electron Microscope r
1.4.6
Individual
i
TABLE X (Continued)
Yes
Group Total
PREPARATORY EXFERIMENTS ON EARTH
No
Individual
i*
3*
Comment s
*Lacks specificity;
high background
*All cited the
weight and complex-
ity as objections;
one cited the diffi-
culty of knowing
what you are looking
at even under optimum
conditions
Several scientists interviewed were of the opinion that preliminary experi-
ments on Earth using a s_nulatedMartian enviromnent might be of value in
planning experiments for inclusion in the ABL. Three suggested studying the
growth of terrestrial microorganisms of various kinds under conditions of
extreme temperature fluctuation, low moisture and other conditions which are
llkely to exist on Mars. The object of these studies would be twofold:
(I) to determine if survival and growth of unadapted •terrestrial organisms
can take place under these conditions; (2) to find if adaptation of terrestrial
organisms to an environment of this type is possible. Such studies might be
valuable both from the standpoint of designing fruitful experiments for the ABL
and for assessing the probability of reproduction and growth of terrestrial
microorganisms inadvertently introduced into the Martian environment with the
probe.
One scientist felt that a broad program of study of desert ecology, desert
soil composition, etc., would be rewarding. Another respondent suggested
that the study of terrestrial enzyme systems under simulated Martian conditions
would aid in designing more efficient biochemical experiments for inclusion in
the ABL.
1.5 OTHER COMMENTS BY SCIENTISTS
A number of observations were made concerning extraterrestrial life search
which do not lend themselves well to summarization and tabulation or which
constitute amplification of some of the material summarized in the last
section.
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.1.5.1 BIOLOGICAL EXPLORATION OF MARS : GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Several scientists felt that the probability of life on Mars was low enough
to render the value of a blo!oglcal exploration of the planet questionable.
Dr. Barry Commoner (Washington University, St. Louis) was representative of
the extreme view. He thought that from what we already know of Mars the con-
ditions are such that the probability of life is sllght and does not justify
a probe designed specifically to detect life. He pointed out that life was
so intimately dependent on the hydrogen bonding influence of water that in an
environment with as little water as Mars, life could not exist. He considered
that NASA was remiss in its duty to the public in not sponsoring a full public
discussion on the problems of seeking life on Mars prior to carrying out engi-
neering studies.
Some of the scientists interviewed pointed out the desirability of including
in the ABL some experiments which will virtually guarantee some positive and
meaningful results (e.g., concerning the geology or the meteorology of Mars)
simply to ensure continued public support for the space program in case the
biological portion of the probe is not successful.
A number of scientists conveyed, through various comments, the general impres-
sion that they felt the entire area of exobiology was being controlled too
extensively ai0ngdlsclplinary lines. Much of the general feeling seems to
be summarized in the &tatement of Dr. T. D. Brock, Indiana University_ that
molecular biologists are dominating the planning of the exobiology program
and that ecologists should have a stronger hand in the planning of ABL.
Others thought that the concepts and techniques of classical bacteriology
were being relied on to the exclusion of those of other potentially profit-
able areas.
Dr. K. Jarmalow and his group (Research Institute for Advanced Studies,
Martin-Marietta Corp.) expressed a somewhat unusual philosophy for the
biological exploration of Mars. Their idea was that the main purpose of
the Martian life-detection mission should be to collect and preserve soil
samples under sterile conditions for later removal and study on Earth. The
remainder of the effort should be devoted to establishing Martian environ-
mental conditions and an attempt to obtain a crude (i.e., approximate)
answer as to whether any form of life exists on the planet.
1.5.2 ABL: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
William Wilhite (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
nology) suggested that ABL should include experiments which can be completed
and communicated during descent so that even if the ABL is destroyed on
impact some information can be gained. Dr. W. O. Fenn (University of
Rochester Medical School) was concerned with the possibility of false posi-
tive information and suggested that this might be controlled in part by
testing the systems first on the moon, which is presumably abiotic.
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Dr. Fenn also urged, as did others, that the more generalized or nonspecific
tests should be accented in planning the ABL. Dr. S. Scher (Department of
Space Sciences, University of California, Berkeley) thought a complete quan-
titative inventory should be kept on the chemical composition of any lander
so that, in case of disintegration, allowances could be made in subsequent
analyses for its contribution in trace elements and compounds. Dr. D. G. Rea
(Space Sciences Department, University of California, Berkeley) suggested
that an orbiter (1969) might provide valuable information about the Martian
surface for aid in designing ABL experiments. He suggested that impacting
an object from the orbiter on the surface could provide useful information,
since the impact could be monitored from the orbiter and this would give some
data on the nature of the surface.
I.5.3 SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES
a. Life Detection and Characterization Techniques. Dr. Myles Maxfield
(Hancock Foundation, University of Southern California) suggested the possi-
bility of including a germ-free animal as a culture medium for infectious
agents which might occur on Mars. Dr. W. W. Umbreit (Rutgers University)
suggested culturing organisms from Martian soil on a complex medium based
perhaps on ground algae or algal extracts supplemented with extracts of
various animal and plant tissues and fortified with a number of substrates.
Attempts would then be made to detect metabollsm by measuring gas uptake or
production, formation of products from labeled substrates, etc. Since soil
may be physically necessary, the culture medium should be injected into
Martian soil in situ beneath a hood-llke device which would contain the
measuring instruments. He specifically cited microcalorimetry to be an
unfeasible tool since heat production is very difficult to detect and
measure even under optimum conditions in the laboratory.
Dr. J. Oro (University of Houston)cautioned against measurement of con-
taminants introduced as part of the probe. He has studied organic compounds
reported to be present in meteorites and shown that these were probably
contaminants introduced onto the surface of the meteorites by handling prior
to analysls. FiRgerprints contain certain amino acids and other compounds
in quantitlessufflclent for detection by gas chromatography. This finding
emphasizes the necessity of ensuring not only that the Martian lander is
sterile in the bacteriological sense, but also free of organic contaminants
which might be detected by the ABL and interpreted as evidence of Martian
life.
b. Common Origin of Life on Earth and Mars. As indicated in the pre-
vious section, at least two scientists interviewed felt that the question of
a common origin of life on different planets would probably never be answered
unequivocally. Dr. W. W. Umbreit suggested that even if virtually identical
organisms were found on Earth and Mars, this would not necessarily be an
indication of common origin but might be explained as the result of a common
evolutionary pattern acting on organisms which originated separately.
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c. _peclf_c _strume_tati.on. Dr. Myles Maxfield (Rancock Foundation,
University of southern Cailfornia) discussed the possible use of Technicon
automatic analysis equipment in the ABL. lle has used this equipment exten-
sively and has encountered some difficulties, lle doesn't feel that these
are insurmountable. The major problems concern the tubing which readily
becomes dirty. This leads to uneven bubble formation and clogging. The
tubing is also attacked by many reagents and incubation times, using present
equipment, are limited.
Dr. W. W. Umbreit (Rutgers University) discussed a system currently under
development in his laboratory for performing colorimetric analyses on filter
paper tape. It can be very simply and reliably automated and has been found
to be more sensitive than test tube procedures for a number of standard
colorlmetric analyses.
1.6 SCIENTISTS CONTACTED BY LETTER
Name Inst itut ion Field
Abelson, Philip H.
Adey, W. Ross
Allen, R.
Alverez, L. W.
Anderegg, Doyle
Anders, Edward
Anderson, C. D.
Anderson, Chas.
Arnold, W. A.
Arnon, D. I.
Aronoff, Samuel
A11g_nf_]_ John
Ball, Eric G.
Balls, Arnold K.
Bard, Philip
Barker, Horace A.
Bartlett, Paul D.
Geophysical Laboratory
Carnegie Institute of
Washing ton
Brain Research Institute
UCLA
Princeton University
UC - Berkeley
Oklahoma University
University of Chicago
U.S. Geological Survey
Oklahoma University
Oak Ridge National
Laboratories
UC - Berkeley
Iowa State University
_i.___-- T,__......ityv L_ 4. cl t t ULLLCl _JLL-LV _ J- _
Harvard Medical School
Purdue University
Johns Hopkins Medical School
UC - Berkeley
Harvard University
Geology
Chemistry
Physics
Microbiology
Chemistry
Physics
Botany
Botany
Botany
Biochemistry
_uu_u_y
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Physiology
Biochemistry
Chemistry
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Name
Beadle, G. W.
Belnert, U.
Bellamy, Albert W.
Beloff, Ruth
Benson, A. A.
Benzer, Seymor
Berger, R.
Bethe, Hans A.
Biemann, K.
Blei, I.
Blinks, L. R.
Bloch, Konrad E.
Blois, M.
Blomquist, Alfred T.
Buck, R. M.
Bogorad, Lawrence
Bonde, Eric
Bongers, L. A.
Bonnet, James F.
Borris, Robt. H.
Bostrom, K°
Buyer, Paul D.
Bradbury, N. E.
Bramlette, M. N.
Briggs, Robert W.
Institution
University of Chicago
Institute for Enzyme
Re search
University of Wisconsin
Department o f Medicine
UCLA
Yale University
Department of Marine
Biology
UC - San Diego
Purdue University
Lockheed Aircraft
Cornell University
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Melpar, Inc.
Hopkins Marine Station
Harvard University
Stanford University
Cornell University
University of Wisconsin
University of Chicago
Colorado University
Martin-Marietta Corp.
Cal Tech Department of
B io Iogy
University of Wisconsin
UC - San Diego
Department of Chemistry
UCLA
Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory
UC San Diego
Indiana University
Field
Botany
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Dev. Biology
Chemistry
Botany
Physics
Physics
Biochemistry
Biophysics
Botany, Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Botany, Biochemistry
Botany
Biochemistry
Biochemistry, Botany
Botany, Biochemistry
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Physics
Geology
Zoology
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Name
Brink, Frank
Brock, T. D.
Bronk, Detley W.
Brown, M. S.
Buchanan, J. M.
Bullock, Theodore H.
Calvin, Melvin
Cameron, Roy E.
Carpenter, C. C.
Chance, Brltton
Chandrasekhar, S.
Charzaff, Erwin
Ciereszko, Leon
Clark, Bennett
Clarke, Hans T.
Cleland, Ralph E.
Cleverdon, Robert
Cohn, Waldo
Colowick, Sidney P.
Commoner, Barry
^._.ICope, n_LL,ur C.
Corl, Carl F.
Cozad, George
Institution
Rockefeller Institute
Indiana University
Rockefeller Institute
Cal Tech
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Department of Zoology - UCLA
UC - Berkeley
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Oklahoma University
University of Pennsylvania
Yerkes Observatory
University of Chicago
Columbia University
Oklahoma University
Oklahoma University
Yale University
School of Medicine
Indiana University
University of Connecticut
Oak Ridge National
Laboratories
Vanderbilt University
Henry Shaw School of Botany
Washington University
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Washington University
School of Medicine
University of Oklahoma
Field.
Physiology,
Biochemistry
Microbiology
Physiology,
Biochemistry
Geochemistry
Biochemistry
Zoology
Chemistry,
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Zoology
Biochemistry
Astronomy
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Bacteriology
Biochemistry
Botany, Biochemistry
Bacteriology
Biochemistry
Microbiology,
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Microbiology
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0Craig, Lyman C.
Crawford, BrycB L;
Crane, Charles
Creseitelll, ¥.
Crow, James F.
Davldson, Norman
Davies, Richard W.
Davis, G.
Deb_e, Peter
Delbruck, Max
Demerec, Milislav
Dingle, John R.
Dische, Z.
Djerassi-, Carl
Doering, William
Doisy, E. A., St.
Dory, Paul
Doudoroff, Michael
Dragstedt, Lester R.
Dubos, Rene J.
DuBridge, L. A.
DuVigneaud, Vincent
Eckart, Carl
Edsall, John T.
Institution
Rockefeller Institute
University of Minnesota
Civil Aeromedical Research
Institute
UCLA
University of Wisconsin
Cal Tech
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Union Carbide Research
Institute
Cornell University
Cal Tech
Brookhaven National
Laboratories
Western Reserve University
School of Medicine
Columbia University
Stanford University
Yale University
St. Louis University
School of Medicine
Harvard University
UC - Berkeley
University of Florida
Rockefeller Institute
Cal Tech
Cornell University Medical
College
UC - San Diego
Harvard University
Biology Laboratories
Fiel_____d
Biochemls try
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Zoology
Zoology, Genetics
Chemistry
Engineering
Chemistry
Phys ics
Botany
Zoology
Pathology,
Microb io logy
Chemistry,
Biochemistry
Chemistry
chemistry
B iochemi stry
Chemistry
Microb io fogy,
Biochemistry
Pathology,
Microbiology
Pathology,
Microbiology
Physics
Biochemistry
Geophysics
Biochemistry
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Name
Ehrllch • R.
Elderfleld• Robert C.
Eisenstadt • Jerome
Elsasser_ W. M.
Emerson• Alfred E.
Emmett _ Paul H.
Evans, H. M.
Eyring • Henry
Fenn, Wallace O.
Fer_y, John D.
French• C. Stacey
Friedburg, W.
Friser, Louis F.
Folkers, Karl A.
Fox, Sidney
Fredriksson, K.
French• Dexter
French, John D.
Frieden, Earl
Fruton, Joseph F.
Gaffron, Hans
Gamow, George
Gates, Marshall D.
Geiger, p. J.
Giaugue, Wm. F.
Gibbs, Martin
Gileman, Henry
Glaser, D. A.
Instltution
Armour Research Foundation
University of Michigan
Yale University
UC - San Diego
University of Chicago
Johns Hopkins University
UC - Berkeley
University of Utah
Chemistry Department
University of Rochester
University of Wisconsin
Carnegi_ Institute of
Washington
Civil Aeromedical Research
Institute
Harvard University
Merck• Sharp & Dohme
Research Laboratories
Florida State University
UC - San Diego
Iowa State University
Director, Brain Research
Inst. UCLA
Florida State University
Yale University
Florida State University
University of Colorado
University of Rochester
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
UC - Berkeley
Brandeis University
Iowa State University
UC - Berkeley
Fiel__.__d
Bacteriology
Chemistry
Bacteriology
Physics
Zoology
Chemistry
Physiology
Chemistry•
Biochemistry
Physiology
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Geochemistry
Chemistry•
Biochemistry
Physiology
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Phy_c_
Chemistry
Biology
Physics
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Physics
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Name
Glass, Bentley
Goddard, David R.
Goebel, Walter F.
Golf, Richard A.
Goles, Gordon
Gowdy, B.
Gray, Frank B.
Green, V. M.
Green, David E.
Griffin, Donald R.
Haines, Howard
Halpern, L.. A.
Haley, Floyd C.
Hamburger, Viktor
Hammett, Louis P.
Handler, Philip
Harshbarger, J. C.
Haskins, Carlyl P.
Hassid, Wm. Z
Hastings, A. Baird
Hauser, Charles R.
Hawrylewlcz, E. J.
Heidelberger, Michael
Hermann, H.
Herriott, Roger M.
Hershey, Alfred D.
Hess, S. L.
Instltut!on
Johns Hopkins University
University of Pennsylvania
Rockefeller Institute
Oklahoma Unlversity
UC - San Diego
Armour Research Foundation
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
General Mills
University of Wisconsin
Harvard University
Oklahoma University
Union Carbide Research
Inst Itute
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Washington University
Columbia University
Duke University
UC - Irvine
Carnegie Institute of
Washington
UC - Berkeley
Scripps Clinic and Research
Foundation
Duke University Chemistry
Department
Armour Research Foundation
Institute of Microbiology
Rutgers _+"+_ T¥--2 ...... ""
University of Connecticut
Johns Hopkins University
Carnegie Institute of
Washington
Florida State University
Field
Biochemistry
Botany, Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Zoology
Geochemistry
Physics
Microbiology
Biochemistry
Zoology
Zoology
Biology
Zoology
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Pathology
Zoology
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Chemistry
Microbiology
Microbiology
Biochemistry
Biochemistry
Genetics, Botany
Biochemistry
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Name
Hildebrand, Joel H.
Hirschfelder, Jos. O.
Hitchcock, Diane
Hobbey, G. L
Hoftreter, Johannes
Hollaender, Alexander
Hopla, C. E.
Horecker, B. L.
Horowitz, N. H.
Hoshizake, Takashi
Hotchklss, Rollln D.
Huang, S.
Hubbs, Carl L.
Hundley, L.
Hutchinson, George E.
Irwin, Malcolm R.
Jagendorf, A. T.
Jaffe, L. D.
Jahn, Theodore L.
Johnson, John R.
Jukes, T.
Kalckar, Herman M.
Kamen, Martin D.
Kaplan, Joseph
Kaplan, Nathan 0.
Kasha, Michael
Kaufman, B. P.
Institution
UC - Berkeley
University of Wisconsin
Hamilton Standard
JetPropulsion Laboratory
University of Rochester
Oak Ridge National
Laboratories
Oklahoma University
Einstein College of Medicine
Cal Tech
Space Biology Laboratory
UCLA
Rockefeller Institute
Princeton University
UC - San Diego
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APPENDIX 2
COMPUTATION OF SENSITIVITIES
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The sensitivities of the various techniques examined in this
analysis have been expressed in terms of the minimum number of cells
required to give a positive result. Since it is difficult to determine
all the variables in a method, the calculations have been based upon
experimental results published in the literature rather than theoretically
derived Values. For convenience, the round numbers i_ I cell volume,
1 mg wet weight, 1/4 mg dry weight, and 10 9 cells have been used to
represent the content of I ml cell suspension of optical density 0.300
(650 m_ I cm path length).
2.2 ANALYSIS
2.2.1 DETECTION OF ENERGY CONVERSION AND TRANSFER
a. Evolution of Heat
The most sensitive microcalorimeter available appears to be the
"heatburst microcalorimeter" of Kitzinger and Benzinger (I)." An appropriately
2-1
modified instrument of this type could conceivably be constructed which
will detect 4 _cal/sec.
The heat output of a typical bacterium-(E, coli) during division
is 1.4 x 10-7 _cal/sec (2) and by analogy with the hear output from a
resting wheat grain the output for a resting bacterium should be about 103
times less than that for a dividing cell or 1.4 x I0-10_cal/sec.
Therefore, the number of dividing cells detectable (that is, the
number of organisms which divide during the observation period) is:
4_ cal/sec = 2.9 x 107 cells
1.4 x I0"7_cal/sec/cell
and the number of nondividing cells detectable is:
4 _tcal/sec
1.4 x 10 -I0 cal/sec/cell
= 2.9 x I0 I0 cells
b. Net Change in Heat of Combustion
The material is synthesized is E. coli with a composition of 78%
protein, 13% nucleic acids, 5% lipid and 4% carbohydrate and each E. coli
10-12cell weighs 0.25 x g.
During the observation the population will double.
The sensitivity with which heat of combustion can be measured
is 10-3cal (2). The heat of combustion per cell will therefore be:
(0.25 x 10-12 ) (0.78 x 4 + 0.13 x 3.8 + 0.05 x 9 + 0.04 x 4) (103 )
= 0.78 x 10-9 + 0.095 x 10 -9 + 0.112 x 10 -9 + 0.04 x 10 -9
= 1.0 x 10-9 cal/cell.
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Thus, the number of original cells required is:
10"3 ' = 1 x 10 6 cells
1..0 x 10 -9
c. Light Emisslon by Organisms
Organism: Photobacterium phosphoreum
3.35 x 105molecules 02 respired/quanta of light emitted (personal
communication C. B. Van Niel).
Respiration rate of typical bacteria is 50_02/4 x 109 cells/hr (3)
Therefore, 50 x 10 -3 1 1025x - x 6.023 x molecules
4 x 109 cells/hr 22.4 x 103
= 3.35 x 108 molecules 02/cell/hr
molecules 02 1
Thus, 3.35 x 108 celi/hr
3.35 x 105 molecules 02 are emitted
quanta
= 103 quanta/cell/hr
Photosensitive detector requires 15-50 quanta in the visible region of the
spectrum per photoelectron generated (4) .
100 photoelectrons/sec are required for measurable steady current.
Therefore : 1500 quanta/sec = 5.4 x 106 quanta/hr required for measurable
steady current (4)
Therefore:
5.4 x 10 6 x I = 5.4 x 103 cells = minimum detectable
103/cell/hr
d. Unpaired Electrons
The sensitivity of ESR measurements is 10"12 molar (5) .
I0"2_ of free radicals are formed in each dying S. lactis organism (6)
Therefore:
10 "12 = 109 dying cells must be available
10 -21
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e Bioel, ectric Potential or pH ChanR_
AS Su_B ."
Organism is E. coli
Minimum detectable E_ change = 0.1 my = 10 -4 volts
Two electrons are transferred in the oxidation-reduction reaction
Substrate concentration = 1 m mol. (7)
Bioelectric potential E-F¢ = 2.303 _-- log [Red3
log = _ x
2 x 96500
8.3 I/+'X 300 x lO'4volt = 0.00338
= 1.0078
for substrate conc. of 1 m molar
l+X
-------- = 1.0078
1-X
2.0078X = 0.0078
Therefore, detectable concentration change 0.0078
= 2.0078
for change in EHF of 10-4 volts
= 0.0039 m mol.
= 3.9 _ mol.
Respiration rate (at 32°C) of _. co1._£ - 272 //_ / 4 x 109 cells/hr. (3)
272 _
22.4 _ £/_ mole
/ 4 x 109 cells/hr = 3 x i0"9 _ mol/ cell/hr
Therefore, no. of organisms required =
3.9 _ mole/ 3 x 10-9
cell
= 1.3 x 109 cells
acting for I hour
This calculation also establishes the relative sensitivity of measuring
changes in pH.
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f. Metabolism ' of Subatrate
• Use Glucose-E-C 14 and detect C1402
Assume :
Specific activity of glucose is 1.0 mc/mM
Counting efficiency is 507.
95% confidence limit is satisfactory
Counting t_e is 1 hour
3 x 10_ 12 mM/cell-hr of CO2 is obtained from the
oxidation of 81ucose by _E. coli t_3/.
Therefore :
3 x I0 -12 x 222 x 107- x 0.5 ffi3.33 x 10 -3 cpm/ cell /hr
To fulfill counting requirements indicated, the total cts. needed in I hour
are 1500 and the cpm are 25.
Therefore :
25 ffi7500 cells required to liberate a detectable
3.33 x 10 -3 amount of C1402 in 1 hour
go Dark Fixation of C14"02
As sume :
Specific activity of C1402 is 30 mc/n_i
Counting efficiency 50%
95% confidence limit required and counting time is I hour
I mM of C140_ supplied
30 x 222 x 107 x 0.5 x 0.2 cpm C1402 fixed/cellmm i
8 x 108 x 80
= 0.1 cpm/cell for E. coli (9).
To fulfill counting requirements indicated the total cts. needed in 1 hour
are 1500 and the cpm are 25
Therefore:
2___5
= 250 dividing ceils fixing C1402 over a I hour
0.i
period are required to fix a detectable quantity
of C1402 .
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h. Light Fixation of C1402
Organism: Chlorella saccharophila
Photosynthesis rate = 0.452 ml C02/i08 cells/hr
= 0.02 m mole C02/I08 cells/hr (3)
Assume :
Specific activity of C1402 = 30 mc/m mole
= 30 x 22 x 107 dpm/ m mole
1010
= 6.6 x dpm/ m mole
Counting efflcience of 50%
C1402 . 101°Specific activity of = 3.3 x cpm/m mole
1010Sensitivity per organism = 0.02 x I x 3.3 x cpm =
108 cells/hr
6.6 cpm/cell/hr of photosynthesis
Total counts needed for 95% confidence with 0.05 probability of error
greater than 5% is 1500 counts (8).
1500 counts
Therefore, sensitivity of method = 60 mln = 25 cpm assuming i hr
25
" -- = 3.8 cells
6.6
counting time and no. of cells required
fixing C1402 for a period of I hour
i. Detection of ATP
There is 8.3 x I0-I0 " _
_g of ATP per cell _yeastj (I0)
The sensitivities of various methods for detecting ATP according to
Strehler e__ta_!l.(II) are:
(a) Chemical - I0 _g
(b) Ion exchange - 5 _g
(C) Enzymic (t£retiy)- £U _g (quantum counter)
Therefore, the number of cells required is:
I0 I0(a) chemical I0 = 1.2 x cells
8.3 x I0"I0
(b) Ion exchange 5 = 6 x 10 9 cells
8.3 x i0 -I0
(c) Enzymic (firefly) 10 -4 = 1.2 x 105 cells
8.3 x I0"I0
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J. Detection of Porphyrlns
(1) _Phot osyntha_ Ic orzan_m
On an average, photosynthetic micro and macro organisms contain
0.2_ porphyrins or about 2 x 10 -9 _g/orsanism(!2)._
Less than 10 -4 _g of porphyrias can be detected fluorometrically (13)
and 2.9 x 10 -2 _g/al by absorption 8pectrophotometry (chlorophyll) (14) .
Therefore,
and
10 -4
= 5 x 10 4
2 x 10 -9
cells are required for fluorometric method.
2.9 x 10 -2 = 1.45 x 107 photosynthetic cells are required
2 x 10 -9 for absorption method
(2) N..on-photosynthetlc organism
On the average, non-photosynthetic micro and macro-organisms
contain 0.00025Z porphyrin (haematin) on a.wet weight basis (10).
Sensitivity of porphyrin by fluorometry is less than 10 -4 _g(13)
and by absorbance spectrophotometry it is 7.7 x 10 -3 _8/ml (14)
The content of porphyrln per cell is:
2.5 x 10 -4 rag/100 mg x 109 = 2.5 x 10 "15 rag/cell
= 2.5 x 10 "12 _g/ce11
Number of cells required for detection by fluorometry is,
= 16 -4 _g/2.5 x 10 "12 _g/ce11
= 4 x 107 cells
and by absorption spectrometry
7.7 x 10 -3
= 3.1 x 109 cells
2.5 x I0 "12
k. Light stimulated evolution of oxygen
(I) Tracer Method (018)
Sensitivity for detection of 018 by mass spectrometer in presence
of water background is 10 -6 parts (personal communication, L. Theard)
Assume reaction can be carried out in 99% H2018 , at 40 mb
pressure (_rs atmospheric pressure) and a gas volume of 5 ml (9_ moles)
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20_moles 02 are produced photosynthetically in one hour by
108 cells (3) "
Therefore, 20 = 2 x I0"7_ moles 02 is produced per cell /hr. The 018
108
concentration in the gas phase produced by I cell is 2 x 10-7 = 0.22 x 10-7 parts
9
10-6
Thus, = 45 cells photosynthesizing for I hour are required.
0.22 x 10-7
(2) Cart eslan DiVer Method
Sensitivity of method is I0"4_ I/hr(15).
4.5 x 10-6 _1 oxygen/hr/cell is liberated photosynthetically
(chlorella saccharophila) (3) .
Therefore p
10-4
J
4.5x10 "6
= 22 cells photosynthesizing for 1 hour can be detected.
(3)
f • k¸¸
Mic_orUpirometry
Sa i  vlty methodis i0-2  15)
4.5 x I0"6_ I oxYgen/hr/cell is liberated photosynthetlcally
Therefore,
_ 10-2
4.s xl0"6
/
= 2.2 x 103 cells can be detected.
(3)
(4) Ma_netlc Susceptibility (16)
The sensitivity of this method is 4 xl0"3Z 02
Assume measurement can be made on 1 ml sample.
Therefore, minimum conc. change of 02 by this method in 1 ml sample =
4 x 10 -3 x.01 ml/ml sample = 4 x lO'Sml 02/ml sample
4.5 x 10-9 ml oxygen/cell/hr is liberated photosynthetically
Therefore :
4 x 10-5
= 9 x 103 ceils can be detected in I hour.
4.5 x 10-9
(3)
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(5) OxTaen electrode me_hod
The sensitivity of the method is 1 _1 (16) .
4.5 x 10 -6 _ 1 oxysen/hr/cell i8 liberated photosyntheticaUy (3).
Therefore,
1
4.5 x 10 -6 = 2.2 x 10 5 cells can be detected
1. Uptake of Oxysen
(1)
_Cartesian Diver Method
Sensitivity is 1(}'4it 1/hr (15).
6.8 x 10 "8 j_ I oxygen/hr/cell is taken up (_E. coll.) (3) .
_erefore;
10 "4_
6.8x10 "8
= 1.47 x 103 cells can be detected in 1 hour.
(2) Microresplromtry
Sensitivity is 10 "8 _ 1/hr (15)
Therefore,
10-3
6.8 x 10"8
(3)
1.47 x 104 cells can be detected in 1 hour.
Oxygen Electrode
Sensitivity is I _ 1(16) •
= 1.47 x 107 cells can be detected in I hourTherefore, . 1
6.8 x 10' 8
(4) Magnetic Susceptibility
sensitivity of this method is 4 x I0"3% 02(16)The
Assume measurement can be made in I ml sample.
Therefore, the minimum concentration change of 02 by this method is
-5
4 x 10 ml 02/ml sample.
6.8 x 10"11 ml O2/cell/hr are taken up by E. coli (3)
Therefore ;
4 x 10-5
6.8 x I0"II = 6 x 105 cells can be detected in I hour
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Jmo Evolution of CO 2
(I) Cartesian Diver Method
i. Sensitivity is 10 -3 _I/hr (15).
2. 6,8 x 10-8 _I C02/hr/cell is evolved (E. toll_.__.)(3)
Therefore,
I0'' = 1.47 x 104 cells can be detected in I hour.
6.8 x 10 -8
(2) Htcroreapirometry
Sensitivity is I0"2_ I/hr (15)
Therefore,
10 -2
6.8 x I0 -8
ffi1.47 x 105 cells can be detected in I hour.
(3) CO 2 Electrode
Assume: (a) total volume of 1.0 ml, (b) temperature of 25°C,
(c) standard pCO 2 and (d) no substances in the medium which react
with CO 2.
The amount of dissolved C02 is therefore 0.759 ml (17).
A change in pCO 2 of 1% can be detected (16).
Therefore, a change of
/
0.01 x 0.759 = 7.6 _ I CO 2 can be detected.
6.8 x 10 "8 _1 C02/hr/cell is evolved _. Coli) (3)
Thus,
7T6 = i.I x 108 cells can be detected in I hour.
6.8 x 10 -8
(4) Change in solution conductivity
I. 6.8 x 10-8 _ I C02/cell/hr evolved by, _E" coli (3)
2. 0.002 mg CO 2 can be detected by method _18/
Therefore :
2
2 _g CO 2 = _ mole CO 2 = i _I CO 2 can be detected
and Thus :
I_ I
6.8 x I0"8_ 1/cell = 1.5 x 107 cells evolving CO 2 for i hour cat be
detected.
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2.2.2 DETECTION OF MACROP_LECULES
a. By Absorption SpeGtro_hot_try
(I) Assume --cromolecule is DK%.
An increase in abosrbance of 0.005 is detectable
The amount of DR& per cell _. co_s_ is 10"8_ g(3).
The amount detectable is:
-. a-b,mad ,e - O.lO S/,,,ZCZg#
b. _ absorption- 0.20 1_8/m1(2_).n
Therefore:
J-band dye 0.10 =
10"8
x 107 cells are required
UV abserbance _ = 2 x 107 cells are required.
10 "8
(2) Assume macromolecule is a protein
An increaue in absorbance of 0.005 is detectable
The amount of protein per organism _. _ is 2 x I0-7 _g(3).
The amount detectable is :
a. J-band dye -0.01 _g/ml (19).
b, UV absorption (21) .
/
E = 76,000 280 =1_ - 2.5 _g/ml
E = 900,000 190 _ - 0.2 _81ml
Therefore:
0,Ol .....
J-band dye 2 x 10 -7
UV absorbance 280 m_ =
5 x 104 cells are required
2.5 = 1.25 x 107 cells
m2xlO 7
0.2
190 =_= --
__-7
2 x Iu
= I x 106 cells are required.
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b. By 0vtlcal Rotati_
(1) Assume nmcromolecule is DNA
The specific rotation of a solution is given (22) by
[_]X = a . I a = angle of rotation (degrees)t c _ = path length (decimeters)
c - conc
The specific rotation of DNA at 257 _is -2000 (23>.
£ change in an81e of rotation o£ 0.001 deg. can be detected,
Assume a umsasurin 8 cell of 10 ml with a path length of 1 din.
Thereforep minimum concentration detectable
a . 1 = 0+001 . 1 = 5 x 10 -7 g/m1
c = + "L.,-_X 1 2000
= 5 x 10"6g/10 ml cell = 5 x 10-3 mg in 10 ml cell
DlIA per organism _. co_2_ = 10"11 mglcell (3)-
Therefore 5 x I0-3 mg
10"11 mg/cell
'(2)
= 5 x 108 cells •
/
required for detection
Assume macromolecule is Protein
The specific rotations averaged for a series of proteins were
foudd(20) to be about -7000 deg. at 233 m_.
A change in angle of rotation of 0.001 deg. can be detected.
Assume I ml measuring cell with a path length of 0.i decimeter.
_nere£ore, the mlnlnmm concentration detectable
c=! 1 =.001 l0.1 x g/m1 1.4 x 10-6 g/ml = 1.4 _g/ml
The amount of protein per cell _. coI____i)2x 10-7 _g/cell (3)
Therefore 1.4 _R = 7 x 106 cells are required for detection
2 x 10"7_g/ cell
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(3) Assume- that a planar dye can be attached to the macr_nolecule.
In this case, the cotton effect will be shifted into the visible
with apparently very little change in sensitivity as regards
the detection of the macromolecule by OR (24a) "
c. _y Chan_e in le£ractiVe Index
A@ Assume umCrO_olecule is protein
Refractive index increment -0.00185 change in refractive iv_tex
per I_ change in conc (15) .
Index of refraction canbe measured to + 0.00002. Hence
changes in index of refraction of .00008 should be readily detectable.
Therefore,
0.00008
0.00185
x 0.01 = 4.3 x 10-48/100 ml
= 4.3 x lO'6g/ml change in conc.should be detectable.
(3)
The amount of protein per cell (E. coii) = 2 x lO'7_g
Therefore,
4.3 _g = 2.2 xl07 cells are required for detection.
2 x 10"7_g/organism
d. Viscosity"
There is a striking difference in the viscosity effects produced by
globular (i.e. albumin) and linear (i.e. DNA) macromolecules. Globular
macromolecules have an insignificant effect on viscosity of aqueous solutions,
whereas linear macromolecules increase the viscosity greatly. The effectiveness
of this method will therefore depend on the structural configuration of the
macromolecule(15 a) .
4 _g of DNA can be detected in a i ml sample by measuring change
in viscosity (lSb) .
The DNA content of cells is 10-8 :_/cell (3)
Therefore: 4 m.l.m = 4 x 108 cells are detectable by measuring the
10-8_g/cell change in viscosity of a solution due
to DNA.
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.f
e. Light $cattertnz
Relatively low concentrations of some macromolecules in solution
have been shown to produce measurable light scattering, for example,
using light scattering dissymmetry techniques, 20_ g/ml of tobacco mosaic
virus can be detected (15c)
• However, the use of light scattering as s
positive detection tool leaves much to be desired. Scattering has been
shown to be greatly dependent on molecular shape, nature of solvent,
pH and wavelength of incident light (15a) Furthermore, "the presence of
dust, air bubbles and similar coarse impurities greatly distort the
results.
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&2.2.3 REPRODUCTION, REPLICATION AND GROWTH
ao
_rbldlty Measurement ' as _ F__u-c_cien of T_,w
According to Vishnlac (24_.) the minimum reliable detection level for
turbidity measurGaent is around 105 bacteria/ml..
b. Increase. in Mass @s a F_,actlon of T_,_
(1) Chanse in welsht
Microbalances are ava£1able which will detect changes in weight
(=ass) of 1.0 _S (25) .
On Mars, this corresponds to about 3.3 _g (assuming 0.3 g for Mars)
of _sass.
Therefore, 3.3 x I0"3 x 10 9 = 3.3 x I0 6 cells are required.
(2) Change in crystal frequency
Mass deposited on a piezoelectric quartz crystal will cause a
change in frequency. Thus, it is conceivable that they can be
used to detect a change in mass. In fact, the frequency change
is directly related to the mass deposited on the crystal and
theoretically the detection limit is 10 -6 _g(26)
Special sorption detectors based on this principle have been
constructed which will detect a mass increase of 10 "1 _g.
Therefore, 10 -4 x 109 = 105 cells could be detected.
c. Increase in Macromolecules as a Fu_-¢tion of Time
(1) Assume macromolecule has anionic sites
A change in absorbance of 0.005 is required
For the J-band method a change of 0.005 in absorbance is equal to
a change in anionic macromolecule concentration of about 0.01 _g/ml (19) .
The macromolecule content of a mlcro-organlsm is about 20 percent
of the moist weight (I0).
Therefore,
0.01
= an increase of 0.05 _g of organisms can be detected0.2
this equals 0.05 x 10"3rag x 109/rag = 5 x 104 cells
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do
(2) Assume the _romolecule exhibits optical activity.
Assume the uac:onolecule has a specific rotation which apptoxlmates
that of DI_.
Then the sensitivity is the sane as £o_ the detection of DI_L by OR.
That is, 5 x 10 8 _czoozganlsms/m[.
Incrq@se i n HUc_£_ _ctds as a Function of Time
(1) By spectrophotometrtc abJorbance:ot:@ptics1 Rotation-UV , dye,
and dye + OR.
The same sensitivity applies, within reasonable liLtts, as for the
detection of DNAp but the _aount of nucleic acid must be increased
to take into consideration the RNA content of the cell. The
RNA content of bacterial cells is about 3 times the DNA content (3)
Therefore. the amount of nucleic acid per orsanism is about
¢2)
4 x 10 "8 VS.
Thus to detect an increase in nucleic acids requires the production
of the following number of cells :
UV absorption - ,2 5 x 10 6 cells
4 x 10-8 =
Dye - .1 m
4 x 10-8
2.5 x 106 cells
OR +Dye - 5 - 1.25 x 108 cells
4 x 10-8
By Colorimetry
(a)
t (27)2 _S of DNA can be deCermined color_netr tally
The D_ content of cells is 10-8 _g/cell (3) .
Therefore:
,2 _
10 -8 _g/cell
= 2 x 108 cells are detectable by determining DNA
colorlmetrlcally.
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P$ _S of HA can be determined colorlmeterlcally (27)
The RNA content of cells is 3 x 108 _g/cell (3) .
Therefore
5 i_x
3 x 108_s/cell
= 1.7 x 108 cells are detectable by determining
RNAcolorimeterically
e. Increase i n Proteins_rLth Time
(1) Modified LowryMethod
Sensitivity of method is 0.2 _S of proteln (28).
Protein per orsanlsm (E. col.i) = 2 x 10-7 _8,
Therefore,
0.2
2 x I0"7
= 106 cells detectable by determining protein by modified
Lowry method
(2) By UV or J-Band Absorption Spectrophotometry - See page 10.
?
fo Increase i_ _t_as a Function of Time
(1) Steroids
The sterol content of organisms is about 0.3 percent of the dry
welsh t and the dry weisht is about 25 percent of the fresh weisht (3) .
The sterol content of a cell is therefore about:
0°003 x 0.25 x 10-6 _g = 7.5 x 10"10 _g/cell
a. In chloroform solution, 25 _g of steroid can be detected by
infrared methods (29).
b. By gas chromatography about 10-2 _g of steroid can be detected (30) .
c. About 1.0 _g of steroid can be detected colorlmetrlcally
by its reaction with FeCI_.
d. By the use of ORD about I00 _g of steroid can be detected (31).
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Thus, if it is assumed that the uost abundant sterol species comprises
25Z of the total, the followln8 number of cells is required for each
method.
Infrared -
'" '_5 = 3.3 x 1010 cells
7.5 x 10 "10
Gas Chro_tos_aphy - . 10.-2 = 5.2 x 107 cells
7.5 x 10"10 x .25
Colorimetric ltO = 1.3 x 109 cells
7.5 x 10"10
ORD- 100 = 5.2 x 1011 cells
-10
7.5 x I0 x .25
Mass Spectrometer - 10_ 2
7.5 x 10"10 x .25
= 5.2 x 107 cells
(2) Fatty acids
The fattyacld content (both esterifled and unesterifled) of an
organlsm is about 8 percent of the dry weight (33) . The dry weight
is 25 percent of the wet weight.
The most abundant single fatty acid species comprises about 25 percent
of the total fatty acid content.
Therefore. there is 0'08 x 0.25 x 10-6 = 2 x 10-8 _8 fatty acld/cell
and 0.5 x 10 -8 _g of a single fatty acid specie.
The sensltivites of the following methods are:
a. Gas chromatograph - 5 x 10-3 _g(34).-_
c. Colortmetrtc - 50 _g by ferric chloride color reaction with
methylated fatty acid.
d. Hass spectrometer- 10-2 _g(32).
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Therefore, the following numbers of cells are required:
Gas chromtosr&ph - 5 X 10"3 106 cells
in
0.5 x 10- 8
Infrared -
2 x 10 "8 = 109 cells
Coloriaetric _0.
2x10 8
Mass Spectrometer -
" = 2.5 x 109 cells
= 2 x 106 cells
2.2.4 DETECTTON OF SUBSTANCES ASSOCIATED WITH LI-q_NG SYSTEMS
al Detection of AslnoAclds
/
Assume all of the proteln can be hydrelyzed to amino aclds.
2 x 10 -7 _S of amino acid would be available per cell.
The most abundant amino acid species comprises about 15 percent
of the total amino ac14_ 36) .
The minimum amount of amino acid(s) which can be detected by the
followtns_hods is:
Ga.chrouatoSraphy- 5 x 10.3
MaSs spectrometer - 10 -2 _S (32).
Colorlmetrlc - 0.I _S -(nlnhydrln)
Thus. the following number of cells are required for each method:
Gas chromatography
5 x i0"3
2 x 10-7 x 0.15
= 1.67 x 105 cells
Mass spectrometer
Colorimetric
10-2
= 3.3 x 105 cells
2 x 10-7 x 0.15
I0-I = 5 x 105 cells
2 x 10-7
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6b. Detect$op of _u_leotldes ' (o_ _h_rlnas & pyr/s_/d!ne_s)
Assume all of the nucleic ac/ds are hydrolyzed to monomerlc bases. The
amount of mlcleotide available per cell is then
C_ ..x./D.wt) _ x D.wtlcen _ - 3.21 x lO'8_glcell c3>
4
The minlmm aaount of nucleotlde which can be detected by UV absorbance -
0.2 x 0.67 = 0.13 _g/ml (20).
Therefore, the foUc_Ing number of cells can be detected by
UV absorbance I_3 x I0". I = 4 x 106 cells
3.21 x 10 -8
c. Detection of _4oqos_c.c._arlde s
Whereas bacteria and animal cells contain perhaps 4 percent carbohydrate
on a dry weisht basis, plant material is very rich in carbohydrate.
Therefore, as a compromise estimate of the carbohydrate composition of
cells a value of 25 percent o£ the dry weisht is assumed.
Thus a cell contains,
10-6 u_
x 0.25 = 6.25 x 10-8 _8 carbohydrate/cell
4
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The mln/_ua amount of carbohydrate which can be detected by the followln8
methods is :
Gas chrolmtography (methyl esters) - 5 • 10 -3 _8 (34) .
Has. spectrometer 10 -2 _g (32)
Color/aetric 5 _K (38).
Assuming that 50 percent of the carbohydrate will be composed of a
single species the £ollowlng number of cells will be required:
Gas chromtography- 5 x 10 -3
= 1.6 • 105 cells
0.5 • 6.25 • 10 -8
Mass spectrometer "2 lO5
' = 3.2 x cells
0.5 • 6.25 xlO "8
Colorlmetrlc _ 5.
6.25x 10 -8
= 8 • 10 7 cells
d. Detection of Porphyrins
See page 2-6
e. petection of Fatty Acids
See page 2-16
f. Detection of Steroids
See page 2-15
g. Detection of PhosDholipids
About 4 percent of the dry weight of a cell is phospholipid (28) •
Therefore a cell contains:
n n/. .. n o¢ .. In "6 8 --1._..I._14,-,4A /,.,_11
Colorimetric analysis for chloroform soluble phosphorus will detect
560
2 x 10"3_g of P or about -_ x 2 x 10"3_g phospholipid (39)
Therefore, 3.6 x 10-2 = 3.6 x 106 cells are required.
10-8
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h. Detec,Cion of Total F_avi_
As a general average, there appears to be about 40 _g of flavin per g
moist weight in bacterla (I0).
Therefore, there is 40___ - 4 x 10 "11 US flavin/ce11
lO 12
As llttle as 1 x 10 -4 _g of flavin can be detected by the lumiflavin
method (40) .
Thus 1 x I0 "4 . 2.5 x 106 cells are required
4 x 10 "11
2.2.5 CATALYTIC ACTMTY
a. Dehydrogenase m dye reduction
Assume: (a) a change in color of 1 percent is detectable.
Co) The oxidation rate of succinate is representative of dehydrogenase
activity and equal to 10 _1 02/rag dry wt./hr or 0.893 _ moles/
4 x 109 cells/hr (3'10).
If the concentratlon of the dye is 10-4 M or I00 _ molar and one hydrogen
is required tO reduce the dye the number of cells required is :
0.01 x 100
0.8-93 ' x 4 x 109 = 4.5 x 109 cells
b. Phosphatase -Fluorometrl c
The method depends upon the detection of fluorescein liberated from
phosphorylated fluoresceln. Therefore the sensitivity is about lO'3_g/ml
or 3 x 10-6 _ moles/m1 (41).
A representative concentration of non-specific alkaline phosphatases
in cells appears to be 0.06 percent of the protein and the turn over
fl. 0%
number is about i00,000 moles/min/100,000 g protein _j
The protein content of bacterial cells is about 75 percent of the dry
weight (3)
Therefore, 0.0005 x 0.75 x 0.25 - 9.37 x i0"II _ g of non-speclfic alkaline
phosphatase is present in
each cell.
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Thus in I hour one cell liberates.
60 x 9.37 x 10 "II x 100,000 = 0.56 x 10 -9 p oles of fluoresceln
100,000
Therefore, 3 x _0 "6 103
= 5,3 x cells are required.
0.56 x I0 -9
c. Catalase - Evolution of Oxygen from _2
On an average, there is about 5 x 10-5 _ moles of catalase per mg dry weight
d_ cells (I0).
The turn over for catalase is 107 molecules of H202 per molecule of catalase
per minute (3).
For each mole of H202 utilized 0.5 moles of 02 is produced.
The evolution of 10 -2 _ 1 per hour of 02 can be detected manometrically (15).
The liberation of 10-2 _ 1 02 = 2 x 10"2. = 9 x I0"4_ moles H202 utilized
22.4
To utilize 9 x 10=4 _ moles of H202
9 x 10 -4 -12
.... 1.5 x I0 _ moles of catalase is required.
60 x 10.7
- 12
Thus the number of cells required = 1.5 x I0 x 4 x 109 = 1.2 x 102 cells.
5 x 10-5
d. Oxygen Exchlnae Between Water and Phosphate
The rate of oxygen exchange catalyzed by inorganic pyrophosphatase is:
moles oxygen/_g enzyme/hr (43)
About i0.I0 _g of inorganic pyrophosphatase per cell appears to be
a generous estimate (see paragraph 2.2.5b).
4.4 x 10-6
spectrometer (43)
Therefore,
moles of 018 exchange/hr can be detected with a mass
4.4 x i0"6 x 106
44 x I0"10
= 10 9 cells are required
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02_.2.6 DETECTION OF ORGANIZATION
a. _tlcal Purity
Assume optlcally active molecule is a protein
The specific rotations averaged for a series of proteins were
found (20) to be about -7000 deg. at 233 _.
A change in angle of rotation of 0.001 deg. can be detected.-
Assume I ml measuring cell with a path length of 0.1 decimeter.
Therefore, the minimum concentration detectable
C ffi a_L _l ffi0.0.____001x 700_I g/ml = 1.4 x 10-6 g/mlorl.4 _g/ml
The amount of protein per cell _. coli) 2 x 10 -7 _g/cell (3).
Therefore 1.4 bg , = 7 x 106 cells are required for detection
2 x 10-7 _g/ cell
b. Detection o£ Macroscopic Organisms by Visual Sca-
Assume :
(1) That Martian macroforms are composed of cellular units having
a diameter of about 10 _.
(2) The Martian macroform can be composed of a single sheath of cells.
(3) The resolution of the viewing system is 0.5 ram.
A spot 0.5 mm in diameter occupies an area of:
0.7854 x 0.52 x 106 = .2 x 106
ffi 2 x i05_ 2
One cell occupies an area of about 0.7854 x 102 = 78
Therefore :
2 x i03 = 2.5 x 103 cells are required to form a 0.5 mm
78 organism.
macroscopic
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c. DetectiQn of _Lcroor_nisms by .T.tKht_ Microscopy
Assume :
(1) The observations are made during a single scan of a movable
tape under a 95 X objective which gives a field of view of about
20,000 2 (diameter 159 _).
(2) The density of particles on the tape is such that they occupy
10% of the available area, the average particle has a diameter of 10
and the density o£ the non-biological material is 2.2 _n/cm 3.
(3) 103 views can be obtained
2 x 104 - 2.6 x 102 particles can be accommodated in one field.
0.785 x 102
Thus 0.1 x 2.6 x 102 = 26 particles will be present in one field
and 103 x 26 = 2.6 x 104 totaZ particles are viewed
Total vol. o£ x 104 F 4.189 3particles = 2. 6 _ _ x 1.25 x 102 p = 1.36 x 10"5cm 3
10_2_3/cm 3
Total weilht o£ ma+r¢£cles
•, 1.36 x 10-5 x 2.2 - 3 x 10-5 g
Thus,
I
3 x 10-5
" 3.3 x 104 cells/8 must be present if one organism is to be
found in 103 views
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• I
APPENDIX 3
• k •
RATING OF BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
I. DETECTION OF ENERGY TRANSFER AND CONVERSION
The detemtiOn of kenergy transfer and conversion can be accomplished by
direct meaS_rimente of ettaT_gy_changes or by indirect procedures which
measure chang e_i_due to _erEy transfer and conversion or detect specific
substances necessary for energy transfer and conversion in terrestrial
systems. The direct procedures do not depend upon a knowledge of the
mechanism by which the energy transfer or conversion is carried out. On
the other hand, to employ the indirect methods it is necessary to assume
that the same processes or substances utilized by terrestrlal llfe are
essential for energy conversion and transfer in Martian llfe.
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PRESENCEOF AGG r ATES
Molecular a_rega_em_are atways associated with life as we know it on
earth. These qg_eSa_eS_c_n_be grquped into separate classes and specific
methods employed t_O,,da_e_t.these substances or factors associated with the
nature of thetzmOn_rlic: un_ts_ i However, macromotecules can also be
detected by v_rtue: :o£ _ze:ir more general properties such as size and
presence ofmultip!i _an_onic and/or cationic sites. Since the methods
used to detect s_h SeneraI properties do not depend upon a prior knowledge
of the chemical c_stti:on of the macromolecular aggregate they can be
successfully,applled tomaterlals whlcb are chemically different from the
molecular aggregateS_ found in terrestrial life.
For the methods considered in this category it was assumed that a physical
separation of lares _ifrom small molecules prior to conducting the test
would be possible. _. POssible sizins methods include: dialysis against
carbowax or water,_iult_a:£it_ratt_ ' gel filtration and ultracentrifugation.
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kIII. REPRODUCTION AND REPLICATION
Th_iproperties can be detected by measuring increases in complex organic
materials and structures or in phystolosical and biochemical processes as
a function of time. In this section only increases in complex materials
or mtructures a_e considered, since the relative applicability of the
phys_ological and biochemical methods can be deduced from the scores in
the sections on energy transfer and co_version, catalytic activfty, and
organization, P_ragraphS 3.1, 3.5, and 3.6 of this analysis.
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rv'. UNIQUE SUBSTANCES, ASSOCIATED WITH LIVING SYSTEMS
The substances considered in this analysis are materials which are not
macromolecular constituents although they may be derived from such
substances. They owe their uniqueness to the fact that they are precursor
substances for the synthesis of macromolecules or essential components of
enzymes or structures such as membrances and cell walls. Many of these
substances (e.g., steroids, porphyrins and flavins) appear to be elaborated
only by living organisms and detection of these substances is strongly
suggestive of _the exietence or past existence of living organisms.
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V. DEteCTION OF_TALYTIC ACTIVITY
The detection of catalytic activity is of greatest value _en it can be
related to a well known" and essential biol0gical catalysis. In essence,
this means that th6:, methods employed should be designed, to look for
specific enzymes..HoWever, the problem immediately encountered, in this
case, is that enzymes are usually detected by their action on specific
substrates and therefore a substrate must be provided. The probability
that Hartian life _11 not utilize the substrate in the manner predicted
can be very hish, Tlm_ one is confronted with the paradox of wanting to
search for a non_ubscr_tte specific biological catalyst; this is indeed a
rare thlng, _-_
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[VI. DETECTION OF ORGANIZATION
Organization can be detected by examination of macro, micro or molecular
structures. However, micro or macro examinations are often misleading in
that one looks for regular structures and patterns and these can be
produced by external forces (e.g., wind or water acting directionally on a
lump of clay). On the other hand, blological organization is obtained
from the inside out, that is, it results from molecular organization.
Thus, the detection of molecular organization is preferable to that of
structural organization, One of the fundamental molecular aspects of the
order in blologlcal entities is optical purity and its detection is perhaps
the surest blolog_cal sign of organization.
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Lr
SEL_ED __TATIVE EXPERIMENTS FROM THE RANKED LIST
I. ENERGY T_NSYE& AND CONVERSION
A. Carbon: D£_de E_oluti0n and Fixation - All of the CO evolution
and_!xa_i_nexperiments considered received about th_ same rank.
These teC_nlques utilize essentially the same equipment. There-
fore, lt seemed reasonable to include all of these techniques
under this general heading.
i. Light-stimulated C1402 fixation and dark C1402 fixation as
function of temperature.
a. Collect surface scraping of Martian soil.
b. Sieve, 20-40 mesh, to obtain sample uniformity.
c. Distribute l-g portions to each of six incubation chambers.
I. Chamber dimensions: 2-3 cm diameter, 5-I0 ml volume.
2. TWO chambers with illumination facilities; 4 chambers
dark.
3. k_Icha_bers equipped for temperature programming from
0--1000-C. Requisite for incubation at specified
temperatures and for pyrolysis of organic material to
CO_ at the end of incubation for gas phase counting of
z
fixed activity.
d. Sterilize =wo chambers with ethylene uxid= fo_ fou_ hours.
(Complete sterilization is not essential. It is only
necessary to obtain a significant reduction in biological
activity by a reduction in population.) Meanwhile, remain-
ing chambers may be exposed to ambient atmosphere.
3-105
.e. Flush all chambers with N2-argon-O__(lowO 2) mixture while
equilibrating three chambers at O-lUC (one light, one dark,
and one sterile) and remaining three at 25°C.
f. Inject C1402 into all chambers to give CO 2 at about ambient
partial pressures (ca. 8 mb).
g. Incubate at 0 and 25 degrees for two hours.
h. Acidify all samples with i0 N HCI and flush out C140 2 with
N2-argonwhile evaporating HCI by elevating temperature to
boiling point at ambient pressure. Exhaust C1402 to
outside.
i. Pressurize dried sample chambers with 02; heat to maximum
temperature. (_1000°C)
J. Transfer evolved gases to H-counting chamber (ionization
chamber or GM counter).
k. If negative (no detectable difference in total activity
between samples in light, dark, and sterile controls or
between samples at two different temperatures), recycle
with new samples for 24-48 hours.
i. If still negative, recycle, but add aqueous medium to soll
prior to incubation.
Evolution of CO 2 by In Situ Metabolism
a. Collect samples - may be surface or subsurface.
b. Obtain uniformity by sieving to 20-40 mesh.
c. Distribute l-g portions (volume measurement) to each of
four sample chambers.
. Chambers may be of any dimensions sufficient to hold
samples, but with provisions for rapid diffusion to
conductivitT-CO 2 gage.
d. Sterilize two samples by four-hour incubation with ethylene
oxide mixture (Note: complete sterilizatlon is not
essential).
Flush all chambers with CO2-free, N2-argon-O 2 (low 02 )e.
mixture.
f. Equilibrate (while flushing) two chambers (one sterile,
one control)at O-l°C others at 30-35 degrees.
g. Stop flow of gas and observe change in CO 2 composition of
chamber atmospheres by change in conductivity of Ba(0H) 2
• • • . 'I _ L__. ....... .i-_1
solution (or, C02 specific coa_ing on p-_u_uu-,zu uLy=_=_
device).
h. Positive results indicated by significantly higher CO 2
evolution (in 24-hour period) in samples over sterile
controls and in elevated temperature sample over low
temperature sample. If negative, continue for up to 72
hours. If still negative, repeat, but add aqueous medium
to soil prior to incubation.
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1A
c' o2  , lutto. fro= s st  tes
a. Obtain m_le, Nay be/either =urface or subsurface.
b. Obtain uniformity in sample by sieving to 20-40 mesh.
c. Du_ing ¢ollection_0f sample and _eving, prepare substrates
by _flush_/n_ with CO o to remove C_02 accumulated from
rad£_i_, sel_co_osit_gn during storage. Substrate
ibe O.01 M, C _ formaldehyde and glucose-
activities of 5 mc/m mole and 30 mc/m mole,
d. _o_tions of about 0.2 g (measured by volumes) to
eacli:of fotir theiiaostatad chambers with control for 0-150°C
and_th:_ counting systems arranged for measurement of
dtffUs_r_mgaS2 from chambers. Sample chamber should be
about 2 c in area of bottom. (See Gulliver descriptions
for reasonable arrangement of chambers and counters.)
e. Heat: tVo samples (controls)at 120 degrees for 15 minutes.
f. eq_ibrate two samples at (o_e sterilized, one native) at
0-1 C_iand remaining two at 30-C.
g. InjeCt 0.2 ml substrate solution into each sample.
h. Inc_ate up to 24 hours, comparing rates of evolution of
_-&ctivity from experimental and control samples at two
temperatures.
i. If results are negative (little or no difference in controls
and experimental at a single temperature or between two
experimental samples at two temperatures) repeat with
larger samples for 48 hours.
C140? uptake in light and dark and subsequent evolution by
meta_olism (This system may not be as sensitive, but will
probably be more definitive in a positive result and has more
chance of success than the metabolic experiments relying upon
more complex substrates).
a. Collect sample, surface scraplngs.
b. Sieve to 20-40 mesh for sampling uniformity.
c. Transfer l-g portions (volume measurement) to each of six
sample chambers (See A1 procedure for description of sample
chambers).
for measuring _ activity in gases diffusing from the
chambers. (A series of samples.) Other three equipped
with gas transfer facilities for eventual transfer to
_-counter (B series of samples).
2. One A and one B chamber equipped with lighting
facilities.
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d. Two chambers sterilized (one A and one B series) by
exposure to ethylene oxide for four hours. (Note: Complete
inactivation is not essential, only a significant reduction
of biological activity). Other chambers exposed to ambient
atmosphere during sterilization.
e. Wlth chambers equilibrated to 25UC, flush all chambers with
N_-argon-O 2 (low 02) mixture. Turn on light (or open light
pSrt) on light samples.
f. Inject C140 2 to provide CO2 at ambient CO 2 pressure.
g. Incubate all samples 2 hours.
h. Flush C1402 from all chambers first with C1202, then with
Martian atmosphere or equivalent synthetic mixture.
i. Treat series B samples (one light, one dark, one sterile
control) as in steps h, i, and j in procedure IA to deter-
mine radioactivity fixed in each sample.
J. Meanwhile, follow rate of re-evolution of CI_o2_ from A
series (one light, one dark, one sterile) in chambers.
Determine differences in rates as a function of time.
Positive results indicated by greater continued rate of
evolution from light than dark sample and greater evolution
from dark than sterile sample. Continue observation 24
hours.
k. If results are negative (indicated by failure to find
difference in fixation in light, dark, and control samples
in B series, failure to observe differences in evolution
rates in A series, particularly in rates observed after
several hours) repeat with longer incubation in C1402,
4 to 24 hours.
II. Macromolecule Detection
A. UV S_ectrophotometr 7
I. Acquire sample.
2. Homogenize sample in five volumes of 0.5 N NaOH.
3. Filter through sintered glass.
4. Dialyze against carbowax or water.
5. If dialyzed against carbowax, reconstitute solution with
water.
6. Transfer solution to spectrophotometer and determine UV
absorption against a dialyzed 0.5 N NaOH solution.
B. Visible Spectrophotometry (See Philco Aeronutronic Division
Publication No. U-2769)
i. Add thiocarbocyanine dye to part of preparation obtained in
step A-5 above.
2. Transfer solution to spectrophotometer and determine visible
absorption against dialyzed 0.5 N NaOH solution plus dye.
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+ h. Partition with 2 ml petroleum ether, two times.
i. Evaporate ether withN2 stream.
J. Redissolve in 0.I ml petroleum ether.
k. Transfer 0.I to I0 _I to gas chromatogram (_ in. x 60 cm,
200_ glass beads (acid washed) coated with 0.25-percent
carbowax and 0.4-percent isophthalic acid (in volatile
O u
sol_ent). Temperature programmed from 90 to 190 ,
3.3 C/min. Gas flow rate 80 ml/min. Ionization detector
can be used.
I. If negative, repeat GLC with larger aliquot (to I0 _I) of
final preparation.
3. Amino Acid Analysis as N-trifluoracetylamino acid methylesters.
a. Collect soll sample, transfer 2 to 5 g to extraction
system.
b. Extract by homogenizing in I0 ml water.
c. Filter through diatomaceous earth, sintered glass.
d. Add equal volume of I0 N HCI and heat for one hour at
760 mm Hg. Reduce pressure and evaporate to dryness.
Take up in 1-5 ml H20.
e. Pass through bed of carboxylic ion exchange resin
(preconditioned to hydrogen ion form, washed free of acid)
such as Duollte CS-101. About 20 ml bed volume, 100-200
mesh.
f. Wash column with 40 ml water.
g. Elute amino acids with 40 ml of IN HCl.
h. Evaporate amino acid fraction to dryness under reduced
pressure (Martian ambient may be sufficient) at T = 50 ° -
70°C.
Add I m_ Trifluoroacetic anhydride, heat i0 minutes at
70 - 72 V. (Enclosed to prevent evaporation,)
Evaporate reagent at 70 - 72 with stream of N^.
Z
Add 2 ml methanol and 2 ml of 5-percent diazo methane in
ether and incubate i0 minutes. Add 0.I ml glacial acetic
acid,
I. Remove insoluble material by filtration through sintered
glass.
m. Evaporate to dryness at 35 to 50°, with N 2 stream.
n. Dissolve in acetonitrile, 0.i ml.
o. Transfer 2 _i to gas chromatograph with 2-foot column,
1.5 mm i.d Dacked w4th C_= Ohvnm _, o_+_a ..a+_ = .......
neopentyl glycol succinate, temperature equilibrated at
o o
65 , programmed for 1.5 C per minute increase for 20
minutes; 20 C/per minute for next 22.5 minutes and 4°C to
70 minutes.
i.
j.
k.
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p. lfpos_tive results not,obtained, repeat GLCwith larger
aliquots:
4. Amino AeidAnalysis by Pyrolysis - Gas Chromatography
a. Acqu£ra.sample.
b. Tran!_fer to pyrolysis oven.
c. In£t_ate: pro-set pyrolysis cycle.
d. i v ors to c = t raph.
e, i DQi_hr_Ratography on 12' x (_"); 15-percent Aplezon L,
ii_._;ent:_owax 20 M and 3-percent phosphoric acid on
: .(_:Chr_korb,i Ylow-IO ml/min 105-107 C. (See V.I. Oyama,
:_Nor_h_icanLunar and Planetary Colloqulm, May 23, 1962.)
Fl_or0emt_ Anal_wli_
1. Por hyrins
a., Hombgenize sample with 2-3 volumes of ethyl acetate-acetic
acid (4:1).
b. 'Fiiterthrough sintered glass or equivalent.
c. Tt_t sample to remove heavy metals from porphyrin
structures (add chelatingagents EDTA + acid).
d. Oxidize porphyrinogens (oxygen or aqueous iodine treatment).
e. Place preparation in fluorometer.
f. Excite with 400m_ light (Sorer absorption band) or 405 m_
Bg llne.
g. Record fluorescence in 600-?50 m_ region of spectrum.
h. Make sample 2Nwlth HCf and rec6rd fluorescence in 600-
750 m_ region.
2. Flavlna _
a. Acqu£re powdered sample.
b. Determine appropriate amount of water, 2-3 volumes.
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
J
ko
i.
Acquire measured amount of water.
Add to sample and mix.
Transfer t_ oven.
Heat at 80-C for 15 minutes.
Remove from oven.
Wait pro-set time for cooling.
Homogenize.
Add IN H2S04 to give concentration of 0.25 N H2S04 and
mix.
Transfer sample to oven.
Heat to 80°C for 15 minutes.
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V.
m. Remove from oven.
n. Wait pre-set time for cooling.
o. Add pre-set amount of chloroform and separate phases.
p. Inspect CHCI 3 with spectrofluorometer and discard CHCI 3.
q. If fluorescence is detected, go to r. If fluorescence is
not detected, go to u.
r. Add pre-set quantity of chloroform.
s. Mix.
t. Go to p.
u. Measure volume, V 1 (aqueous).
v. Determine volume of NaOH to be added (from u).
w. Acquire volume of NaOH.
x. Add to sample.
y. Mix.
z. Filter.
aa Remove residue.
bb Transfer filtrate to light chamber.
cc Irradlate sample for pre-seC time at pre-seC intensity.
dd Determine amount of chloroform (3 x Vcc).
ee Acquire measured amount of chloroform.
ff Add to sample.
gg Mix.
hh Fill fluorometer cell with and direct light path through
lower CHCI 3 layer,
li. Measure fluorescence.
Jj. Remove cell from fluorometer,
kk. Remove liquid from cell,
Ii. Clean and sterilize as required.
mm. Recycle to ready.
Specific Enzymic Function
A. Exhange of 018 from Oxyanious with H20
Equipment and Materials
Mass Spectrometer
Sample collector and sieve or homogenizer
Sample measuring systems
Reaction cells (2)
Sterilizing chamber, 125 ° , sealed
................ _L=_LL, _LLL _L=_, _LUm Le_L_O[Z tells to n_
Media (7), containing 0 -oxyanions as follows:
a. Complete medium with all oxyanions labeled, to include
phosphate-O 18, nitrate-O 18, nitrite-O 18, sulfate-O 18,
b sulfite'O18[ acetate-O18"
• phosphate-O 8 only
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c./_iltrate-O 18 only
,e. aulfate-O Only
f. _sulflte-O_ 8 only
. g, iceCate-O only
The water and any other oxygen contalning,materlals in each
medlumlehould be _free'of or very low in O I°.
Procedure ._ _
I. Acqulxe'_sample.
2. l_ake_m_form by sleving or homogenizing.
3. l_asure 5 g_(or volume equivalent) into sterilizing chamber.
4. Beat at 125_C, sealed, one' hour.
5. Cool_and release seal.
6. Transfer: 0.Sg (volume measure) original sample into reaction
cell I.
7. Transfe_iO:5 g sterilized sample into reaction cell 2.
8. Addm_lum (a) above, x ml.
9. Incite .four hours.
10. TranJge_ ¥ ml water from cell 1 to mass spectrometer.
Ii. Dete_ne 018 content of water.
12. Transfer y ml water from cell 2 to mass spectrometer.
13. Determine 018 content of water.
14. Compare 018 content of water in cell I and 2. If 018 of cell
I is significantly higher than that of cell 2, proceed to
step 15. If no difference, continue incubation 24 hours and
repeat steps I0 to 14. If still no difference go to step 15.
15. Discard samples.
16. Clean cells.
17. Repeat steps 6 to 14, substituting medium b for medium a.
18. Continue_ repetitions until all media have been tested.
Note: Thls_procedure could also be carried out with all media simulta-
neously using 14 cells with sample and sterile control for each
oxymora system.
VI. Evidence for Organization
......... r- .......
a. Locate sample of suspected biological material by HRF
searching mode.
b. Position for close-up.
c. Inspect sample by HRF.
d. Inspect sample under XI0 magnification.
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B. Analysis for Optical Purity
a. Acquire sample.
b. Weigh.
c. Determine solvent type.
d. Determine amount of solvent.
e. Acquire measured amount of solvent and add to sample.
f. Homogenize.
g. Filter
h. Remove residue.
i. Transfer filtrate to 0RD cell.
j. Transfer cell to ORD apparatus.
k. Measure optical rotatory dispersion.
I. Remove cell.
m. Remove sample.
n. Clean and sterilize as required.
o. Recycle to ready.
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APPENDIX 4
RATING OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPERIMENTS
The essentiality criteria given in Section 4 of Volume II have been re-
stated in terms of simple questions to facilitate the actual evaluation
process for the environmental experiments and weighting factors are applied
to each question, since not all are equally important. The questions are,
in order of assigned importance:
(I) Does the experiment support the biology experiments?
(2) Will the experiment detect or locate fossils?
(3) Will the experiment aid _ collection?
(4) Does the experiment provide ecological data or
characterize environmental interactions of life?
(5) Will the experiment indicate the reasons for
extinction or preclusion of life?
Each suggested experiment was rated in terms of these criteria on a scale
from one to ten (low experimental value to high value). The score was
then multiplied by the appropriate weighting factor for each criterion.
Weighting factors are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I
WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENT
ESSENTIALITY CRITERIA
Criteria Weighting Factor
(I) Biology i0
(2) Fossils 8
(3) Samples 8
(4) Ecology 5
(5) Extinction or Preclusion 2
The rationale for the assignment of weighting factors is as follows: the
primary scientific goal of the ABL is to detect life if it exists on Mars.
Therefore, criteria (I) must be heavily weighted. Collection of possible
life containing samples is essential to many of the life detection experi'
ments so that crlteria (3), sample collection, must be given a high value.
If previously life did exist on Mars, then life detection becomes a search
for remnants of dead llfe forms. Thus, criteria (2), fossils, are given
an equal weight as sample collection. If existent life forms are detected,
the secondary goal of the ABL is to characterize such forms to the extent
possible with available equipment and supplies. Finally, least important
of these criteria is the study of factors which prevent life from develop-
ing on Mars or which caused extinction of previous life.
It should be pointed out that these criteria apply to the first biology
laboratory landed upon Mars. The scientific goals of subsequent missions
may change to emphasize other kinds of experiments.
Tables II and III contain the evaluation (rating and ranking based on the
essentiality criteria) of suggested environmental measurements. The
ratings in many cases are of course subjective. Nevertheless, the results
are felt to be quite reasonable. Emphasis is definitely placed on those
experiments which are most germane to the biological experiments.
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TABLE II
RATING OF SUGGESTED ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENTS
Experiment
.
4.3.1 a. Static and
Dynamic Atmospheric
Pressure at the
Sur face
4.3.1 b. Wind Velocity
and Direction
Criteria
I. Biology
Information useful for growth experiments
but not essential. Backup for measurement
of water vapor.
2. Fossils
No information is provided on fossils.
3. Samples
Aid interpretation of aerosol sampling.
4. Ecology
Atmospheric pressure is a factor in
b ioenv Ironmen t.
5. Extinction
i
Thin atmosphere may allow damaging radiation
to reach surface. May indicate poor liquid
water availability.
Total
. Biology
May indicate occurrence of sand storms and
surface damage.
2. Fossils
May be responsible for covering or destroying
fossils.
3. Samples
To interpret aerosol sampling.
4. Ecology
Important environmental factor for life,
transport, etc.
5. Ext Inc tIon
Little or no pertinent information can be
derived concerning extinction.
Score
30
10
25
6
71
!
10
8
32
35
0
OJ
Numbers correspond to those in Section in Volume II in which experiments
are discussed.
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Exper imen t
4.3.1 c. Temperature of
Near Surface Air
4.3.1 d. Atmospheric Gas
Composition
4.3.1 e. Atmospheric
Humidity
Criteria
i. Biology
A parameter in determining water availability.
2. Fossils 0
No applicable information.
3. Samples 0
No applicable information.
4. Ecology 45
Indicates thermal environment of surface and
meteorological events.
5. Extinction 0
Little or no applicable information.
Total
Score
30
75
I
u
80I. Biology
Indicates chances of finding photosynthesis
and other life processes. Aids selection of
atmosphere for growth experiments. Detects
biologically significant gases.
2. Fossils 16
If hydrocarbon vapors found, perhaps fossil
deposits may exist.
3. Samples 8
Gas composition at surface of collected
sample might be used as sample characterization.
4. Ecology 50
Atmospheric composition is an important eco-
logical factor.
5. Extinction 12
Absence of water vapor, or other properties
of the atmosphere may have bearing on
extinction.
Total 166
1. Biology 40
Indicates water availability.
No pertinent information derived.
3. Samples 16
Needed for interpretation of aerosol sampling
but not essential.
4. Ecology 35
Atmospheric moisture is an important ecological
parameter.
5. Extinction 12
Absnece or scarcity of water may prevent life.
Total
4-4
103
4.3.1 f. Windborne
N_te_lals (both coarse
and fine)
4.3.1 g. Visual Scan
of Sky
4.3.1 h. Infrared
Scan of Sky
Criteria
1. Biology
Provides a sampling mechanism. Indicates
occurrence of possible erosion damage to ABL.
Indicates possible interference with surface
o
life (coverage, blowing)
2. Fossils
Wind materials may contain small fossil
forms. Erosion may destroy exposed macro-
scopic life residues.
3. Samples
A Mthod of sample collection. Y_paction of
fine airborne saterials into culture media or
onto microscopic slides can be part of life
detection experiments.
4. Ecology
Nechanism for transport of spores, pollen, etc.
Possible hazard to surface life.
5. Extlnc_on
Little or no direct evidence provided
pertaining to extinction.
Total
1. Biology
Sllm chance of observing airborne life.
2. Fossils
Little or no applicable data.
3. Samples
Indicates utility of airborne material sampling.
4. Ecology
Nature of cloud cover, haze, etc. affects
bioenvironment.
5. Extinctlotl
Little or no applicable data.
Total
I. Biology
No pertinent information derived.
2. Fossils
No pertinent information.
3. Samples
May detect clouds of dust.
4. Ecology
May illucidate atmospheric mechanisms of dust
transport. Indicates nature of cloud cover.
5. Extinction
Some data derived from this experiment concern-
ing possible water vapor.
Total
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24
8O
35
0
/
169
I0
0
16
2O
0
m
46
m
0
0
8
20
2
30
m
' Exper.iment
4.3.1. i. Cloud
_omposition
4.3.2 Solar Radiation
Experiments
4.3.3 lonizing
Radiation Experiments
Criteria
May indicate atmospheric water.
2. Fossils 0
No pertinent data derived.
3. Samples 8
May detect dust clouds.
4. Ecology 20
Defines an important meteorological factor of
the environment.
5. Extinction 14
Will facilitate understanding af hydrospheric
phenomena.
Total 34
I. Biology 50
Can indicate possible damaging ultraviolet flux.
Solar spectrum useful in studying photosynthesis.
Some information on atmospheric composition is
obtained.
2. Fossils 0
No data.
3. Samples 0
Provides no useful data for sample gathering.
Ecology 50
Important environmental factor is the light
intensity over the visible and UV ranges. Solar
heating of the surface is measured in the
infrared region.
5. Extinction 12
The thin atmosphere may permit damaging
radiation intensities to reach the surface.
.
Score
I0
Total 112
i. Biology i0
Radiation can result in adaptive mechanisms
affecting the gross nature of life.
2. Fossils 0
Nu information is deriveo unless a traversing
radiation survey of the surface is performed.
Then anomalties may indicate fossil remains.
3. Samples 8
Radiation levels of surface magerials could be
measured to characterize samples. Radioactive
material content of samples would be indicated.
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_xperiment
4.3.3" (continued)
4.3.4 a. Surface and
Subsurface Temperature
4.3.4 b. Surface
Material ElectriCal
Conductivity
Criteria
4. Ecology
Radiation environment is probably higher
than on Earth and can have possible effects.
5. Extinction
Probably not important factor in preventing
life.
Score
15
0
I
Total 33
1. Biology 40
Indicates severity of thermal conditions,
freeze/thaw cycles. Together with water vapor
measurement can provide indication of state of
soil moisture.
2. Fossils 0
Probably provides no information on fossils.
3. Samples 72
Characterizes important parameter of samples
used in biology experiments. If a thermal survey
is made, will locate warm spots for sample sites.
4. Ecology 45
Defines thermal environment of surface and
subsurface.
5. Extinction 10
Present temperatures probably will not show
cause of possible previous extinction. However,
may be a factor preventing development of
life now.
Total 167
1. Biology 40
Information on electrolyte and water concen-
tration in soil may be derived which would help
select appropriate growth media.
2. Fossils 0
No information.
3. Samples 48
May help select sample sites having optimum
water and salt concentrations. Characterizes
sample properties.
4. Ecology 35
Important ecological factors for life in soil
are water and soluble salt concentrations.
5. Extinction 8
Extreme electrical conductivity may
have bearing on conditions preventing life.
Total 131
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Experiment
.
4.3.4 c. Density of
Surface Material
4.3.4 d. Soil
Mechanics
Criteria
I. Biology
Density may indicate presence of organic
matter.
2. Fossils
Presence of organic matter_ carbonates,
porous rock.
3. Sample s
For above reasons to select sample. To
characterize and label sample.
4. Ecology
Ecological information derivable from
density measurement is limited.
5. Extinction
Probably no pertinent data is derived.
Total
I. Biology
Soil mechanics experiments might be performed
on a macroscopic (large) sample of suspected
biological material. Unusual properties may
indicate organic or life structure.
2. Fossils
Results may be correlated with soils containing
organic material.
3. Samples
Knowledge of mechanical properties useful to
select sampling technique.
4. Ecology
Soil mechanical structure is determined and
is useful ecological data.
5. Extinction
No applicable information.
Total
ScoFe
60
32
48
I0
0
150
20
16
80
I0
0
126
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IE.xper!sent
4.3.4 e. Soil
Particle Size and
Particle Density
Distribution
4.3.4 f. Binding
Capacity of Soll
for Water
Criteria
1. Biology
Low density fractions, 'especially if in
discrete size ranges , may indicate organic
material, small organisms.
2. F,O.s,sll s
Occurrence of peaks on an otherwise uniform
distribution my indicate skeletons
(diatoms, etc.).
3. Samples
Indicates sample mechanical processing
(separation) utility in concentrating organic
materials. May influence subsequent sample
gathering operations. Characterizes division
of umple.
4. Kco!o_y
Ham some value in defining soil ecology.
5. Extinction
I_robably no information derived.
Total
1. Biology
The ability of Martian soil to retain liquid
water may have some bearing on Martian biology
and life detection experiments.
2. Fossils
No useful data directly derivable pertaining
to fossils.
3. Samples
Soils with high relative binding capacities
should be sampled in preference to others.
4. Ecology
Of some value for ecological characterization
of the soil microenvironment.
5. Extinction
Inability of soil to hold significant moisture
may be a factor in extinction.
_ ut.ct _
Scor__.__e
40
32
48
I0
0
13__ o
m
I0
0
32
25
12
llf
m
i
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Experiments
4.3.4 g. Density of
Obj ec ts
4.3.4 h. Acoustical
Monitoring
4.3.5 a. Elemental
Analysis of Soil
criteria
i.
Density of object suspected to be biological
material may confirm the supposition.
2. Fossils
Suspected fossil and carbonaceous material
could be examined.
3. Samples
Excellent criteria for selecting macroscopic
sample.
4. Ecology
Little or no information.
5. Extinction
Little or no information.
Total
i. Biology
Detects life noises.
2. Fossils
No information.
3. Samples
Indicates level of wind borne material by
impacts. Indicates when winds are prevelent.
4. Ecology
Wind and dust environment is determined
approximately.
5. Extinction
Little or no information.
Total
i. Biology
Indicates life related elements and abundances.
2. Fossils
May indicate fossil materials.
3. Samples
May provide criteria for sample selection.
4. Ecology
Valuable ecological information.
5. Extinction
May provide some interpretable data concerning
extinction.
Total
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Score
7O
56
80
0
0
206
40
0
16
I0
0
66
8O
48
4O
40
8
Exper iNent
_.3:5 b. Water Content
and Type in Soil
Samples
4.3.5 c. Soil Gas
Analysis
4.3.5 d. Soil pH
Criteria Score
I. Biology 50
Indicates available water and type of binding.
2. Fossils 0
m
No information derived to enable fossil detection.
3. Samples 56
Indication of water in soil sample. Samples
high in water should be collected.
4. Ecology 50
Water availability and type is a very important
environmental factor.
5. htlnctlon I___6
Lack of water may have strong bearing on
absence of life.
Total 172
1. Biology 100
Identity of gases evolved by soils may indicate
microbial action.
2. Fossils 80
Soil gases may indicate carbonaceous material
deposits.
3. Samples 64
Nay indieate location of microbial activity.
4. Z¢ology 40
Helps identify subsoil ecology and chemistry.
5. Extinc tion 6
Nay provide data on factors preventing life.
Total 290
mmmm
50
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i. Biology
Aids selection of culture media pIL
2. Fossils 24
Soll pH may reflect presence of fossil material.
3. Samples 56
Characterizes samples with regard to pH.
4. Ecology 40
Important factor for soil microbes.
5. Extinction j
Extreme pH may have some bearing on extinction.
Total 176
m
Experiment
4.3.5 e. Soluble
Inorganic Ions
4.3.5 f. Organic
Carbon in Soil
Criteria Score
I. Biology 90
Indicates soil salinity and ionic composition
which may be important to life. Aids selec-
tion of culturing conditions. May detect
essential trace elements.
2. Fossils 48
May indicate fossilization mechanisms and
fossil material or their absence.
3. Samples 40
Constitutes an important sample characteriza-
tion experiment.
4. Ecology 40
Defines soil ecology parameters of significance.
5. Extinction 6
Perhaps some information affecting extinction
would be derived.
Total
90I. Biology
Provides indication of presence and amount of
soil organic matter. Qualifies probability of
existence of life.
2. Fossils 32
Organic residues of life may be implied.
3. Samples 40
Subsequent sampling would be encouraged where
organic carbon content was found high.
4. Ecology 30
Indicates availability of organic material
to llfe.
5. Extinct ion 0
Little or no pertinent information.
Total 192
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Experiment
4,3.5 8. Fractional
Solubility
4.3.5 h. Fractional
Volatility
4.3.6 a. Visual
Scan
Criteria
1. Biology
Indicates both gross soil salinity and
classes of organic materials in soil.
2. Fossils
Hay indicate fossil material.
3. Sample s
Characterizes samvie chemistry and
solubility properties.
4. Zcolo_-
Some information on soil environment is
ob re. ined.
5. Bxtlnctlon
Little information derivable.
Total
I. Biology
Provides indication of soil organic matter
and water.
2. Fossils
Fossil organic matter may be detected.
3. Samples
Subsequent sampling would be encouraged
where organic carbon is high.
4. Ecology
Organic and water content of soil is indicated.
5. Extinction
May provide some data.
Total
i. Biology
May detect life by visual form (organization
structure, movement).
2. Fossils
Probably of intermediate value in detecting or
locating fossils.
3. Samples
Highly useful in selecting sampling sites.
4. Ecology
Provides visual description of environment.
5. Extinction
Causes of extinction may be subtle and not
obvious in visual scan.
Total
4-13
Score
90
48
40
25
2
205
90
32
_0
35
6
m
203
I00
24
80
40
4
248
Experiment
4,3.6 b. Radiometer
Scans of Surface to
just above Horizon
(Water Band)
4.3.6 c. Radiometer
Scan of Surface to
Just above Horizon
(Thermal Mapping)
Criteria
I. Biology
Water availability important to life.
Indicates opportunity for life, not
existence of life.
2. Fossils
Probably no pertinent information derived
from radiometry scan.
3. Samples
If a water anomaly is indeed detected,
indicates likely spot for sampling.
4. Ecology
Indicates water availability on surface.
5. Extinction
Absence of water may be important factor
preventing life.
Total
Score
40
72
35
12
159
I. Biology 30
Presence of warm spots supports possibility
for life. Less important than water
availability.
2. Fossils 0
Provides no pertinent information.
3. Samples 72
A thermal anomaly indicates likely sampling site.
4. Ecology 45
Indicates thermal environment.
5. Extinction 4
Present temperature on Mars does not indicate
cause of previous extinction if any. May be
a factor preventing development of life now.
Total 151
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TABLEIll
RANKINGOFENVIRONMENTALEXPERIMENTS
Exper iment
4.3.5 c. Soil Gas Analysis
4.3.6 a. Visual Scan
4.3.5 e. Soluble Inorganic Ions
4.3.5 a. Elemental Analysis
4.3.4 g.
4.3.5 g.
4.3.5 h.
4.3.5 f.
4.3.5 d.
4.3.5 b.
4.3.1 f.
4.3.4 a.
4.3.1 d.
4.3.6 b.
4.3.6 c.
4.3.4 c.
4.3.4 b.
4.3.4 e.
4.3.4 d.
4.3.2
4.3.1 e.
4.3.1 b.
4.3.4 f.
4.3.1 c.
4.3.1 a.
4.3.4 h.
4.3.1 g.
4.3.1 i
4.3.3
4.3.1 h.
Density of Objects.
Fractional Solubility
Fractional Volatility
Organic Carbon
Soil pH
Water Content
Windborne Mater ia ls
Sur face Temperature
A tmo spher ic Compos ition
Radiometer Scan (Water)
Radiometer Scan (Thermal)
Density of Surface Material
Electrical Conductivity
Particle Sizes and Densities
Soll Mechanics
Solar Radiation Experiments
Atmospheric Humidity
bind
Binding Capacity
Air temperature
Atmospheric Pressure
Acoustical Monitoring
Visual Scan of Sky
Cloud Composition
Ionizing Radiation Experiments
Infrared Scan of Sky
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Scor_.__.._e
290
248
224
216
206
2O5
203
192
176
172
169
167
166
159
151
150
131
130
126
112
103
85
79
75
71
66
46
34
33
3O
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APPENDIX 5
EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES
This appendix contains a description of each experiment employed in the AEL
design point payload, the apparatus used, and stey-by-step experimental
procedures. A tlme-line diagram has been prepared for each experiment
showing event time sequencing of each procedural step. The appendix is
organized by experiment, and the experiment numbers (i through 35) corre-
spond with those given in Tables 5.1-I and 5.3,1 of Volume II. The last
three paragraphs (5.36, 5.37, and 5.38) present descriptions of the Gas
Chromatograph Subroutine, the Spectral Analyzer Subroutine, and the General
Growth Culture Routine.
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5.1 EXPERIMENT NO. I: ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND WIND
5.1.i DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to measure atmosphere static pressure, dynamic
pressure and direction of the wind, and ambient atmospheric temperature.
5.1.2 APPARATUS USED
Static and dynamic pressure will be measured with a pitot tube connected to
an aneroid bellows, The unit will have the capability of traversing
360 degrees to determine peak dynamic pressure. The pitot head is servo-
driven to point in the direction controlled by a wind vane. The wind vane
will incorporate a thermocouple or thermistor to measure ambient atmospheric
temperature and a "hot-wlre" anemometer to provide sensitivity at low wind
velocities. A resistance-heated ceramic mass controlled by a bimetallic
switch will provide a reference temperature source.
5. i.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Static Pressure: 2 to i00 mb + 1%
Dynamic Pressure: 0.001 to 200 mb + 10%
Ambient Temperature:
-238°F (-150°C) to 100°F (38°C) _ 1%
Wind Velocity (Hot-Wire): 0 to 15 fps _ I fps
Wind Direction: To nearest 5 deg
5.1.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Uncage and deploy wind vane, hot-wire anemometer,
and temperature thermistor.
(2) Close pitot head dynamic pressure port.
(3) Introduce fixed quantity of N 2 into dynamic
pressure line.
sure and check calibration. DATA OUT
(5) Close pitot head static pressure port.
(6) Introduce fixed quantity of N 2 into static
pressure line.
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(7)
(8)
(9)
(lo)
(11)
02)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
Read static pressure and check calibration.
Openstatlc and dynamic pressure ports.
Uncag_ and extend pitot head.
Activate pitot head drive servo with direc-
tion signal from wlnd vane.
Read static pressure.
Read dynamic pressure.
Read direction.
If low reading is obtained in Step (12),
shield hot-wire anemometer from wind.
Read anemometer output.
Expose anemometer.
Read wind velocity.
Initiate heating of reference temperature
source.
Monitor heating until thermal equilibrium is
attained.
Record atmospheric temperature.
Terminate power to reference temperature
source, anemometer, and pitot head drive
8ervo.
Close pitot head static and dynamic ports.
Erect shields over critical sensors and/or
components.
Recycle to ready.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA. OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.2 EXPERIMENT NO. 2: DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC HUMIDITY
5.2.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to measure the water vapor content of the
atmosphere.
5 .2 .2 APPARATUS USED
A gold-film/alumlnum-oxide element (1) is used to determine humidity by
measuring the change in resistance caused by water absorbed in the aluminum
oxide. Determination of resistance change can be made by referring to a
constant resistance in a bridge circuit.
5.2.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
-5
Sensitivity down to i0 mm Hg partial pressure of water vapor.
5.2.4 PROCEDURE
(I) Uncage and deploy wind vane head.
(2) Switch reference resistor into bridge
circuit.
(3) Read AR required for balance and check
against calibration. DATA OUT
(4) Switch reference resistor out of circuit.
(5) Read &R required to balance sensor output. DATA OUT
(6) Erect cover, or shield, over sensor, if
required.
(1)To be based on unit developed by Parametrics, Waltham, Massachusetts,
under JPL Contract 950684, 31 December 1964.
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5.3 EXPERIMENT NO, 3: WIND TRANSPORTED PARTICULATE MATTER
5.3.1 DESCRIPTION
To detect particulate rltter carried in the atmosphere and to obtain an
estimate of the concentration and particle size.
5.3.2 APPARATUS USED
Counts of implngement of atmospherlc particles ona resonator with a micro-
phone plckup will detect the gross t_asport of relatively large particles.
For finer partlcles t and to determine concentration, miniaturized separators
will :be used. :•
5.3.3 P_
(I) Deploy resonator head and vertical sampler
mechanism.
(2) Monttor:auditory signal from microphone
enelosed in resonator head,
(3) Record signal strength and impact rate.
_sed to initiate protective measures.) DATA OUT
(4) When predetermined threshold level is
reached, initiate quantitative sampling
routine.
(5) Transport colleetor:ih_to lowest position
in collector tube.
(6) Open collector head port.
(7) Monitor collection rate. DATA OUT
(8) Close collector head port.
(9) Read amount of particles collected. DATA OUT
(i0) Transport sampler collector to laboratory.
(II) Remove and store soil sample.
(12) Transport collector head to intermediate
elevation.
5-7
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
Repeat Steps (6) through (ll).
Transport collector head to upper elevation.
Repeat Steps (6) through (ii).
Recycle to ready.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.4 EXPERIMENT NO. 4: ACOUSTICAL MONITOR
5.4.1 DESCRIPTION
Detection of surface noises such as might be produced by wind in large
plants, by animals, or by atmospheric disturbances.
5.4.2 APPARATUS USED
A microphone located at the focus of an acoustical collector covering a
360 degree lateral field of vlewwill be employed.
5.4.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Sound intensity in db above a reference sound pressure level of 0.0002 micro-
bar and up to 150 db.
Frequency -20 to 20,000 cps.
5.4.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Deploy collector and retract cover.
(2) Monitor sound intensity.
(3) When intensity exceeds reference value,
record signal and correlate with motion
signals from Experiment 34 and to
Step (4). DATA OUT
(4) Transmit microphone output to reed bank
frequency analyzer.
(5) Record frequency spectrum . from reed bank
response. DATA OUT
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5.5 EXPERIMENT NO. 5: ULTRAVIOLET AND VISIBLE INSOLATION
5.5. i DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to measure the total flux incident at the surface
of Mars and determine the portion of the total flux occurring in the ultra-
vlolet region of the spectrum from 200 to 350 m_ and in the visible from
350 to 700 m_, and in the infrared from 700 m_ to 2.5_.
5.5.2 APPARATUS USED
A simple integrati_ spectrophotometer capable of measuring the incident
flux over fixed bandwldths. An objective lens with an approximate field
of view of 2_ steradlans is used to give an integrated value of direct
and scattered flux including the sun. IR range is determined by the limits
of fused silica optics.
5.5.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Ultraviolet Flux: 200-350 m_ 3 bandwidths
Visible Flux: 350-700 m_ 4 bandwidths
Infrared:
5.5.4 PROCEDURE
700 m_ - 2.5_ 2 bandwidths
(i) Initiate power to reference source/filter
combination.
(2) Compare output wavelength with calibrated
Value.
(3) Terminate reference source power.
DATA OUT
(4) Expose objective lens.
(5) Cycle through frequency bandwidth.
(6) Record I = f (_. DATA OUT
(7) Cover objective lens and terminate power.
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5.6 EXPERIMENT NO. 6: _ AND > RADIATION BACKGROUND
5.6. I DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to obtain information on the _ and > radiation
at the surface and tOprovide correlation backup data needed to evaluate
those experiments using radiation counting devices as sensors. Selected
background radiation level at the surface of Mars is determined.
5.6.2 APPARATUS USED
Count rate is measureduslng two proportional counters each having 2_ -
steradian field of view external to the laboratory. Pulse height discrimina-
tion is incorporated.
5.6.3
5.6.4
RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Count Rate:
PROCEDURE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(s)
(9)
Up to 100 counts per second
Deploy counter head to sampling location.
Orient the counter head vertically upward.
Energize counter tubes with voltage potential.
Count pulses and pulse heights.
Reduce and condition data.
Orient the counter head vertically
downward.
Count pulses and pulse heights.
Reduce and condition data.
Turn off power and return instrument to
stowed position.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.7 EXPERIMENT NO. 7: DETERMINATION OF ATMOSPHERIC CONSTITUENTS
5.7.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect and determine the concentration of
H20 vapor, 02, N2, CO2, A, CO, NO, N02, and 03 in the atmosphere.
5.7.2 APPARATUS USED
An atmospheric gas chromatograph, using three columns, and a mass spectro-
meter detector will be employed. Column dimensions are 1.5 mm in diameter
by 12 inches long. A glow discharge detector and helium carrier gas will
be used.
5.7.3
5.7.4
RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Molecular Weight:
Concentration (Partial Pressure):
PROCEDURE
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(IO)
Up to 50
Up to i0-2 mm Hg
Collect atmospheric sample with gas pump.
Record downstream pressure rise.
Feed atmospheric gas sample slug into gas
chromatograph column carrier gas.
Record detector output from each column at
a rate of one point per second for one minute.
Divert gas samples of interest to transfer ampule.
Transport gas samples from Step (5) to mass
spectrometer.
Inject sample into mass spectrometer.
Record spectrometer detector output.
Release stored atmospheric gas sample.
Recycle equipment to ready.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.8 EXPERIMENT NO. 8: SOIL TEMPERATURE AND
WATER CONTENT AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH
5.8.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to determine the temperature of the soil from
the surface to a depth of I00 cm at 5-cm intervals and the water content
of the soil at these same depth intervals.
5.8.2 APPARATUS USED
A soil probe which is injected into the soil to a depth of i00 cm or as
deep as mechanically possible. Thermocouples or resistance-wlre thermom-
eter and gold'film/aluminum-oxide detectors are integrally incorporated
in the probe at 5-cm intervals. Heating elements are incorporated to free
any frozen water as vapor after initial temperature profiles and water
vapor content have been determined. A soil gas collection system can be
incorporated to serve as a sol1 gas sample collector for Experiment No. 14.
Soil probes will be inserted at each sample site fromwhich soil samples
are taken.
5.8.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Water Content Sensitivity: Down to 10 -5 mm Hg partial
pressure
Temperature:
-238OF (-150°C) to 100°F
(38oc) _ 1% .
5.8.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Initiate heating of reference temperature source.
(2) Record probe response and compare with calibration
curve. DATA OUT
(3) Terminate reference heat source.
(4) Deploy probe.
(5) Insert probe into surface to desired depth, or
until maximum axial force is detected. DATA OUT
(6) Read output of temperature and moisture
detectors. DATA OUT
(7) Collect soil gases
5-18
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(8)
(9)
(lO)
Initiate heating of heating elements.
Collect soil gases.
Terminate heating.
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L5.9 EXPERIMENT NO. 9: SOIL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
5.9.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to determine the electrical conductivity as
a function of depth in the Martian soil. These data are used as backup to
the other environmental and life detection experiments, giving an indica-
tion of soll molsture content.
5,9.2 APPARATUS USED
Instrumentation on the core hole traversing sonde is used. Two types of
instrumentation are. possible. A direct measure will be made of electrical
potential between two polnts in contact with the soil. This is simple to
incorporate on _ probe bow spring and will be used as a cross reference
tO the second method using a resonant tank circuit. Changes in the Q of
the circuit are determlned when the inductance is placed near the soil.
5.9.3 PROCEDURE
(t) Activate resonant tank circuit fn sonde.
(2) Run calibration and check on instrument.
(3) Position core hole sonde in core hole.
(4) Measure potential drop between low spring
contacts. DATA OUT
(5) Determine change in Q in tank circuit. DATA OUT
(6) Reposltion sonde at next location and repeat
Steps (3) through (5).
(7) Repeat Step (6) until complete core hole
traverse is made.
(8) Remove sonde and recheck calibration.
(9) Turn off power and stow.
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5.10 EXPERIM_TE NO. 10: SOIL DENSITY BY y-RAY SONDE
5.10.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to provide a measurement of soil density as a
function of depth, using a traversing sonde carrying instrumentation in
the core hole from whlch the core drill sample is taken. In deep loose
sand where no corehole can be made, the sonde will be capable of being
driven into the soll wlthouta hold. Supplemental measurements of soll
temperature and humidity are made. Surface data from this experiment will
be correlated with results of Experiment No. 11.
5.10.2 APPARATUS USED
A sonde similar in design to that of Texaco Experiment, Inc., but with less
instrumentation, Soil density is determined using a gamma source and a
Geiger-MuelI_rcounter tO _etect scattered radiation. Subsurface tempera-
ture is determined from an external resistance thermometer mounted on the
bow spring and by,meansof a modified Michelson interferometer. Water
vapor or humidity will be detected using the alumlnum-oxide/gold-film water
vapor detector,
5.10.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Temperature: -160 ° to 50°C
Soil Density: 0.5 < sp. gr.< 5
Depth of Traverse: 3 meters
5.10.4 PROCEDURE
(1) Activate modified Michelson interferometer
and check calibration with blackbody
source,
(2) Check continuity and calibration of external
resistance thermometer and water vapor
detector.
(3) Check Geiger-Mueller tube output with source
shielded and extended.
(4) Position sonde in core hole.
(5) Measure soil temperature with external
resistance thermometer. DATA OUT
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(6)
(7)
Activate modified Michelson interferometer
and stabilize bolometer sensor temperature.
Record bolometer output and condition
signal.
(8) Count scattered background radiation with
gamma ray source retracted in shield.
(9) Position gamma ray source at the collimating
window in shield.
(I0) Count scattered radiation.
(Ii) Retract gamma ray source into shield.
(12) Advance subsurface sonde to next survey
position in core hole.
(13) Repeat Steps (5) through (12) until core
hole traverse is complete.
(14) Retract subsurface sonde to stowed position
in the laboratory and secure for future
use.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.11 EXPERIMENT NO_ II: SOIL MECHANICS DETERMINATION
5 .ii ,I DESCRIPTION
This experiment provides the informatlon-necessary to reliably select and
use the proper samplecollectlon equipment and provides environmental back-
ground to support the results of the llft detection experiments. It will
provide soll strength data (bearing and shear), porosity or permeability
data, and some estimates of soil particle size distribution.
5 ,iI .2 APPARATUS USED
Bearing strength is determined from load-versus-sinkage relations. This
relatlonship is most accurately described With the relationship
k
p n,
in which p is bearing pressure, z is sinkage, kc is a cohesive constant,
k_ is the internal friction constant, b is a characteristic dimension of
Ibadlng area, and n is an exponent determining the shape of the sinkage
curve. This data is obtained by two annular rings of widths b I and b 2.
The wide ring (bl) is made integral with the housing of the pneumatic sample
collector, with contact switches located circumferentially to indicate when
complete bearing contact is achieved. These switches, coupled with load-
sinkage data, give bearing strength and invormation on the nature of the
surface; i.e., hard and uneven or yielding and smooth surface. A smaller-
diameter tube with a narrow width (b2)mounted concentric to the outer
will obtain another set of load-sinkage data which is necessary to determine
kc and k_. After the load-sinkage data is obtained, the central tube is
pressurized with Martian atmosphere and either pressure decay or flow
rate used to determine soll permeability or porosity. Additional perme-
ability data is obtained by measuring the rate of change in pressure as a
function of time in the annular space enclosed between the two cylinders.
Thus, if pressure is maintained at some value in the inner cylinder, the
pressure in the annular space will increase and then level off at some
value intermediate between the applied pressure and ambient atmospheric
pressure. Soll shear strength is determined with a vane-type torsional
shear tester which can be mounted concentrically in the center tube.
...... _L_'_L= p=LL_CL= sime distrubu_ion, i_ is necessary to separate a
sample into various particle-size ranges by screening and weighing the
percentage of the total sample collected with each screen. A rough
approximation is achieved by weighing the total sample initially collected
and then weighing the amount remaining in the refined sample for diameters
less than 300 _ and the amount of the residue after pulverizing and grading.
Thus, the percentage of soil sample in three ranges of sizes can be achieved
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from the proposed sample pulverizing, grading , and refining system. This
gives two points which can be fitted to the summation curve for an assmned
normal (Gaussian) distributlon, giving a first order approximation of
particle size distributions. The three sizeranges are particles greater
than 5 nnn in dlameter, partlcles between 300 _ and 5 mm in diameter
(residue), and those partlcles less than 300_ in diameter.
5 .II.3 RANGE OF PARAMEE_S
SoillType:
Raw Sample Size:
Weight Range:
Solid rock to loose sand
500 grams
0.i gram < W < 500 grams
Porosity: 0 < p < 50%
5 . 11 . 4 PROCEDtRE A
(I) Deploy outer bearing sylinder until surface
contact is made.
(2) Aotlvate controlled-feed mechanism and
measure sinkage and applied forces until
limit of travel is reached or a pre-
determined maximum load is attained.
LOAD
DEFLECTION
DATA Ob_£
(3) Survey contact switches for continuity
of contact. If sinkage is essentially
zero and full contact continuity is not
achieved, store data for selection of
sample collection method.
(4) Deploy central bearing cylinder until
surface contact is made.
(5) Activate controlled-feed mechanism and
measure sinkage/force data. DATA OUT
(6)
(7)
If sinkage/force data and continuity
switches indicate a deformable soil,
continue with Steps (7) through (16).
If the surface is hard and uneven,
continue with Steps (17) through (19).
Insert vane shear probe to predetermined
depth in soil.
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(8) Apply torque to vane shear tester and
determine soll shear strength.
(9) Pressurize inner bearing cylinder to predeter-
mined maximum and monitor decay rate.
(IO) If maximum pressure Is not achieved,
pressurize at predetermined maximum
flow rate and record pressure increase
in central bearing cylinder and the
annular space between the central and outer
bearing cylinder.
(ii) Rig for sample collection, using aerosol
dust sampler.
(12) Collect aerosol dust sample from
surface.
(13) Rig for subsurface soil sample
collection.
(14) Collect subsurface soil sample batch.
(15) Rig for collection of next subsurface
soil sample batch.
(16) Repeat Steps (14) and (15) until all
desired sample batches are collected
or untll soil composition precludes
further collection and go to Step (20).
(17) Proceeding from Step (6), if a hard
surface is encountered, rig for sample
collection, using aerosol dust sampler.
(18) Collect aerosol dust sample.
(19) Redeploy soil mechanics and sample
carrier to new site and repeat
Steps (i) through (19). Repeat as
necessary until a suitable sampling
site is located or until sufficient
aerosol dust sample is collected to
complete an experimental cycle.
(20) Return soil mechanics and sample carrier
to laboratory.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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(21) Transfer samples to laboratory for
further processing.
(22) Recycle soil mechanics andsample
C011ection equipment.
5.11.5 PROCEDI_E B
This part of Experiment II is performed at the laboratory during the sample
grading process and yields an estimate of soll particle size distribution.
(I) Place raw sample batch on weight scale.
(2) _Activate scale and uncage.
(3) Servo driYe seal torsion bar back to
null position and read weight.
(4) Cage scale and remove raw soll sample,
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Uncage s_ale and return to null position.
Recage scale.
Transport raw sample to pulverizer.
Pulverize soil sample.
Transport pulverized soll sample to
grader.
(i0) Grade sample to separateparticle sizes
with diameters equal to or less than 300 _.
(ii) Transport graded sample to weight scale.
(12) Repeat Steps (2) through (6).
(13) Transport graded sample to storage.
(14) Transport residue to weight scale.
(15) Repeat Steps (2) through (6).
(16) Transport residue to waste storage.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.12 EXPERIMENT NO. 12: SOIL SAMPLE ENCAPSULATION AND PRESERVATION
5.12.1 DESCRIPTION
To encapsulate and preserve for future analysis samples of unprocessed soil.
A kilogram of Sol1-_or as much as can be obtained) will be taken at each
sample site and will be preserved in a hermetically sealed container and
identified bysamp!e site, date of collection, and existing environment
(i.e., soll temperature, time of day, atmospheric temperature, atmospheric
pressure, atmospheric humidity, and wind velocity).
5.12.2 APPARATUS USED
A plug-type soil samplerwill be used to collect a 7=cm-diameter-by-20-cm -
long specimen with a minimum of disturbance.
be employed and,hermetlcally sealed.
5.12.3 RAI_E OF PARAMETERS
I kilogram of soil.
5.12.4 PROCEDURE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(s)
(e)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
A cylinder with end caps will
Deploy sampler.
Force sampler into surface to desired depth,
or until maximum load value is reached.
If full depth is reached, do Steps (4) through
(Ii). If maximum load value is reached, go to
Step (12).
Close container cover.
Retract sampler.
Extract sample container.
Transport container to sealer unit.
Hermetically _eal container.
Transport sealed container to storage.
Introduce tagged sample container into sampler.
DATA OUT
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(Ii)
(12)
(13)
Stow sampler.
Orient sample collector over new surface
area o
Repeat Steps (2) through (11).
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5.13 EXPERIMENT NO. 13: ELEMENTAL SOIL ANALYSIS
5.13. I DESCRIPTION
This experiment determines the elemental composition of the soil as com-
pletely as possible without chemical processing. The elements of prlncipal
interest are C, N, S, P, Mg, Na, K, Ca, Fe, and Si.
5.13,2 APPARATUS USED
An _-scatterin8 analyzer will be employed using or-source and solid-state
semiconductor detectors. This analysis will be conducted "in sltu" or in
the laboratory, or both.
5.13.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Sample Size:
5.13.4 PROCEDURE
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(I0)
(ii)
ig ungraded soil
Introduce reference sample into instrument.
Open sllt.
Record scattering and compare with calibra-
tion data.
Close slit.
Remove reference sample.
Introduce test sample.
Open sllt.
Record scattering data.
Close sllt.
Secure source.
Remove test sample and transport to stu_age
for future analysis.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.14 EXPERIMENT NO. 14: SOIL GAS ANALYSIS
5.14.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to determine the composition of soil gases
extracted as a function of depth by the probe in Experiment 8. Specifically,
the gases of interest are CH4, NH3, H20 , C02, CO, H2S , 02, 03, NO, NO2, H 2,
N2, and SO 2.
5.14.2 APPARATUS USED
The soil probe in Experiment 8 collects the soll gas sample. The sample
will be analyzed with a gas chromatograph employing three columns and using
an argon ionization detector followed by a mass spectrometer,
5.14.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Molecular Weights:
Composition:
PROCEDURE
(1)
5.14.4
Up to I00
By percentage
Transport soil gas sample from Experiment 8
to metering chamber.
(2) Feed slug of soll gas into gas chromatograph
column carrier gas.
(3) Record detector output from gas chromatograph
columns at a rate of one data point per
second for one minute.
(4) Divert samples of interest from columns into
transfer ampules.
(5) Transport samples from Step (4) to mass
spectrometer.
(6) Inject samples into mass spectrometer.
(7) Record spectrometer detector output.
(8) Release stored soil gas.
(9) Recycle equipment to ready.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.15 EXPERIMENT NO. 15: DETERMINATION OF SOLUBLE INORGANIC IONS AND pH
5.15.1 DESCRIPTION
An. aqueous extraction of the soil will be performed to determine pH and
presence of inorEanlc ions Ions of interest are CO_, PO_, H +, SO_, NO_, NO_,
S=, OH-, CI- i and Na +. Mg$+Fe ++, Fe+++_K+NH_ Ca ++ , and (Co ++ , Cu ++
Zn++, (i)
5.15.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processing chamber utilizing filtration and an aqueous extraction,
with extract evaporation on a plate for _-scatterlng. Analytical measurements
are made with a pHmeter and an _-scattering analyzer, with solid-state
detectors.
5.15.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
pS:
Ion Detection:
Range:
5.15.4 PROCEDURE
(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
1-13
By pulse height counter
Carbon to maximum possible Z
with _-scattering technique
Check equipment (=-scattering).
Rig reaction chamber to accept soil sample.
Collect a soll sample (one gram of processed
sample).
Mechanically process soil sample.
Transfer measured sample (_i gram) to reac-
tion chamber.
Acquire three volumes of water (3X volume of
soil sample).
(_'l'Doubtful by _-scattering. Possibly use X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
for heavy elements.
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_L
(7)
(s)
.(9)
(lO)
(11)
(12)
Add water to s6tl sample.
Stir for 5 minutes.
FilCer.
l_tain both filtrate and residue.
Repaat extraction Steps (6) through (10) two
move times.
Combine £tl trates.
(13) Transfer residue to waste storage.
(14)
(15)
(!6)
(1.7)
(18)
Evaporate filtrate by dropwise addition onto
heated platten.
When evaporation is complete (allow 60 minutes),
transfer platten to _-scattering instrumentation.
Determine _-scattering spectrum (allow 24 hours).
Remove platten.
Clean and recycle equipment as necessary.
DATA OUT
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5.16 EXPERIMENT NO. 16: DETECTION OF ORGANIC MATERIAL IN SOIL
5.16.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to de_ect the presenceof organic material in
a soll sample. The soil sample is subjected to a progrmsmedheating to
remove residual H20 and gases, followed bypyrolysis of solid material.
Complex organic materlals are detected in the pyrolysis products.
5.16.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processing chamber utilizing a programmed heating and pyrolysis
with an argonlonlzatlon detector and/or fluorometer using an excitation
source at 350 m//is employed.
5.16,3 RANGE OFPARAMETERS
Broad-band fluorescence spectrum from 450 to 700 m_
Sample,Size:. 5g ungraded soil
5.16.4 PROCEDURE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Transfer 5 grams of ungraded soil into
plyrolysls cup.
Position pyrolysis cup in pyrolysis oven.
Seal chamber.
Position fluorometer cuvette above argon
ionization detector.
Pressurize pyrolysis chamber with argon at
15 psia.
Initiate programmed heat at 3.3°C per minute.
After one minute, draw gases envolved through
argon ionization detector. Record tempera-
ture with detector output.
Inject gases into cuvette.
Repressurize pyrolysis chamber with argon at
15 psia.
DATA OUT
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(I0)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
Repeat Steps (7) through (9) until a maximum
temperature of 250°C is reached,.
Initiate pyrolysis heating until a maximum
temperature of 850°C is reached.
Repeat Steps (9) through (II).
Remove pyrolysis residue and transfer to waste
storage.
Remove sample cuvette and transfer to
fluorometer and allow to stabilize at labora-
tory temperature of 4°C.
Perform fluorometric analysis. Source excita-
tion at 350 m_ and scan spectrum from 450 m_
to 700 m_.
Remove sample from fluorometer and transfer
to waste storage.
Seal pyrolysis oven.
Pressurize with argon at 15 psia and maintain
flow to chamber as required.
Purge the argon ionization detector and pump
of residual gases.
Secure pyrolysis oven.
DATA OUT
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5.17 EXPERIMENT NO. 17: SOIL GAS EXCHANGE
5.17.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment evaluates the composition of gases evolved from a soil
sample "in situ" for both an undisturbed sample and one to which labeled
substrates have been added. Gases of interest are H20, CO2, O2, CO, CH4,
H2_ NH_, H_S, SO2, NO, NO2 , N2, and labele_d C1402, C140, C14H4 and $3502,
H2S35 _abe_ed gases. _
5.17.2 APPARATUS USED
A gaseous sample collector collects evolved gases, which are then analyzed
with a three-colunm gas chromatograph, followed by a mass spectrometer.
Labeled outputs_aredetected by _ radiation counter. The addition of
labeled substrates requires the use of a chemical dispenser capable of
purging the substrate compound of decomposition products which are radio-
actively labeled. Argon ionization detector and _ counter are employed to
detect labeled gaSes.
5.17.3 PROCEDURE
(I) Deploy three fused silica gas collection
chambers on the surface.
(2) Start closed-loop circulation of atmosphere in
each chamber.
(3) Withdraw gas sample from each chamber for control
analysis.
(4) Inject sample in gas chromatograph and perform
analysis . DATA OUT
(5) Repeat Step (4) for sample from each chamber.
(6) Transfer C 14 labeled substrate from storage to
flushing chamber.
(7) Flush substrate with CO 2, followed by N2, to remove
decomposition products.
(8) Transfer C14 labeled substrate to injection probe.
(9) Insert probe into soil and inject or infuse a
measured quantity of C 14 substrate in one of the
three chambers.
5-47
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(10) Repeat Step (9) in predetermined pattern within
the chamber.
(Ii) Transfer S35 labeled substrate from storage to
flushlng chamber.
(12)
(13)
Flush substrate with N 2 to remove decomposition
product.
Transfer S35 labeled substrate to injection
probe.
(14) Insert probe into soil and inject _or infuse a
measured quantity of S35 substrate in another of
the three chambers.
(15) Repeat Step (14) in predetermined pattern within
the chamber.
(16) At 3-hour intervals, withdraw a gas sample from
each of the chambers.
(17) Inject sample in gas chromatograph and perform
analysis.
(18) Repeat Step (17) for sample from each chamber.
(19) Collect labeled gas effluent from gas
chromatograph.
(20) Transfer to _ ionization chamber.
(21) Perform rate count.
(22) Repeat Steps (19) through (21) for each peak
recorded on gas chromatograph.
(23) Repeat Steps (16) through (21) for 48 hours
n11ml'_
(25) Recycle substrate injectors and stow.
(26) Return chambers to laboratory and secure for
future use.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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t' 5.18 EXPERIMENT NO. 18: AMINO ACID ANALYSIS
5.18.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect amino acids using a progrannned heating,
followed by pyrolysis of a graded but unprocessed soil sample
5.18.2 APPARATUS USED
Sample collection equipment.
Sample mechanical processingand transfer equipment.
Gas chromatograph equipped with a pyrolysis attachment. Column: 5-ft-by
1/8-in.-diameter of 15 percent Apiezon L, 4.5-percent Carbowax 20M, and
3-percent phosphoric acid on Chromosorb. Flow rate 50 ml/min at 105 °
to 107Oc. (Surveyor gas chromatograph.)
The pyrolysis ovenshould be provided for heating to 150 °, 325 °, and 500°C.
5.18.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Soll Sample: 5g, d =< 300
5.18.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Check equipment and warm up column oven.
(2) Collect sample. A volume of sample ranging
from 1 to 3 cc is desired.
(3) Process sample, if required.
(4) Transfer sample to pyrolysis oven.
(5) Select pyrolysis temperature.
(6) Initiate pyrolysis cycle.
(7) Transfer vapors to chromatograph.
(8) Do chromatogram.
(9) Clean column (backflush).
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6(10) Allow oven and colu.m to cool.
(11) Raaove resldue from the oven.
(12) Clean oven.
(13) Recycle to ready.
L
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5.19 EXPERIMENT NO. 19: DETECTION OF AMINO ACIDS AND OPTICAL
ACTIVITY
5.19.1 DESCRIPTION
This exper_iWt dlffers from Experiment 18 in that chemical processing is
performed invblvlng extraction, filtration, and volatile derivative pre-
paration _. The basis of the experiment is that derivatives with two
asymmetrical carbons have different steriochemistries and separate in the
gas chromatograph columna.
5.19.2 APPARATUS USED
The chemlcal processor is used to perform extraction, filtration, and
derivative preparation. The analysis is performed by a gas chromatograph
employing a 1/8-1nch_diameter?by-5-foot-long column, followed by an argon
ionization detector.
5.19.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Soil _._le:
5.19.4 PROCEDL_.E
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(io)
(ii)
sg,a < 30o
Check equipment.
Collect a soil sample (2 to 5 grams).
Mechanically process sample.
Weigh the sample (2 to 5 grams) or measure
volume.
Transfer sample to the reaction chamber.
Acquire I0 ml of water.
Add to reaction chamber containing soil
sample.
Stir for 5 minutes.
Filter.
Retain both filtrate and residue.
Repeat extraction Steps (6) through (I) two
more times.
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t(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
Combine filtrates.
Transfer residue to waste storage.
Evaporate filtrate to dryness-controlling
temperature so that ft never rises to point
of causing decomposition or polymerization
(allow 2 hours).
Treat dry residue with 5 ml d-sec-butyl alcohol
(anhydrous).
Saturate with hydrogen chloride gas (allow
5 minutes).
Stir for one hour.
Filter.
Evaporate filtrate to near dryness (-,0.5 ml
liquid volume should remain). (Allow one hour.)
(20) Transfer an aliquot (few _i) to gas chromatograph.
(21) Do gas chromatograph (allow one hour).
(22) Clean reaction chamber equipment.
(23) Recycle gas chromatograph and other equipment.
DATA OUT
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5.20 EXPERIMENT NO. 20: DETECTION OF PORPIIYRINS
5.20.1 DESCRIPZ!ON
To detect pprphyrins using chemical extraction and processing followed by
a fluorometer analysis of the solution.
5.20.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processor is used to perform a soil extraction, homogenization,
and filtr_ion. A fluorometez with an exciting source at 405 m_ Hg llne
and capabillty ofscannlng from600 to 700 m_ is used.
5.20.3 RANGE OF PARAI_ERS
Fluorescent lntenslty: 4 decades of variation
Wavelength Scan:
Sample Size:
To I m_ resolution
lOg, d _ 300
5.20.4 PROCEDURE
(1) Check equipment.
(2) Collect sample (surface soll sample preferred).
Present estimate of sample size is I0 grams.
(3) Grade sample by sieving through a coarse screen.
(2)
(4) Weigh sample. Sample should weigh about
i0 grams, _3) DATA OUT
(t)
(2)
Equipmen t Check should consist of checking out fluorometer and
sample processing equipment.
The sample grading may be bypassed if the sample is collected in
rocks. However, to assure that the homogenizer is not damaged,
removal of large, hard pieces is recommended. Thus, the primary
purpose of grading is to prevent homogenizer damage.
(3)A rough weighing to about ± 0.2 gram is probably adequate.
measuring technique might also suffice.
Volume
5-59
(s)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
Acqulre 30 ml of 4:1 ethyl acetate-acetic acid.
Transfer weighed sample to the homogenizer.
AddSolvent to homogenizer containing the
sample.
Homogenize for a period of 10 minutes.
Filter the homogenate.
Retain filtrate (4)
Remove residue.
Transfer filtrate to the reaction chamber.
Acquire i0 ml of EDTA solution. (5)
Add EDTA to filtrate.
Mix.
Bubble oxygen gas thro_ the solution for
a period of 5 minutes. _v)
Fill fluorometer cell.
Transfer cell to fluorometer.
RESIDUE
(4)The filtrate will be an ethyl acetate-acetic acid solution containing
porphyrins with their metal ions and porphyrinogens.
(5)The EDTA is suggested to be a 0.01-M solution in 4:1 ethyl acetate-
acetic acid. The EDTA serves the function of chelating metal ions,
both those extracted from soil by the solvent and those associated
with the porphyrins or porphyrinogens. These metal ions, unless
ch_l_L_d, may interfere in the fluorescence spectrum. A laboratory
check of this procedure is required to define such problems and to
define the details of the procedure.
(6)The act of bubbling oxygen through the solution may effect the
desired mixing, so that Step (15) might be eliminated. The oxygen
serves to oxidize the porphyrinogens to porphyrins.
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(19) Excite fluorescence with source illumination
having a wavelength of 400 m_.(7)
(20) Record fluorescent spectrum between 600 and
75o _u.
(21)_ If the fluorescence, intensity is so high that
the detector is saturated, go to Step (22).
the fluorescence is detectable but does not
saturate the detector over the wavelength region
from600 to 750 m_, go to Step (30).
(22) Reduce Intenslty of excitation source by one-half
and go to Step (20).
(23) "RemoVecell from fluorometer.
DATA OUT
(24) Bubble through gaseous HC1 for a period of
5 minutes to make 2N in HC1.
(25) Return:cell to fluorometer.
(26) Scan spectral region from 600 to 750 m_ as
before. DATA OUT
(27) Remove cell.
(28) Shut off fluorometer source.
(29) Recycle fluorometer.
(30) Remove sample from cell. SAMPLE
(31) Clean cell and processing equipment.
(32> Recycleall equipment to ready position.
(7)Th_ Sorer absorption band of the porphyrins at 400 m_ is used to
absorb excitation energy. An isolated 405 m_Hg line could also
be used for this purpose. The porphyrin fluorescence is shifted
considerably to the red region of the visible spectrum.
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%5.21 EXPERIMENT_ NO. 21:. DETECTION OF FLAVINS
5.21.I DESCRII_ION
This: experilnt is des'ls_ed 'to_detect flavlns by a spectrofluorometric
analysis. _ ..........
5.21.2 APPARATUS USED ___ -
A Chemical p_0cessor_Is required c_pable of performing a solvent extrac-
ti6n, homogenlzatlon,_programmsd'he.atlng' and a liquid/liquld phase
separat_on._ The _lgsls is _perfOZmed _wlth a fluorometer with the exci-
tation source at 4451m_Snd capah-_llty _of scanning from 500 to 600 m_.
5.21.3 RANGE- Dlr"P_RAMETERS .... - ...... _...................
Fl_uorescent intensity: 4 decades of variation
Wavelength Sea_:
Sample Size:
To 1 m_ resolution
5_, d _= 300_
5.21.4 PROCEDURE
In the following procedure, flavlns are extractedfrom a sample withwater
and sulfuric acid. Since flavins are practically insoluble in chloroform,
the acidic extract is treated with chloroform to remove fluorescent mate-
rials which would later Interfere_In the detection of lumiflavin fluores-
cence. The extract is next made basic and photolyzed, converting the
flavins to lumiflavins. Since It_mlflavlns are chloroform-soluble, and
since all other fluorescent, chloroform-soluble compounds were previously
removed, a chloroform extract of the photolysis mlxture/_rill contain lumi-
flavin free of interfering substances. Fluorescence of the chloroform
extract _nd_cates t e presence of lumiflavins and, therefore the presence
of flavins in.the original sample.
(I)
(I) Check equipment.
(2) Collect a sample of soil or suspected biological
LHaterial. An excess of over 5 Rrams is desired if
the sample is soil; over I gram if biological
material.
(1)A check for functioning of the processing equipment, the fluorometer,
and the photolysis light source is required.
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(I0)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(is)
(16)
(17)
(3) Mechanically process the sample for subsequent
bom_genlzatlon. (2)
(4). Welgb the sample (I to 5 grams). (3)
(5) T;_ansfer the sample to the homogenizer.
(6) Acquire 10 ml of water.
(7) Add to homogenizer.
(8) Homogenize for a period of I0 minutes.
(9) Heat to 80°C for 15 minutes while continuing
to. homogenl ze.
Acquire 3 ml of i N H2SO 4.
Add to homogenate.
Heat at 80°C for 15 minutes while continuing to
homogenize in sealed container.
Cool to ambient (_25°C).
Centrifuge or filter the homogenate.
Retain supernatant or filtrate (_ 13 ml).
Remove residue. (4)
Acquire I ml of chloroform.
DATA OUT
ii
RE SIDUE
l ¸ , i
(2)If the sample is soil, r0ugh-crushing and collection of particles less
than a critical size (_50_) is sufficient. If the sample is biological
material, it should be cut into small pieces or should be ground.
(3)A knowledge of the approximate sample weight (± 0.2 _ram) is adpq1_ate.
A knowledge of thc gross sample density and its volume would also
suffice.
(4)The extraction of the flavins from the sample (if any) is now complete.
The next sequence of steps is intended to remove interfering, chloro-
form-soluble materials.
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(18) Add to the filtrate from Steps (15) and (22).
(19) Mix for a period of 15 minutes.
(20)_ Al!ow aperiod of 30 minutes for layers to separate.
(21) Separate layers.
(22) Retain H2SO 4 layer.
(23) Fill fluorometer cell with chloroform (bottom)
layer.
(24) Transfer cell to fluorometer.
(25) Activate fluorometer source (445 m_).
(26) Detect fluorescence (500 to 600 m_).
(27) Remove cell.
(28) Removechloroform from cell and excess chloroform
solution.
(29> If fluoreso_ce is detected in Step (26), go to
; Step (17). _iIf no significant fluorescence is
detected i_:_the chloroform extract, go to
.=Step (3o).¢_)
(3o> Acquir 3 mi of 1 s N OH.
(31) Add to sample solution.
(32) Mix.
(33) Evaporate water under reduced pressure to a
total'solution volume of 2 ml.
(34) Acquire 2 ml of I N NaOH.
(36) Mix
(5)Extraction of interfering substances is now complete. The next sequence
of steps is the alkaline photolysis of flavins to lumiflavins.
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p4 (37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(4s)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(5o)
(51)
(52)
Filter or centrifuge.
Retain filtrate or supernatant.
Remove residue.
Transfer sample solution (filtrate or supernatant)
to photolysis apparatus.
Activate photolysis light source.
Illuminate the sample for a period of 30 minutes. (6)
Remove the sample from photolysis apparatus.
Auqulre4 ml of chloroform.
Add to sample.
Mix.
Allow layers to separate.
Separate layers.
Remove aqueous (top) layer.
Retain chloroform (bottom) layer.
Fill fluorometer cell with chloroform layer.
Transfer cell to fluorometer.
(53) Excite fluorescence with source illumination
having a wavelength of 445 m_t.
(54) Record fluorescent spectrum between
500 and 600 mp.
DATA OUT
(6)The period of photolysis is determined by the light source intensity
and the maximum expected concentration of flavins. Thirty minutes is
probably more than enough time to achieve the necessary photolysis.
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(55) If the fluorescence intensity is so high that
the detector is saturated, go to Step (56).
the fluorescence is detectable but does not
saturate the detector over the wavelength
region from 500 to 650 m_; go to Step (58).
(56) Reduce intensity of excitation source by
one,half.
(57) _" .Go toStep (54).
(58) ' Remove Cell.
(59) Shut Off fluorometer source.
(60) __Recycle fluorometer.
(61)
(62)
(63)
Remove sample from cell.
Clean cell and processing equipment.
Recycle all equipmentto ready position.
If
SAMPLE
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5.22 EXPERI_EIIT NO. 22: DETECTION OF NONSAPONIFIABLE LIPIDS
5.22.1
• This exper_t_!_is _des!_gned to de_ect nonsaponifiable lipids by means of
a-programmed!_lagIlii_a_iou .of:m_._rganic soil extract and gas chromatograph
5,22.2 APP_$:USED:; . '_ '.:
A chemical-prOie_sor eapable;._f".Derf;rmlng a solvent extraction filtration,
h0m_enizit£on'_ .pr_r_dlhea't_and evaporation, and liquid/liquid phase
separation. A _a:!_ehroma:tograph utilizing a column i/8 inch in diameter
by 60 cm long'foli0wed by a mass spectrometer detector is used to perfol_n
the analysis.
5 .22.3" RANGE-OF- PARAI_TgRS _
Sample Size: i0 g, d•_ 300_ (same sample
used in Experiment 23)
5.22.4 PROCEDURE
The followlng -procedure is intended to separate steroids and nonsaponifiable
llpida from other materials in soil, concentrate the steroid-containing
extract, and chromatograph it. Steps (I) to (26) are common to both
Experiment 22 and Experiment 23.
(1)
(i) Check equipment.
(2) Warm up chromatograph to operating temperature.
(3) Collect a sample. (2) In excess of i0 qrams
are desired.
(4) G=ade and ,lechanlcal-process the sample for
• Subsequent homogenization.
(i)Chemical processing eq_tipment (see equipment list above) and the
volatilization-gas chromatograph should be checked out.
(2)Any rcasoeable means of collecting in excess of I0 grams of sample is
acceptable. Ii i0 grams is not available, proceed with whatever _ample
is available down to a minimum sample size (determined by the :er__tivity
of the method and the expected concentration of steroids in .... _sHpi.',
of probably one gram.
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(9)
(zo)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(5) Weigh the processed sample (should weigh about
10 grams).(3)
(6) Transfer sample to homogenizer.
(7) Acquire 50 ml of 2:1 ether-acetone.
(8) Add to homogenizer.
Homogenize for a period of i0 minutes.
Centrifuge or filter through a diatomaceous
earth-slntered glass filter.(4)
Remove residue.
Retain supernatant or filtrate.
Evaporate solvent.(5)
Retain residue.
Acquire i ml of I N Na0H.
Add to residue.
Mix. Continue mixing through Step (22).
Heat to 100°C at one atmosphere of pressure
for a period of 30 minutes.
Cool to 25°C.
Acquire 2 ml of chloroform.
Add to sample.
(3)Either a balance or a sample volume measuring device can be used.
(4)Suggested filtration method only. Others may be better.
(5)Use of a stream of nitrogen gas directed on the liquid surface is one
possibility. Distillation at reduced pressure (ambient pressure?)
is another.
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(22) Continue mixing for a period of I0 minutes,
then cease mixing.
(23) Allow a settling time of 30 minutes.
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28) " DTy chloroform. (6)
(29)
(30)
(3D
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)
Separate layers.
Transfer the bottom layer (chloroform) to
temporary storage.
Retain the to V aqueous layer and repeat
Steps (20) through(24).
Combine chlorofOrm layers.
Evaporate chloroform. (5)
Retain residue.
ACquire 0.I ml of dimethyl formamide.
Add to residue.
Mix (homogenize at low speed).
Allow a period of 30 minutes for settling
or centrifuge or filter.
Transfer i to i0 _(microliter) of the clear
dimethyl formamlde layer to gas chromatograph.(7)
Do volatilization gas chromatography routine.
Clean, rinse, and dry contaminated equipment.
Recycle to ready.
DATA OUT
(_'6"The chloroform solution is treated with a drying agent to remove traces
of water.
(7)Start with one _ and, if no peaks detected, run another aliquot of,
say, two _, and then, if necessary, do i0 _.
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5.23 _ No. 23- D_.Cr_ON OF SAPONIFLABLE_P_US
This expe_rimenC is an extension of ExPer£s_ent 22 to detect the saponifiable
lipide 81soi:i'_iby_._-Sof k-programed volatilization of the organic solution
obtained i_ii"t.he :1_quld/iiquid phase sepa-za.tion of Experiment 22 and a gas
A chemical, pro=esSo F is. _nploye_ ,capable of performing a solvent extraction,
filtra6ion_enization, liq_td/liquid phase separation. Analysis is:
performed/o_ sUbstances extracted by organic solvents from the neutralized
aqueous solution. A eingle-coltmm gas chromatograph with a special packing
is use d tO perform_t_heianalyais, ..... -
5.23.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Sample: FremExp.eriment 22
5.23.4 PROCED'I_E_
The first 26 steps of this procedure are common with Experiment 22. The
aqueous basic layer from Step (26) is retained and used for the saponifiable
lipid analysis. To maintain continuity, Experiment 23 begins with Step (27).
(27) Retain top basic, aqueous layer.
(28) Transfer aqueous layer to reaction chamber.
(29) Acquire 1.2 ml of i N HCI.
(30) Add to aqueous layer (to make it acidic
.......and precipitate fatty acids).
(31) Acquire 2 ml of petroleum ether.
(32) Add petroleum ether to aqueous phase.
(33) Mix for a period of 30 minutes.
(34) Allow a period of i0 minutes for layers to
separate.
(35) Separate layers.
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(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
Transfer top layer (petroleum ether) to
temporary storage.
Retain aqueous layer and do Steps (31)
through (35).
Combine petroleum ether extracts.
Remove aqueous layer.
Dry petroleum ether solution (by treating
with a drying agent to remove water).
Filter.
Retain the filtrate.
Remove any residue (drying agent).
Evaporate the petroleum ether solution to
a total volume of about 0.I ml.(I)
Rig chromatograph to accept sample.
Inject one,of the petroleum ether solution
into the chromatograph.
Do chromatography.
Backflush column.
Recycle column to initial ready position to
accept new sample.
(50) If the chromatogram shows peaks (besides the
solvent peak), go to Step (54). If no peaks
are detected, go to Step (51).
(51) Inject 10_of the petroleum ether solution
into the chromatograph.
LAYER
DATA OUT
()-l-or evaporate to dryness and redissolve the residue in 0.i ml of
petroleum ether.
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(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)
(56)
Do chromatography.
Backflush column.
Allow column and ovens to cool to ambient
temperature,
Clean processing equipment.
Recycle.
DATA OUT
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"5.24 EXPE_IM_fE NO. 24: DETECTION OF MACROMOLECULES BY ABSORPTION IN THE
VISIBLE SPECTRUM
5.24.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect macromolecules such as proteins and
nucleic acid bymeasurlng changes in ahosrbance of a dye/extract solution
or by chemical reactions with the extract and employing a spectrophotom-
eter in the visible spectrum.
5.24.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processor is required capable of performing a solvent extrac-
tion of a so_l sample, a filtration, a dialysis, and preparation of a
dye/extract solution or performing chemical reactions. The analysls is
performed using an optlcal-null spectrophotometer operating in the visible
spectrum 400 to 700 m_. Either a tungsten lamp or xenon lamp source can
be used.
5.24.3 RANGE OF PARAMEI_RS
Absorbance_ 4 decades of variation
Wavelength Scan: 400 to 700 m_ with one m_
resolution
Sample Size: 10 g, d _ 300 p (sample also
used for Experiments 25 and 26)
5.24.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Check equipment. (I)
(2)
(3)
Collect sample of about one gram
weight.
Grade sample by crushing and sieving(2)
if dry soil; break up and crush if hard,
brittle biological material; go directly to
homogenizer if soft, flexible biological
material.
(1)Check out the sample processing equipment and the spectrophotometer.
(2)Sample should be reduced to powder size (possibly fairly coarse) for
efficient homogenization and mixing.
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(4)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(I0)
(ll)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(iS)
Weigh samvle. Sample should weigh about
one gram. _3)
Transfer sample to homogenizer.
If the sample is soil, go to Step (7).
If the sample is biological material,
gO toStep (I0).
Acquire 3 ml of 0.5 N NaOH.
Add to homogenizer containing the
sample,
Go to Step (12).
Acquire 3 ml of water.
Add to homogenizer containing the sample.
Homogenize for a period of I0 minutes,
Filter homogenate. (4)
Retain filtrate.
Remove residue..
Transfer the filtrate to ultrafiltration
apparatus.
Do ultrafiltratlon (with carbowax).
Reconstitute retentate by dissolving in
one ml of 0.002 M neutral buffer.(5)
DATA OUT
REST.DUE
(3)A rough weighing is sufficient. If sample weighs less than one gram
and if additional sample cannot be collected expediently, proceed with
the available amount of sample.
(4)Or centrifuge.
(5)Volumes mentioned are tentative. A certain exposure time will be
required in order to effect complete reconstitute. The actual
mechanics of this process has to be worked out.
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(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
Prepare dye solution. (6)
Add one ml of dye solution to one ml o£
reconstituted retentate.
Mix.
Fill spectrophotometer reference cell with
neutral buffer of 0.001 M concentration.
Fill spectrophotometer sample cell with dye-
retentate solution from Step (21).
Activate spectrophotometer (i.e., cycle
through source warmup).
Place cells in appropriate positions in
spectrophotometer.
Measure absorption spectrum from 450 to
700 m_: (7)
RemoVe cells.
Remove liquids from cells.
Clean cells and apparatus.
Recycle all equipment to ready position.
DATA OUT
LIQUIDS
(6)The dibenzothlocarbocyanlne dye will probably be stored in the dry
state (to survive sterilization). The dye preparation procedure in-
volves dissolving the solid dye in water. Some sort of mixing chamber
is implied. The concentration of the dye solution must be known,
perhaps by dissolving a known weight of dye in a known volume of water.
Alternatively, the concentration of the dye solution can be ascertained
by a measurement on the dye-only solution u_ing the spectrophotometeL.
Deszred concentration is about 10 -5 M. The dye in the solid state may
be as a film deposited on a nonreactive surface.
(7)If discrete wavelength settings are used, measure absorption at 640,
570, 550, 535, and 510 m_.
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5.25 EXPERIMENT NO. 25 : DETECTION OF MACROMOLECULES BY ABOSRPTION IN THE
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRI_
5 .25 .i DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect macromolecules such asproteins and
nucleic acid hymeanslofabosrbance of the extract solution using an ultra-
violet spectrophotometer.
5.25.2 A/_PARAI"JS USRN
A chemical processor is required capable of performing a solvent extraction,
a filtration, and a dialysis of the solution. The analysis is performed
using an optical null spectrophotometer operating in the ultraviolet
spectrum from 240 to 350 mp.
employed.
5.25.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Absorbance:
Wavelength Scan:
5.25.4
Sample:
PROCEDURE
(I) Check equipment.
(2)
A xenon or hydrogen vapor lamp source may be
4 decades of variation
240 to 350 my with I my
resolution
Same as for Experiment 24
Collect a sample in excess of one gram.
(One gram of mechanically processed sample
is required.)
(3) Mechanically process the soil sample.
(4) Welgh sample. (Approximately one gram.)
(5) Transfer sample to homogenizer.
(6) If the sample is soil, go to Step (7).
If the sample is biological material, go
to Step (i0),
(7) Acquire 3 ml of 0.5 N NaOH.
(8) Add to homogenizer containing the
sample.
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(9)
(Io)
(Ii)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(le)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
Go to Step (12).
Acquire 3 ml of water.:
Add to homogenizer containing the
sample.
Homogenize for a period of 30 minutes.
Filter homogenate.
Retain filtrate.
Transfer residue to waste storage.
Transfer the filtrate to ultrafiltration
apparatu_- • -
Do ultrafiltration (with carbowax) for
60 minutes.
Reconstitute retentate by dissolvin 8 in
one ml of 0.002 M neutral buffer.
Fill spectrophotometer reference cell with
neutral buffer of 0.001M concentration.
Fill spectrophotometer sample cell with
retentate solution.
Activate spectrophotometer (i.e., cycle
through source warmup).
Place cells in appropriate positions in
spectrophotometer.
(23) Measure abosrption spectrum from 240 to
350 m_.
(24) Remove cells.
(25)
(26)
(27)
Remove liquids from cells.
Clean cells and apparatus.
Recycle all equipment to ready position.
DATA OUT
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5.26 EXPERIMENT NO. 26: OPTICAL ACTIVITY OF WATER-SOLUBLE MACROMOLECULES
5.26.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect macromolecules soluble in water by
means of optica! rotation in the 270 and 290 m_ range with a backup mode-
determining rotation using the Na-D line. Optical rotation will be measured
before and after dlalysls of the solutlon.
5.26.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processor is required capable of performing a solvent extraction,
filtration_ and dialysis of the solution. The analysis is performed by
means of a polarlmeter operating in the UV spectrum at 270 to 290 mp. A
xenon or hydrogen vapor lamp source can be used. A sodlumvapor lamp is
used in the backup mode.
5.26.3 ZANGEOF
Rotation:
5.26.4
Variation in Beam
Intensity:
Sample:
PROCEDURE
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
To the nearest 10-2 degree in
either direction
To four decades
Same sample as in Experiment 24
Check equipment.
Collect sample (about one gram).
Mechanically process the soil sample.
Weigh sample. (Approximately one gram.) A
rough weighing is sufficient. If sample
weighs less than one gram and if additional
sample cannot be collected expediently,
proceed with the available amount of sample.
Transfer sample to homogenizer.
Acquire 3 ml of one-percent NaCI solution.
Add to homogenizer containing the sample.
DATA OUT
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(8)
(9)
(lO)
Homogenize for 15 minutes.
Filter homogenate.
Retain filtrate.
(11) Retain residue.
(12) Repeat Steps (6) through (I0).
(13) Combine filtrates.
(14) Transfer residue to waste storage.
(15) Fill polarimeter cell with filtrate.
(16) Transfer cell to p01arin_ter.
(17) Measure optical rotation in 270 to 290 m_
region.
(18) Remove cell.
(19) Transfer the filtrate to ultrafiltration
or dialysis apparatus.
(20) Clean polarlmeter cell.
(21) Do ultrafiltratlon or dlalysis.
(22) Reconstitute retentate by dissolving in
one ml of 0.002 M neutral buffer.
(23) Fill polarimeter cell.
(24) Transfer cell to polarimeter.
(25)
(26)
_--wJ
(28)
(29)
Measure optical rotation.
Remove sample cell.
Remove _olucion _rom cell.
Clean, rinse, and dry cell and contaminated
apparatus.
Recycle all equipment.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.27 EXPERIMENT NO. 27: I_ECTION OF WATER-SOLUBLE _AC_MOLECULES BY
PYROLY$1S GAS CHEOMATOG_
5.27.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is deslgnedto detect water-soluble macromolecules using a
gas chromatograph analysis.
5 .27.2 APPAEATUS USED
A chemical processor is required capable of performing a solvent extraction,
filtration, and dlalysls and a prosrmmed heating with pyrolysis. The
analysis is performed with a gas chromatograph employing a column i/8 inch
in diameter by 5 feet long and using a mass spectrometer as a detector.
RANGEOF PARAMETERS-..
Sample:
Molecular Weight:
PROCEDURE
Uses solution from Experiment 26
Up to 500
(9)
(lo)
(ll)
(12)
i(1) Check equipment and warm up pyrolysis oven.
(2) Transport aqueous extract _xperlment 26)
from storage to pyrolysis oven.
(3) Evaporate extract Co dryness under reduced
pressure and controlled temperature.
(4) Select pryolysis temperature.
(5) Pyrolyze sample.
(6) Collect evolved gases.
(7) Transfer evolved gases to gas chromatograph.
(8) Determine gas chromatograph of pyrolysis
products.
Allow pyrolysis oven to cool.
Remove residue.
Clean oven and equipment.
Recycle to ready.
DATA OUT
_AmA _T_
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5.28 EXPERIMENT NO. 28: FUNCTIONAL GROUP ANALYSIS
5.28.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to identif7 and categorize the functional groups
such as CH, C = C, NH2_ OH# C = O, HC ffi0, and COOH using infrared
spectrophotometry.
5.28.2 APPARATUS USED
A chemical processor is required capable of performing extraction and
filtration. The analysis ie performed with an infrared spectrometer operating
from 2 to 14_wlth a resolution of 0.I _. Either a photodiode or bolometer
detector will be used.
5.28.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Absor_nce Range: 4 decades
Wavelength Scan:
Sample Size:
2 to 14p
i0 g, d _ 300p
5.28.4 PROCEDURE
The following procedure is to separate carbon tetrachloride soluble materials
from a soil sample_ concentrate the CCI 4 extract_ and obtain its infrared
absorption spectrum.
Check the chemical processing equipment and warm up the infrared
spectrophotometer.
Run a calibration check on the spectrophotometer for wavelength position.
(t) Collect a soil sample. An excess of i0 grams
is desired. If i0 grams is not available,
proceed with whatever sample is available down
to a minimum sample size (determined by the
sensitivity of the method and the expected
concentration of steroids in the sample) of
probably one gram.
_j _=uLL=_L1cally process the soil sample.
(3) Transfer the sample to the extraction
apparatus (reaction chamber).
5-103
>(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(s)
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)
Acquire 20 ml (approximate) of carbon
tetrachlorlde (CC14).
Add to reaction chamber.
Stir for 10 minutes.
Filter.
Retain filtrate and sample residue.
Repeat Steps (6) through (I0) twice.
Combine the filtrates. Volume will be about
60 ml.
Transfer residue to waste storage.
Evaporate the CC14 extract to about 0.5 ml.
Fill spectrophotometer sample cell with the
extract.
Fill reference cell with CC14.
Transfer the cells to the spectrophotometer.
Determine the infrared absorption from 2 to
8_ (allow 15 minutes).
Remove cells.
Remove liquids.
Rinse and dry cells.
Clean processing equipment.
Recycle all equipment as required.
DATA OUT
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5.29 EXPERIMENT NO. 29: LIGHT-STIMUlATED C1402 FIXATION AND DARK C1402
FIXATION AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
5.29. i DESCRIPTION
This experlmentis designed to determine the amount of C02 fixed in an
incubated soil sample. The samples are incubated at two different tempera-
tures, in light and dark, with a tagged (C1402) carbon dioxide in the chamber
atmosphere. After incubation, the soll is pyrolized to determine the amount
of C1402 fi_ by counting the tagged carbon released.
5.29.2 APPARATUS USED
Six chemical processing chambers are to be used as culture chambers and
combustion chambers. Two are lighted with white light from a tungsten lamp
source. Four are dark. Two chambers are sterilized with heat to provide
a sterile control. The tagged carbon is counted with _ ionization detector.
5.29 .3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Incubation Temperature:
Incubation Atmosphere:
o
Chambe_ PressUre:
T
Incubation Time:
cbu.'t_Sate:
0-i ° and 25°C
N 2 and C1402 (8 mb)
Martian ambient
24 and 48 hours
Up to 106 counts per minute
5.29.4
Sample Size:
PROCEDURE
(I) Collect sample. (I)
required.
2 g per chamber, 12 g total,
d _ 300_
An excess of 6 grams is
(1)Preferred sample is a surface scraping of Martian soil. In order of
preference, sample may be surface soil, subsurface soil, material (dust,
etc.) filtered from air. Depth of surface scraping is not specified but
presumed to be on the order of one centimeter. A vacuum cleaner would
be used in case the surface is like desert pavement. The first step may
be preceded by an equipment check procedure if deemed desirable.
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(2) Grade sample to isolate materlal of mesh finer
than 20 to 40.( 2)
<3) a..ureprocessed?pleintoapprox tely
one gram portions. ( )
(4) Weigh each portion accurately and identify.
(5) Distribute unit portions of the processed
sample to each of four dark incubation
chambers (DI, D2, D3, and D4).(4)
(6) Distribute unit portions of the processed
sample to each of two illumination chambers
_LI and L2). (4) .....
(7) Admit sterilizing gas (mixture of ethylene
oxide and carbon monoxide) to chambers D 1
and D 2 and continue exposure to gas for
4 hours.(5)
DATA OUT
(8) While _i and D 2 are being sterilized, the
other chambers, D3, D4, LI, and L2, may be
exposed to the ambient Martian atmosphere.(6)
(2)Method of sample grading for a sol1 sample suggested is dry-sieving.
Reason for grading is to obtain sample uniformity (eliminate coarse
material).
(3)Thls measurement can be made on a volume basis, using either estimated or
measured sample density information. If an excess of 6 grams of sample
is not available, divide the available sample into six approximately equal
portions and proceed with samples of reduced weight.
(4)At this point it is not critical whether the chambers are dark or illu-
minated (perhaps by being opened to admit the sample). Note also that
the sample weight may be less than one gram (see Note (3)).
(5)__ i........ I=_ _,
....._=_= oL=_=L_U_L m=y Lequire much longer times but is noE essential.
It is sufficient to achieve significant reduction in biological activity
in D I and D 2 by reducing the organism population through a 4-hour exposure
to the gas.
(6)Flushing gas of nitrogen-argon mixture may be used instead of Martian
atmosphere. If Martian atmosphere is used, it should be filtered to
remove dust. The flow rate must be very small to prevent sample loss.
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(9)
(io)
(II)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(Z6)
(17)
(18)
Flush all six incubation chambers with a moderate
flow (rate?) of carbon dioxide free gas mixture
of nitrogen, argon, and oxygen (low partial pres-
sure of oxygen). Continue this flow through
Step (13).
Determine desired temperatures T I and T2 .(7)
Equilibrate chambers D I (sterile control), D3,
and L 1 to temperature T I.
Equilibrate chambers D 2 (sterile control), D4,
and L 2 to temperature T 2.
Monitor temperatures of chambers and adjust
accordingly.
Discontinue purge gas flow.
Turn on illumination for L 1 and L 2.
Determine partial pressure of CO 2 in Martian
atmosphere.(8)
Pressurize each chamber to partial pressure
of C1402 as determined in Step (16).()
(i0)
Determine length of incubation, tI.
DATA OUT
(7)For the first time through the procedure,
T I = 0° to l°C
T 2 = 25°C
(8)This data comes from the memory of ABL or from environmental experiment
on atmospheric pressure and composition.
(9)Probably 8 mb. Can use this figure for design parameter until better
definition of CO 2 partial pressure is obtained.
(_'lO'For initial run through the procedure_ the time tI is 2 hours. If
results of experiment fail to show C1402 fixation, the procedure will
be repeated with an incubation time between 24 and 48 hours.
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(19) Maintain incubation temperatures (T 1 and T2)
for tl.(ll)
(20) Add 1 ml of I0 N HC1 to each of the six incuba-
tion chambers,
(21) Open exhaust port.
(22) Begin flush with nitrogen/argon flush gas
and continue flow (rate?) through Step (30).
Exhaust gas to outside.
(23) Heat each chamber to boiling at the ambient
pressure to evaporate to dryness.(12)
(24) Monitor temperatures of chambers and adjust
accordingly.(13)
(25) Maintain temperature below critical value.
(26) Monitor drying of each of the six chambers.(14)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
If drying is complete, go to Step (31). If
drying is incomplete, go to Step (28);
Wait time t2.
Continue heating.
Go to Step (24),
(ll)It is desirable to incubate all six chambers simultaneously. If the
power drain is too high, it is, however, permissible to incubate
chambers serially.
t_12JGase s exhausted to the outside are C1402, flush gas, water vapor, and
hydrogen chloride. It may be possible (may or may not be desirable)
to recover water and HCI.
(13)Temperature should not become so high that pyrolysis organic material
sets in.
(14)A sensor is implied sensitive to water vapor in the exhaust gas.
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(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)
Discontinue heating.
(15)
Wait until temperature drops to T4.
Discontinue flush gas.
Close exhaust port.
Pressurize dried sample and sample chambers
with oxygen.
Monitor temperature of each chamber.
(37) .:He_ each chamber to 850°C (16) for a time
t3(17) to burn organic carbon and release
fixed c!4 as c1402-.
(38) 0pen valve between incubation chamber and
_-counting chamber.
(39), Transfer gas to _-counting chamber. (18)
(40) "Count radioactivity of gas in counting chamber.
(41)
(42)
(43)
Purge counting chamber with N2/A flush gas or
with filtered atmosphere.
Remove solid residue from incubation chambers.
Wash.
DATA OUT
RESIDUE
(15)T 4 is Brobab!y.cl0se to 25°C. Forced cooling may be needed to achieve
coolingln _reasonable time.
(16)This may be accomplished serially.
(17)Ti i. _- eho _ae_ ^= minutes.
me t3 ...............
(18)It may not be necessary to effect complete transfer by, say, pumping.
That is, the total gas chamber volume may include the incubation chamber
and the B-counting chamber.
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(44) Rinse.
(45) Dry.
(46) If there is a detectable difference in
(a) illuminated and sterile control,
(b) dark and sterile control,
(c) illuminated samples from the two
different temperatures, T 1 and T2,
or
(47)
(48)
(d) dark samples from two different
temperatures, T 1 and T2,
recycle to ready. If there is no detect-
able difference between (a), (b), (c), or
(d), repeat Steps (1) through (45) with
tI = 24_to 48 hours and then go to
Step (47).
If still no difference (as defined in
Step (46)), do Steps (i) through (6) and
then go to Step (48).
Add i ml of aqueous culture media to each
incubation chamber.
(49) Do Steps (7) through (45) and then go to
Step (50).
(50) Check equipment.
(51) Recycle to ready.
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5.30 EXPERIMENT NO. 30: EVOLUTION OF CO 2 BY NORMAL METABOLISM
5.30.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to detect the evolution of CO 2 during normal
metabolism and will be performed "in situ" and in culture chambers. Using
culture chambers, the chamber atmosphere is purged of CO 2 and maintained
as a N 2 atmosphere with a low 02 content. The soil is incubated at two
temperatures for a given time, and the increase in CO 2 content of the
chamber atmosphere is determined by a CO 2 detector such as Ba(OH)2 solu-
tion. The increase in CO 2 is compared with that obtained in a sterile
control specimen for each incubation temperature.
5.30.2 APPARATUS USED
Four chemical processing chambers are used to provide controlled heating
for incubation, heat sterilization of the two sterile control chambers,
and a control C02-free initial atmosphere. The conductance of a Ba(OH)2
solution is used as the CO 2 detector.
5.30.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Incubation Temperatures: 0-1oc and 30-35°C
Incubation Atmosphere: N 2 and low 02
Chamber Pressure: Martian ambient
Incubation Time: 24 and 48 hours
Carbon Dioxide Content: Change in conductivity Ba(OH)2
solution
Soil Sample Size: 2 grams/chamber (with particle
diameter d G 300_), 8 grams total
5.30.4 PROCEDURE
(i) Check equipment. (I)
(_'l'The equipment check probably should involve injection of test signals
into electronics and checking mechanical operations, transducers,
motors, etc.
t_2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(io)
Collect sample. (2) Four grams are desired.
Grade sample to isolate material of mesh
finer than 40. (3)
Measure sample into approximately one-gram
portions (four similar samples desired). (4)
Transfer samples to each of four incubation
chambers (DI, D2, D 3, and D4).
Admit sterilizing gas to chambers DI and
D 2 and continue exposure to the gas for
four hours. (5)
During the sterilization of D I and D2,
D 3 and D 4 may be exposed to the ambient
Martian atmosphere (filtered) or to
flushing gas (N21ArI02) mixture.
Flush all chambers with flushing gas.
Equilibrate D 1 (sterile control) and
D3 while flushing to 0-1oc.
Equilibrate D2 (sterile control) and
D 4 while flushing to 30-35°C.
2)The sample may be surface or subsurface material. If the sample is
collected in a manner so that particle sizes are finer than 40 mesh,
Step (3) can be eliminated from the procedure.
3)Sieving is assumed, but other methods of grading sample on size basis
are acceptable. The reason for sample sizing is to obtain samples havin_
similar contents of biological material.
4)This measurement may be made with a balance or with a sample volume
measuring technique, and the data from the soil density measurement
experiment (Environmental Experiment 2.5, Soil Density) may be used to
determine volume of a one-gram soil sample. If the total available sampl
is less than 4 grams, the sample should be divided into four equal
portions by volume. Proceed with samples of reduced volume.
5"Four_- hours is adequate to achieve at least partial reduction in micro-
organism populations.
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iSteps (i) through (5).
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DATA OUT
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5.31 EXPERIMENT NO. 31: C1402 EvoLUTION FROM LABELED SUBSTRATE
75. i.1  smuFnoN
This experimestii_measures the amount of C1402 evolved from an incubated soil
sample to wh!¢!i_a labeled subst_te has been added. The labeled sub strates
are C 14 formate and glucose-U-C . Two samples are heated to 120°C for
15 minutel, :after w]_ich one sterile and one control sample are equilibrated
at 0-1oc and the other two at 30°C. The labeled substrate purged of C1402
Is added aftB:r_Incubatlontemp statures have reached equilibrium. Incubation
proceeds _£or a given time_ and the rates of evolution of C1402 are compared
by measurinS'. _ acti_r£tY.
5.31.2 APPARATUS USED
Four chemical processing chambers are required3 capable of providing a
programmed heating up to 150°C, heat sterilization of the two sterile con-
trol chambers, andan initial atmosphere of N 2 or of Martian atmospheric
gases. The ch_bers will alsobe capable of adding a controlled amount of
labeled subStr_e. A _-ionization detector is used to compare rates of
evolution of_C_402 by counting _activity.
5.31.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Programmed Heating:
Incubation Temperatures:
0-120°C for 15 minutes
0-1°C and 30°C
Incubation Time:
Counting Rate:
Soil Sampling Size:
24 and 48 hours
I06 counts per minute
2 grams/chamber Cnaving particle
diameter d _ 300 _), 8 grams total
5.31.4 PROCEDURE
(1)
(i) Check equipment.
(2) Collect sample. (2) About one gram is desired.
(1)The equipment check probably should involve injection of test signals
into electronics and checking mechanical operations, transducers,
motors, etc.
(2)The sample may be surface or subsurface material. If the sample is
collected in a manner so that particle sizes are finer than 40 mesh,
Step (3) can be eliminated from the procedure.
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(3) Gradethan40.(sample)to isolate material of mesh finer
(4) Acquire formaldehyde - C 14 substrate.
(5) Remove accumulated C140 2 by flushing with
carbon dioxide for a period of 60 minutes. (4)
(6) Acquire glucose-U-C 14 substrate.
(7) Do Step (5).
(8) Measure samples (volume technique) into four
approximately 0.2 g portlons. _J;
(9) Transfer samples to each of four incubation
chambers (DI, D2, D3, and D4).
(10) Sterilize D_ and D2 by heating at 120 ° for
15 minutes .(provides two sterile control
samples). (6>
(II) Equilibrate D1 (sterile control) and D 3 at
0-1°C.
(3)Sievingl is assumed, but other methods of grading sample on a size basis
are acceptable. The reason for sample sizing is to obtain samples having
similar contents of biological material.
(4)The substrates undergo self-decomposition during storage, liberating
C1402, which must be removed before the substrates are used in the sub-
sequence steps. Otherwise, this C1402 would interfere in the detection
of C140 2 evolved by metabolism of the substrate.
(5)This measurement may be made with a balance or with a sample volume-
measuring technique. The data from the soil density measurement experi-
ment (Environmental Experiment 2.5, Soil Density) could be used to
determine volume of a one-gram soil sample. If the total available
sample is less than one gram, the sample should be divided into four
equal portions by volume. Proceed with samples of reduced volume.
(6)Alternatively, sterilization may be achieved by exposure to "carboxide"
gas for an extended period of time (in excess of 4 hours), followed by
flushing with nitrogen/argon or nitrogen gas.
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(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(IS)
(19)
(20)
Equilibrate D2 and D4 at 30 to 35°C.
Monitor temperatures of all chambers.
Inlect 0.2 ml of CO2-flushed formaldehyde-
C I_ substrate solution into each chamber.
Inject 0.2 ml of C02-flushed glucose-U-
C 14 substrate solution into each chamber.
Mix. (7)
At intervals of _t, record _-activity of
evolved gases from the separate chambers.
After a period tI = 24 hours, exhaust
chambers.
Remove samples.
Washand clean chambers.
(21) Rinse chambers.
(22,)
(23)
(24)
Dry.
Flush with filtered ambient atmosphere.
If in the 24-hour period a detectable difference
was found in
(a) sample and steril control at 0-1°C,
(b) sample and sterile control at 30-35°C, or
(c) samples at the two different temperatures,
go to Step (25). If no difference was detected,
do Steps (i) through (23) with a larger sample
of four grams (one gram for each chamber) and
let tI = 48 hours.
(25) Recycle to ready.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
(7)The injection process may produce sufficient mixing by itself so that
this step might be unnecessary.
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5.32 EXPERIMENT NO. 32: C1402 UPTAKE IN LIGHT AND DARK AND
SUBSEQUENT EVOLUTION BY METABOLISM
5.32.1 DESCRIPTION
14
This exper_unent is designed t_4compare the amount of C 02 fixed in light
and dark with the mount of C 02 re-evolved by metabolism. The samples
consist of soil samples incubated in light and dark and a sterile control
sample. The sampl_ are incubated at 25°C for a given time in an atT_s-
phere containing C _02 (8 mb partial pressure). After exposure to C 02
atmosphere, the chambers are purged of CL_02, and one set each of light,
dark_4and sterile samples ere monitored to determine rate of re-evolution
of C_402. The other set of samples is burned with oxygen, and the amount
of C 02 fixed is determined.
5.32.2 APPARATUS USED
Six chemical processing chambers are required, capable of programmed
heating. Two chambers must be lighted, and two must be sterilized with
heat. Three chambers must be capable of burning the soil samples in an
oxygen atmosphere. _-ionization count_s are used to determine rate of
CI_02 re-evolution and the amount of C 02 released by combustion.
5.32.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Incubation Temperature: 25°C
Incubation Times:
C1402 Re-evolution Count Rate:
C1402 Fixation Count Rate:
24 and 4B hours
106 Counts per minute
106 counts per minute
Soil Sample Size: _ 2 grams/chamber (having particle
diameters _300_), 12 grams total
5.32.4 PROCEDURE
(1) Check equipment. (i)
(1)The equipment check probably should involve injection of test signals
into electronics and checking mechanical operations, transducers,
motors, etc.
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(6)
(2) Collect sample. (2) Slx grams of graded sample
are ultimately desired.
(3) Grade sample to isolate material of mesh finer
than 40.( 3)
(4) Measure sample into approximately one-gram por-
tions (six similar samples desired). (4)
(5) Transfer one-gram portions to each of the chambers
L 1, D 1, D 3, L 2, D2, and D4 .
Admit sterilizing gas to chambers D l and D 2 and
continue exposure to gas for 4 hours. (5) Gas
pressure should be maintained.
(7) During the sterilization of D l and D2, the other
samples may be exposed to the ambient Martian
atmosphere (filtered) or to flushing gas
(N21ArI02) mixture. .
(2)Preferred sample is a surface scraping of Martian soil. In order of
preference, sample may be surface soil, subsurface soil, material
(dust, etc.) filtered from air. Depth of surface scraping is not speci-
fied but presumed to be on the order of one centimeter. If the sample
is collected in a manner so that particle sizes are finer than 40 mesh,
Step (3) can be eliminated from the procedure.
(3)Sievlng is assumed, but other methods of grading sample on size basis
are acceptable. The reason for sample sizing is to obtain samples
having similar contents of blologicalmaterlal.
(4)This measurement my be made with a balance or with a sample volume
measuring technique, and the data from the soil density measurement
experiment (Environmental Experiment 2.5, Soil Density) may be used to
determine volume of a one-gram soil sample. If the total available
sample is less than the stated 6 grams: the samp]e _hn,,Id h_ Nivided
into six equal portions by volume. Proceed with samples of reduced
volume.
(5)Complete inactivation is not essential. Only a significant reduction
of biological activity is required. Four hours is adequate to achieve.
at least partial reduction in micro-organism populations.
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(8) Equilibrate all chambers to 25°C.
(9) Monitor temperature of thermostated chambers.
(I0) Open gas exhaust ports.
(ii) Flush out all chambers with N2 _rl02 or
filteredMartian air for a period of
30 minutes.
(12) Initiate illumination of L I and L 2.
(13) Close exhaust ports
(14) Pressurize all chambers to the ambient CO 2
partlal pressure (estimated as 8 mb) with
C1402.(6)
(15) Incubate all si_ chambers at 25°C for a time
tI = 2 hours.(7)
(16) Open exhaust ports and cease illumination.
(17) Flush C1402 from all chambers with C1202 for
a period of 30 minutes.
(18) Flush all chambers with N2_ArI02 mixture or
ambient, filtered atmosphere for a period of
30 minutes,
(19) At the end of the flush period, cease flow
through chambers L2, D 2 and D 4.
(6)The information of the ambient CO 2 partial pressure is derived from
an atmospheric composition experiment (Environmental Experiment 5.1)
(_.7.1t is desirable to incubate all six chambers simultaneously. However,
if the power dLain is too high, it is permissible to incubate chambers
serially.
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b(20)
(21)
Close ports of L 2, D2, and D4.
Follow rate of evolution of C1402 from L 2, D 2,
and D4 for a period t2 ffi24 hours. Simultaneously,
continue with Steps (23) through (48).( 8)
(22)
(23)
(24)
At the end of the period t2, go to Step (49).
Steps (23) through (48) shouldhave been
completed.
Add one ml of I0 N HCI to each of incubation
L 1, D1, and D3.(9)chambers
Continue to flush chambers LI, D 1 , and D 3 and
exhaust gas to outside.
(25)
(26)
Heat each chamber to boiling at the ambient
pressure to evaporate to dryness.(10)
Monitor temperatures of chambers.(11)
(27) Maintain temperature below critical value.
(28) Monitor drying of each of the three chambers. (12)
DATA OUT
(8)Determine differences in ratios for L2/D 4 and D4/D 2 as a function of
time. Positive results are indicated by a greater continued rate of
C1402 evolution from the light compared to the dark (L2/D 4) and the
dark compared to the sterile control (D4/D2). The other series of
samples in chambers L1, D1, and D 3 should be processed concurrently.
(9)Steps (23) through (48) apply only to incubation chambers L I, D I,
and D 3 .
tl_0/Gase s exhausted to the outside are C1402 , flush gas, water vapor, and
hydrogen chloride. It L_my be possible (may or may not be desirable)
to recover water and HCI.
(ll/Temperature_ should not become so high that pyrolysis of organic
material sets in.
(12)A sensor is implied sensitive to water vapor in the exhaust gas,
for example.
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(29)
(30)
(3l)
(32)
If drying is complete, go to Step (33).
If drying is incomplete, go to Step (30).
Walttime t3.
Continue heating.
Go to Step (26)
(35) .Discontinue heating.
(34) Walt until temperature drops to T4. (13)
(35) Discontinue flush gas.
(36)
(37)
Close exhaust port.
Pressurize dried sample and sample chambers
with oxygen.
(38)
(39)
Monltor temperature of each chamber.
He_t each chamber to lO00°C (14) for a time
t4(15) to burn organic carbon and release
fixed C 14 as C1402.
(40)
(41)
Open valve between incubation chamber and
E-counting chamber.
Transfer gas to _-counting chamber. (16)
(13)T 4 is probably close to 25°C.
cooling in a reasonable time.
Forced coollngmay be needed to achieve
(14)This may be accomplished serially.
(15)Times tq and t6 are on the order of minutes.
(16)It may not be necessary to effect complete transfer by, say, pumping.
That is, the total gas chamber volume may include the incubation
chamber and the E-counting chamber.
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i
(42)
(43)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)
Count radioactivity of gas in counting
chamber.(17)
Purge counting chamber with flush gas.
Remove solid residue from incubation
chambers, LI, DI, and D 3.
Wash L I, D I, and D 3.
Rinse.
Dry.(18)
If results from Step (42) are positive
(i.e., differences as defined in Note (17)
are found), and if results from Step (21)
are positive (i.e_, differences as defined
in Note (8) are found), go to Step (49) If
results from Step (42) are positive and the
results from Step (21) are negative, go to
Step (49). If results from Step (42) are
negative and the results from Step (21) are
negative, go to Step (61) (repeat experiment
with longer incubation time). If results
from Step (42) are negative and the results
from Step (21) are positive, go to Step (65)
(equipment check on Qombustion) and terminate.
Illuminate L2 .
Pressurize L2, D2, and D4 to the ambient C02
partial pressure (estimated as 8 mb) with
CI402.(19)
DATA OUT
RESIDUE
(17)Fixation of C1402 is indicated by a difference in light and dark
samples, light and ,qtor_]_ _rn_1=c n_" ash-It =_A o+=_-_I ..... 1_
(18)The dry cycle will probably resemble Steps (24) through (35).
(19)Subsequent steps apply only to chambers L2, D2, and D 4. Chambers
L I, DI, and D 3 have been already cleaned and recycled.
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(51),, i._Incu_ateat'25°C for a time t5 = 24 hours. (20)
(52) Do Steps (16)through (20).
(53):/ Follow rate of evolution of C1402 for a period
t 2 = 24 hours.
(54) After the period t2, exhaust chambers L2, D 2,
and D4"
-(55) -.iP,mnovesmnples from L2, D2, and D 4.
(56)i Wash an_ clean chambers L2, D2, and D 4.
(57)
(58)
(59)
Rinse chambers L2, D2, and D4.
Dry chambers L 2, D2, and D4. (18)
Flush chambers L2, D2, and D4 with filtered
ambient atmoshpere or flush gas.
(60): Recycle to ready and stop.
(6i). Do Steps (55) through (59).
(62) DO Steps (I) through (47) with a new
t I = 24 hours. (21)
(63) If results of Steps (42) and (21) are both
still negative (no C1402 fixation occurs), or
if both are now positive, or if results of
Step (42) are positive and the results from
Step (21) are negative (means that C1402 is
fixed but not re-evolved), go to Step (64).
If results fromStep (42) are negative but
results from Step (21) are positive (implies
inconsistency , C1402 evolved but not fixed),
go to Step (65).
DATA OUT
u
(20)Actually t5 may range from 2 to 24 hours as desired.
(21)The incubation time t I may actually range from 4 to 24 hours,
as desired.
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f
(64) Do Steps (55) through (60).
(65) Check combustion equipment for possible
malfunction.
(66) Check C1402 evolution equipment for false
positive result.
(67) "Do Steps (55) through (60).
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5.33 EXPERIMENT NO. 33: CULTURE EVALUATION AND GROWTH DETECTION
5.33.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to investigate various types and concentra-
tions of culture media, using both Earth-formulated media and media pre-
pared from Martian soil extracts. Each culture plate will be prepared so
that it incorporates a nutrient gradient to identify the optimum concen-
tration. The procedure will be to inoculate a series of culture media
preparations (i0 to 12 types of formulations) from a common soil sample.
These will be monitored to detect growth by increases in turbidity or
Optical density and pH changes. Localized changes will be determined by
comparative imaging techniques or optical density surveys. If growth
occurs, transfer plates will be made on successive culture plates for
those culture media on which growth or changes have occurred most prom-
inently. As many transfer cultures will be made as possible, up to a
limit of i0. After growth has been established and the optimum media de-
termined, life-detection experiments listed below will be repeated to
detect increases in biological material.
Experiment No. 17 Soil Gas Exchange
Experiment No. 20 Detection of Porphyrins
Experiment No. 21 Detection of Flavins
Experiment No. 22 Detection of Nonsaponifiable Lipids
Experiment No. 23 Detection of Saponifiable Lipids
Experiment No. 24 Detection of Macromolecules by
Absorption in the Visible Spectrum
5.33.2 APPARATUS USED
Chemical processing chambers as required, capable of preparing culture
media of the required concentrations from Earth-originated and Mars-
originated extracts and transferring these to plate containers which can
be incubated at various temperatures wi_h v_L_ou_........._u,L_^_ atmccpheres.
Turbidity or optical density monitors will be used to survey the surface
of the plate for gross changes. Comparison imaging apparatus may be em-
ployed to detect changes such as colony growths and locations to be used
with the optical density measurements. A pH meter is required. An
inoculation apparatus such as a wire or rolling wheel to deposit a line of
inoculum on the culture media of each plate is required.
5.33.3 RANGE OF PAR_
Incubation
Incubation,
Culture Med
Number of T
Turbidity o
Density:
pH Measurem
Incubation
l
Soil Sample
5.33.4 PROCEDURE
(I) On the
envirc
media
materi
acids,
and o_
estima
(2) Detern
the s_
tempex
(3) Prepal
concer
(4) Prepal
using
(5) Store
transl
(6) Prepal
conce!
o_TERS
_emperatures:
Ltmospheres:
La Formulations:
!ransfer Cultures:
!
ir Optical
ents :
rimes:
_Size:
0 ° to 150°C
Native Martian; synthetic
Martian, with and without
labeled constituents
i0
i0
4 decades of transmitted
white light
Approximately I to 13
24 and 48 hours
i gram (having particle
diameters _ 50_)
basis of results from life-detection and
nmental experiments, determine types of
to be formulated from Earth-originated
als such as sugars, amino acids, fatty
etc. Four types of Earth-originated
e of Martian soil extract media are
ted.
ine desirable incubation temperatures on
me basis as in Step (i). Two incubation
atures for each medium are estimated.
e Earth-originated media in varying
trations. Assume I0 different concentrations.
e culture plates with nutrient gradient
Earth-originated media.
remaining media until required to prepare
er culture plates.
e Martian soil extract media in varying
trations.
(7) Prepare culture plates with nutrient gradiel
using Martian soil extract media.
(8) Store remaining media until required to pre]
transfer culture plates.
(9) Inoculate each plate from a common soil sam]
graded to a particle size of 50_ or less.
inoculation is deposited as a narrow line oi
normal to the nutrient gradient.
(i0) Adjust and maintain incubation temperatures
(ii) Record image of each plate in image-storing
tube.
(12) Measure pH of culture.
(13) Control and maintain atmosphere over each
plate.
(14) At 2-hour intervals, withdraw atmospheric g;
sample for each plate.
(15) Inject sample into gas chromatograph and
perform analysis.
(16) Repeat Step (15) for each culture plate sam
(17) At 2-hour intervals, measure pH.
(18) At 2-hour intervals, record new image in th
image-storing tube. Reverse polarization
alternate images.
(19) Scan remaining difference image to detect
changes.
(90) Repeat Step (19) for each culture plate.
(21) If no changes or growth is detected, contin
Steps (14) through (20) for 48-hours and re
cycle equipment for a new cycle.
(22) If growth or changes are detected, prepare
additional culture plates for the media in
which the change is detected.
le
_e[ented
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
Inoculate transfer plate with inoculum obtained
from preceding culture for those media.
Repeat Steps (14) through (20).
If growth is detected, repeat Steps (23) through
(24) up to a maximum of four transfer cultures
or until no growth is detected.
If growth is detected, select optimum media and
conditions; i.e., time of culture, temperature, etc.
Prepare a larger quantity of culture media and
inoculate with soil sample and/or inoculum from
evaluation culture.
Incubate under desired conditions and monitor
for changes.
When first detectable growth occurs, prepare
samples for Life-Detection Experiments 17, 20,
21, 22, 23, and 24 and repeat these experiments. DATA OUT
When growth culture changes have been amplified
some predetermined amount, repeat Step (29) to
detect increase in biological material.
Remove culture residue to waste storage.
Heat (sterilize) equipment and recycle to
initial conditions for future use.
DATA OUT
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|5.34 EXPERIMENT NO. 34: MOTION DETECTOR
5.34.1 DESCRIPTION
Detection of motion, if it should occur (such as plant movement in the
wind, movement of animal life, and motion because of geological movement).
5.34.2 APPARATUS USED
This motion detector consists of a telescope in the visible region of
the spectrum focusing an image on a photosensitive matrix. Variations
in output from the detector matrix can be interpreted as motion. A
360-degree lateral field of view can be achieved, Output data from
Experiment 4 and this experiment will be coordinated.
5.34.3 RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Variation in Light Intensity:
Velocity of Travel: i to 50 fps
5.34.4 PROCEDURE,
(1) Deploy lens and retract lens cover.
(2) Monitor variations in output voltages
from detector matrix.
(3) When output voltage strength exceeds
a predetermined critical value, record
detector output and correlate with
acoustical signals from Experiment 4. DATA OUT
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b5.35 EXPERIMENT NO. 35 : MACROIMAGING AND INFRARED SCAN
5.35.1 DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to observe the morphological features of the
surrounding terrain in the visible spectrum and, to a lesser degree, in
the infrared spectrum. These scans are intended to detect macroscopic
llfe forms, if they exlst_ and to detect thermal anomalies. From the
low-resolution scan results, a higher-resolutlon scan of potentially
deslrable sampling sites will be made.
5,35.2 APPARATUS USED
A facsimile scanning device will be used to obtain the visual picture.
An infrared radiometer is used to mapthe thermal features of the terrain.
The infrared scan is made simultaneously with the visible, as well as at
the Martian midnight.
5.35.3
5.35.4
RANGE OF PARAMETERS
Low-Resolution Visual Scan (Unity-Power)
Resolution: 0.3 degree, 13 gray levels
Field of View: 360 by 60 degrees
High-Resolution Visual Scan (10-Power)
Resolution:
Field of View:
Infrared Scan
Resolution:
Field of View:
PROCEDURE
k±/
(2)
(3)
0.03 degree, 13 gray levels
20 by 20 degrees
1.0 degree, 8 gray levels
360 by 60 degrees
Detcct sunrise with _un sensor and start
timer.
Monitor light level and correlate with
elapsed time after sunrise.
Deploy optical imaging system to scan
position and remove optical covers.
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(Io)
(n)
(12)
(13)
(14)
-(is)
With data from Step (2), adjust aperture as
required and orientlnstruments to begin scan
Erect small identifiable target in field
of view of visual scan instrument to check
operation.
Perform visual scan.
Check infrared scanning instrument by
viewing a sequence of calibrated
blackbody raiators.
Perform infrared scan. Synchronize with
visual scans.
During scan, monitor and adjust aperture
as required.
After scan is complete, replace lens
covers and turn off power.
Monitor timer started in Step (i) to determine
start of midnight infrared scan.
Remove lens cover on infrared scanning
instrument.
Repeat Steps (7) through (9), coordinating
scanning points to correspond with daytime
scan•
Replace lens covers and turn off power.
Return scanning instruments to stowed
position.
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
DATA OUT
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5.37
5.38
GAS CHROMATOGRAPH SUBROUTINE
(1) Purge column with carrier gas for 5 minutes.
(2) Introduce slug of reference gas into carrier gas.
(3) Record detector output and compare with
stand&rd calibration.
(4) Backflush column for 5 minutes.
(5) After test, backflush column for a time tl,
equal to that used in analyzing the test samples.
SPECTRAL ANALYZER SUBROUTINE
(I) Set instrument mode switch and excite source.
Allow warmup period of one minute.
(2) Check source output from filtered diode
go/no-go signal.
(3) Introduce standard test and reference solutions.
(4) Record detector output and compare with
instrument calibration.
(5) Remove test and reference solutions.
(6) Wash, rinse, and dry cuvettes.
GENERAL GROWTH CULTURE ROUTINE
(I) Acqulre media from storage and add to culture
chamber.
(2) Determine incubation temperature, C 1.
(3) Heat culture chamber.
(4) Monitor chamber temperature T i"
(5) If C I < TI, go to Step (6).
If C I > TI, go to Step (7).
If C I = T I + KI, go to Step (8).
(6) Reduce heatlng I
(7) Increase heatin_
(8) Acquire inocul_
(9) Determine incub
of aliquot remo
(I0) Determine numbe
(II) Monitor gas com
small sample to
(12) Remove aliquots
Step (I0).
(13) Discontinue hea
(14) Heat and pressu
(15) Determine prope
(16) Monitor temper_
(17) If T 2 > C 2, go
If T 2 < C 2, go
If T 2 = C 2, go
(18) Reduce heat by
(19) Increase heat ]
(20) Determine prop_
(21) Monitor pressu
(22) If P > C3, go
If P < C3, go
If P = C 3, go
(23) Reduce pressur
4""
-. _,r; . ,#
t_ ""s _ -,_
mmp:./"
raction&l amount, AT.
_ fractional amount, AT.
d add to media.
interval and intervals
:lialiquots to be removed.
_iition above culture (valve
_ chr_natograph).test, as specified in
.L -
 ing.
ize culture chamber.
temperature, T 2.
ure, C 2.
!
to Step (18).
r_
_o Step (19).
_o Step (20).
_ractional amount, AT.
i
fractional amount, AT.
|
Sr pressure, C 3.
:e P.
_o Step (23).
:o Step (24).
:o Step (25).
by fractional amount, AP.
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
Reduce pressure by fractional amount, _P.
DiscontinUe heating.
Cool until internal pressure equals external
pressure.
Remove sterile medium and transport to storage.
Wash chamber.
Rinse chamber.
Dry chamber.
Recycle to ready position.
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iAPPENDIX 6
INSTRUMENT ANALYSES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains analyses performed on certain detailed aspects of
instruments to establish their principal functional and physical charac-
teriestics in sufficient detail to support the preliminary design study.
6.2 GAS CHROMATOGRAPHS REQUIRED FOR ABL
Two types of gas chromatographs are required for the ABL experiments. The
atmospheric constituents and the soil gas analysis is performed with gas
solid chromatography (GSC). This type of chromatograph uses a solid
absorbent packing in the column to effect the separation of components.
The analyses to detect more complex compounds associated with life detec-
tion require the use of gas liquid chromatography (GLC). This type of
chromatograph uses a solid absorbent support such as diatomaceous earth,
firebrick, glass beads, or teflon in the column to support a stationary
liquid phase which performs the function of separating the components.
The following generalized requirements for a gas chromatograph have been
drawn from the literature and will be used to define these instruments
for the A_L.
(i) The sample should be introduced as a slug into
the carrier gas flow without disturbing the flow.
Sample sizes are usually in the range of i
to i0 _llter.
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Most columns utilize progrannned heating to aid
in separating the components as well as reduce
total operating time. Temperature programs up to
250 to 300°C are con_only used and may be either
linear or step functions. For the ABL, a linear
program is assumed.
Carrier gases commonly used are helium, argon,
nitrogen, and carbon dioxide. Helium is used in
the ABL atmospheric and soil gas chromotograph
so as not tomask the presence of argon. Argon
is used in the remaining gas chromatographs in
order to take advantage of the sensitivity of the
argon B-ionization detector.
Carrier gas flow rates typically vary from i0 ml
to i00 ml per minute at the column exit. Most
columns in general use tend to be most efficient
at flow rates of 40 to 50 ml per minute. Since
the actual optimum flow rate must be determined
for the particular column and usage, an average
of 50 ml per minute is assumed for the ABL gas
chromatographs.
Analysis times for fixed gases such as obtained in
the GSC are usually in the order of minutes. For
the ABL ten minutes will be assumed. Analysis times
for GLC vary from 20 minutes to an hour with a
half hour being fairly typical. Thus, a half hour
will be assumed for these chromotograph analyses
on ABL.
The most conlnonly used detector is the thermal
conductivity detector because it is nondiscrimin-
sting and has a linear response. The sensitivity
of this detector is about half that achieved with
glowdischarge detectors, electron capture, and
B-ionization detectors. The electron capture
detector is discriminating in response and is
limited to the types of compounds it can detect.
Flame ionization detectors are sensitive and non-
selective, but require the use of hydrogren gas
presenting an explosive hazard as well as being
less reliable in terms of the flame being extin-
guished. Thus, the atmospheric and soil gas
chromatograph for ABL uses a glow discharge de-
tector. The remaining ABL gas chromatographs
will use the argon B-ionization detector.
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(7) Column efficiency increases in proportion to
column length and inversely proportional to column
diameter. Capillary columns are most efficient
but in general require high flow rates and very
small samples. The extremely small sample size
usually requires that sample splitting be resorted
to obtain the proper sample in the column. Since
column size does not strongly influence the final
chromatograph size or weight, an 0.125 inch diam-
eter column 6 to 8 feet in length is assumed for
the ABL gas chromatographs. These dimensions are
indicative of columns currently being used in the
laboratory with success.
Using the preceding generalizations and specific data from the literature,
five gas chromatographs are defined in the following paragraphs in terms
of block diagrams, power requirements, and approximate configuration,
giving weight and clearance envelopes.
6 .2.1 GAS CHROMATOGRAPH NO. I
This gas chromatographis used to perform the analysis of soil gases and
atmospheric gases. Table I presents in matrix form the various gases
which can be separated with four different column packing materials. This
table used in conjunction with information on research being performed at
Ames and JPL was used to select the molecular sieve 5A and silica gel
columns. The requirement for the low column temperature arises from the
difficulty of separating argon and oxygen as well as NO and CO at higher
temperatures. These two columns are housed in a single cooling jacket and
oven since their thermal programs are the same.
The remaining two columns were selected on the basis of column packings
suggested in Wilkens Instrument and Research, Inc., catalog of gas chrom-
atograph supplies and accessories and also work done at Ames by Oyama. No
temperature program is required for these columns so that they can be
housed together in a single temperature control oven.
This gas chromatograph also uses a mass spectrometer as a detector. The
effluent from the gas chromatograph is sampled when a peak is detected by
the glow discharge detector and diverted to the mass spectrometer sample
inlet chamber. The block diagram showing the elements of the atmospheric
and soll gas analysis system is shown in Figure i. Figure 2 is a more
detailed schematic of the gas chromatograph column components indicating
feed-back control and data output points.
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O2
N2
CO
c_
CO 2
(c_s
ONLY EXCEPT
>300 °)
N20
NO
(S ONLY)
M 20 ° D
M-72 ° F
M 20 ° E
C 20 ° F
S,A 20oD
S,A-78O'F
M I00 o E
C 20 ° F
S,A 20° F/D
S -20 ° E
M 100 ° E/F
C 20 ° E
S,A 20 ° F/D
C,S
20-100 °
E
M,C,S,A
20-100 °
E
s
<o o
E
Ar
TABLE I
GASES SEPARATED BY VARIOUS COLUMN PACKINGS
M 20 ° E
C 20 ° F
S,A 20 ° D
S,A-78 ° F
i
M I00 ° E
C 20 ° F
He
M20 o E
S,A 20° F/D
S -20 ° E"
N 100 ° E
C 20°F
S,A 20° F/D
S -20 ° E
He
M 20° E
C 20° E
S,A 20 ° F/D
S,A <0 ° E/F
M -78 ° F
C -196 ° F
HZ
M 20° E
C 20° F
S,A 200 F/D
S,A< 0o E/F
M 20 ° F
M-20 o E
M 20 ° F
M-20 ° E
M I00 ° E/F
C 20 ° F
S,A 20° E/F
C,S
20-100 °
E
M,C,S,A
20.100 °
E
S
< o°
E
02
M I00 ° E
C 20 ° E
S,A 20 ° E/F
C,S
20-100 °
E
M,C,S.A
20-100 °
E
S
< o °
E
N2
M 100 ° E
C 20 ° E
S 20 ° F
S -78 ° E
C,S
20-100 °
E
M,C,S,A
20-100 °
E
s
-20 °
F
CO
C,S
20-100 °
E
M,C,S,A
20-100 °
E
s
.20 °
F
c_
C 20 ° E
S 20 ° F
S-20 ° E
s
_20 °
E
co2 I
Ar, etc
Ne
He
s
-20 °
E
N20
M-MOLECULAR SIEVE 5-A, C-CHARCOAL, 5-SILICA GEL A-ALUMINA
E-EASY SEPARATION, TWO COMPLETELY SEPARATE PEAKS SHOULD BE OBTAINABLE IN A FEW MINUTES ON A
COLUMN I METER LONG.
F-FAIR SEPARATION, MORE OR LESS COMPLETE SEPARATION IN A FAIRLY SHORT TIME ON A COLUMN OF ABOUT
2 METERS
D-DIFFICULT SEPARATION, COMPLETE SEPARATION WILL REQUIRE A LONG, CAREFULLY PACKED COLUMN OPERATED
SO AS TO OBTAIN GOOD COLUMN EFFICIENCY.
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FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC - ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS GAS CHROMATOGRAPH
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The carrier gas requirements are estimated for gas chromatograph No. i as
fo 1lows :
(I) Columm exit pressure 10 psia
(2) Flow rate 50 ml/min (0.00177 ft3/min)
(3) Temperature 5 minutes at
-78°C (352°R)
5 minutes at 20°C (528°F)
(4) Helium carrier gas.
The flow density at -78°C is given by
p = P (10),(144)
R-_ = (386)(352) = 0.0106 Ib/ft 3 and
the flow rate per minute per column at -78°C is
(1)
= (0.0106)(0.00177) - 1.87 x 10 -5 Ib/mln.
The flow density at 20°C is given by
(i0)(144)
P = (386)(538) ffi 0.00707 Ib/ft 3 and
the flow rate at 20°C is _ = (0.00707)(0.00177) = 1.25 x 10 -5 ib/min.
(2)
The total carrier gas weight required for the chilled columns are
W T = (1.87 x 10"5)(5) + (1.25 x 10"5)(5) = 1.56 x 10 -4 1b/cycle/column
and for the 20°C columns are
WT = (1.25 x 10"5)(10) = 1.25 x 10 "4 lb/cycle/column.
Total'carrier gas consumed per operational cycle is W : (1.56 x 10 -4)
(2) + (1.25 x 10-4)(2) = 5.62 x 10 -4 lb. The number of use cycles for this
chromatograph are estimated as shown in Table II.
The total weight of helium carrier gas in the two year lifetime of ABL is
• , -- _ • _4.. _ J.V / _ J. _._'T/ -- V , '_'&.l., .ILl.#.
Two types of tank storage are considered spherical and toroidal. Assuming
at least two storage tanks for redundancy, the sizes of these tanks are
given in Table III along with their weight and operating pressures. The
maximum pressure is that encountered during sterilization and the normal
pressure is that which occurs at the ambient laboratory temperature of 4°C.
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TABLEII
ESTII_%TEDUSE OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPH NO. 1
Experiment Experimental Cycles/ Total Use
NqL. ,,, CYcles Experiment • Cycles
7 24 I 24
14 12 2 24
17 13 48 624
33 12 36 432
Total 1104
Tank
Spherical
Torroldal
TABLE .III
ESTIMATED STORAGE TANK REQUIREMENTS FOR CARRIER GAS
Tank Tank Gas Normal Maximum
Dimension Weight Weight Pressure Pressure
(inches) (pounds) (pounds) (psi) (psi)
14.41D I. 71 O. 3 ii 4650 7000
71D tube x 61D 2.74 0.311 4650 7000
The density of helium at 7000 psia and 145°C (753°R) is
p ffi. (7000) (144)
(386) (753)
ffi 0.347 Ib/ft 3 and
the volume per tank required is
V __
0.311
0.347
- 0.896 ft3.
This yields a sphere with a radius of
R 3 = (0.75)(0.896) = 0.214 and R = 0.598 ft (7.2 inches).
(3)
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The mass of each gas chromatograph oven with columns is approximately
1.14 pounds with a total heat capacity of 0.15 Btu/Ib°F as tabulated in
Table IV for the configuration shown in Figure 3.
These values are used to estimate the power requirements for chili-down
warmup. Chill-down is estimated using a silicone oll (Dow Cornlng 331)
as the fluid in the heat transfer loop. A pressure drop across the coolant
pump of 1 psi is assumed. A quasi steady state heat transfer with a temper-
ature drop of 10°F is also assumed. The coolant flow rate is determined
from
4 -- WC/_ which ,ires W = _-
CdT '
where
= heat transfer rate, Btu/min
C = specific heat of coolant, Btu/Ib°F
= coolant flow rate, Ib/min.
From this the pumping power can be determined and is given by
p ,
wh ere
P = pumping power, ft-lb/min
Zip = pressure drop, psf
P = coolant fluid density, ib/ft 3.
Solvi.ng for the ideal pumping power yields
p _9_ q (144)
= CZIT p = (0.35) (i0) (65) = 0.633 Q ft-lb/min.
In terms of electrical power this is P = 0.15 Q (watts). The efficiency
of the drive motor, pump, and gear train are estimated to be 50 percent,
40 percent, and 40 percent respectively. Total required power is the
PTT]M 7]pT]G = 0.15 Q or PT = 1.87 Q watts.
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The rate at which heat is removed depends on the total heat capacity of
the column and the time required to cool,
R
. = .
T t "
A chill-down time of 10 minutes is assumed to be long enough to stabilize
the column temperature at
-78°C (-108°F). For this time, the required power is
PT = (1.87)(0.15)(39 +.108) = 4.12 wattsi0
The thermal program during the analysis is 5 minutes at -78°C followed by
a linear increase to 100°C. The total heatrequired is
Q ffi WCAT and the heating rate is
WC_T
Q ffi from which the power can be obtainedt
= (0.15)(212 _ 1081 Btu
S ffi9.6 m_n or P = 169 watts.
The benzyl celloaolve and carbowax columns are stabilized at 20oc. Assum-
ing the column starts at the laboratory temperature of 4°C, the heat input
to achieve 20°C is
Q = (0.15) (68-39) = 4.5 Btu.
Allowing I0 minutes for warmup gives a power requirement of P = 7.90 watts,
The helium is capable of conducting away from the column heat at a rate of
= (2) (125 x Iv'Sjtl'_;_"" "_" = 5.22 x 10 -7 Btulsec
60
This is about 0.007 percent of the power requirement to heat the column.
Thus, the power required to maintain the column temperature during the
analysis is determined by external conduction losses and is estimated to
be i percent of that required for warmup.
The detector operates on the principle that when an RF discharge occurs
between two electrodes between which the field is diverging, adc potential
appears between the electrodes (Reference i). This dc potential is sensi-
tive to the composition of gas through which the discharge is passing;
thus, the output of the detector is adc voltage. A typical peak may re-
quire one half a minute to a minute to pass. If the data is sampled at
the rate of one point every 5 seconds, this gives 6 points to define a
peak which should be adequate. A total of 120 data points are obtained
6-12-
in I0 minutes. Assuming an output range of 4 decades for the detector
voltage and an accuracy of one percent results in 19 bits per data polnt
at an average rate of 4 bits per second per column. Total data output
from the gas chromatograph detector Is 8720 bits. The data output from
the mass spectrometer is not included in this data output.
Figure 4 summarizes: the thermal program, power requirements, and data
output for gas chromatograph No. I. Figure 5 shows the external conflgu-
ration and dimensions for this gas chromatograph.
6.2.2 GAS CHR(R4ATOGRAPH NO. 2
This gas chromatograph is used in experiment 18 to detect amino acids by
pyrolyzing a soll sample and analyzing the evolved gases. This instru-
ment differs from the other gas chromatographs in that it utilizes a solid
soll sample and does not use the mass spectrometer as a detector in con-
junction with the argon _-ionlzatlon detector. The column packing for
this colum_ consists of 15 percent Apiezon L, 4.5 percent Carbowax 20M,
and 3 percent phosphoric acid on a chromosorb support. The block diagram
in Figure 6 shows the elements of this system, The external configuration
and size are shown in Figure 7. The internal configuration of the column
and column oven is the same as was described for gas chromotograph No. i.
The weight is summarized in Table V.
Gas Chromatograph No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5.
These gas chromatographs are identical from an engineering and conflgu-
rational viewpoint. The column packings are listed in Table VI for these
gas chromatographs as well as the experiment in which it is used.
The block diagram in Figure 8 shows the elements of the analysis system.
It is seen that the mass spectrometer is used in conjunction with the
argon _-ionlzatlon detector. It should be noted here that gas chrom-
atographs Nos. 2 through 5 use a dual column. The same packing is used in
each column one of which is used to perform the analysis and the other is
used as a reference. The purpose in this configuration is to reduce base
line drift by reading the differential output of the detectors. Drift
can be caused by column bleeding, vaporization, and polymerization of the
liquid phase. The extra column also provides redundancy in the event that
the analysis column fails. It can be used to perform the same analysis
at some reduction in data reliability.
The external configuration and size for gas chromatographs Nos. 3, 4,
and 5 are shown in Figure 9. The weight for these gas chromatographs are
summarized in Table VII.
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TABLE V
WETGEr SL_EO_y - GAS CfIROMAI_RAPH NO. 2
Item
Copper heat distributor
Heat transfer fluid
Inlet pressure regulator
Column tubing
Column packing
In sula tlon
Outer shell
De rectors
Exit flow control
Pyrolysis oven cap and motor
Transfer wheel drive motor
Transfer wheel
Pyrolysis cup storage
Pyrolysis cups (66)
0.891
0.070
O. 400
0.081
0.083
2.630
0.374
O. 124
O. i00
I.300
I. i00
0. 250
O. 160
0.070
Total 7.733
Gas Chromatograph
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
TABLE VI
COLUMN PACKINGS FOR GAS CHROMATOGRAPHS NOS. 3, 4, AND 5
Packing
SE-30 Silicone polymer on a
Chromosorb W support
Acid washed glass bead support coated
with 0.25 percent Carbowax and 4 per-
15 percent Apiezon L, 4.5 percent
Carbowax 20M, and 3 percent phosphoric
acid on a chromosorb support.
Experiment
22
23
19 and 27
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5.9
IONIZATION DETECTOR
REFERENCE COLt_
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9. CONFIGURATIONAL ENVELOPE GAS CHROMATOGRAPH NO. 3, NO. 4 AND NO. 5
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tTABLE VII
WEIGHT SiR_L_RY - GAS CHROMATOGRAPHS NOS.
Copper heat distributor
Heat transfer fluid
Inlet pressure regulator
Column tubing
Column packing.
3, 4, and 5
Weight (ib)
0.891
0.070
0,400
0.081
0.083
Insu la tion 2.630
Outer shell 0.374
Detectors 0. 124
Exit flow control 0.I00
Transfer ampule feed mechanism 1.300
Total 6.453
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The carrier gas requirements are estimated for gas chromatographs Nos. 2,
3, 4, and 5 as follows:
(I) Column exit pressure I0 psia
(2) Flow rate 50 ml/min (0.00177 ft3/min)
(3) Column temperature 20°C (538°R) nominal
(4) Argon carrier gas.
The flow density is given by:
p = __ = (I0)(14.4) - 0.071 ib/ft 3
RT (38.7) (538)
The flow rate per minute per column is
ffi (0.071)(0.00177) ffi 1.26 x 10 -4 lb.
The total amount of argon consumed per 30 minute cycle is
W ffi (1.26 x 10"4)(30) = 3.78 x 10-3 lb.
Each chromatograph uses a reference column which doubles the above weight.
Then W = 7.56 x 10 -3 ib/cycle.
The number of use cycles for each chromatograph are estimated as shown in
Table VIII.
TABLE Vlll
ESTIMATED USE OF GAS CHROMATOGRAPHS NOS. 3, 4, AND 5
Experiment Gas Chromato- Experimental Cycles/ Total Use
No. _r aph No. Cy cIes Experiment Cy cie s
18 2 60 i 60
19 5 60 i 60
22 _ 84 I 84
23 4 84 2 168
27 5 60 i 60
Total 372
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Allowing 2 additional calibration cycles per season for each gas chromato-
graph, the total is then 372 + (8)(4) = 404 cycles, which results in a
total weight of argon carrier gas of
W = (404)(7.56 x 10 -3) ffi3.06 lb.
Assume argon storage at 7000 psla at 145°C (753°R).
(70OO)
The density in P- (38.7)(753) ffi 34.6 lb/ft 3
and the total volume required is
V =_W . 3.0634.6ffi0.0885 ft3 (153 in.3).
Two types of tank storage can be used, either spherical or torroidal.
Assuming two tanks for redundancy, the sizes of these tanks are given in
Table IX with their normal ambient pressure and tank weights.
TABLE IX
ESTIMATED STORAGE TANK REQUIREMENTS FOR CARRIER GAS
Tank Normal Maximum
Tank Dimension Tank Weight Pressure Pressure
(inches) (pounds) (psi) (psi)
Spherical 5.31D 0.92 4650 7000
Toroidal 21D tube x 81D 1.33 4650 7000
A temperature program for gas chromatographs Nos. 2 through 5 is assumed
to be a linear variation from 4°C to 250°C durin_ the 30 minutes of the
analysis. .This results in a heating rate of 8.2_C (14.8°F) per minute
from which Q = (0.15)(14.8) = 2.22 Btu per minute or an electrical power
of 39 watts. Gas chromatograph No. 2 has an additional requirement to
pyrolyze the soil sample which has been determined to require 400 watts
for one minute.
Data output is estimated in the same manner as for gas chromatograph No. i.
_mpllng at the rate of one Doint every 5 seconds results in 360 data
points. Assuming the dynamic range of 4 decades to one percent accuracy
results in 21 bits per data point allowing I0 percent excess for error
checks and losses in transmission.
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The total data output for these gas chromatographs is then 7550 bits.
Figure i0 summarizes the thermal program, power requirements, and data
output for gas chromatographs Nos. 2 through 5.
6.2.3 REFERENCES
i. Gas Chromatography, Littlewood, A. B., Academic Press, 1962.
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6.3 DESIGN CONCEPT FOR ABL WEIGHT SCALE
6.3.1 DESIGN CRITERIA
(i) Weight range - i mg to i0 grams.
(2) Accuracy - 10 percent of 1 rag.
(3) Components capable of sterilizatlon cycles.
(4) Capable of withstanding 500 g landing impact.
6.3.2 DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
A number of beam balance techniques were considered, each having the basic
disadvantages of requiring delicate knife edge supports, and requiring
variable geometry to accommodate the wide range of weights to be evaluated.
It was felt that some technique of utilizing the torsional deflection of a
solid shaft would allow the use of simple and accurate support techniques,
and had the capability of providing measurements over a broad range of
deflections.
Initially the torsional system shown schematically below was considered.
Torsional deflections were calculated as a function of torsion bar length
and weight moment arm. It was found thmL to _mintain reasonab!p arm
deflections, the arm length or the torsion bar length had to be variable
during use. It was felt that this was an unnecessary and unreliable
complication.
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Finally, a torsion reaction system was examined, using an approach shown
schematically below.
W tan_
The weight to be measured is placed in a pan at the center of the arm. The
weight is reacted by canted wires at the arm extremity. The horizontal
reactions are equal in magnitude, and because of the cant produce horizontal
components of equal magnitude resulting in a pure torsional moment. If a
single vertical torsion bar is employed it will provide the stabilizing
torque by deflecting torsionally. This deflection can be measured to
calibrate the force required to produce such a deflection.
6.3.3 ANALYSIS
a. Torsional Deflection. The torsional deflection of a solid shaft
is defined by:
Mt_
GI
P
where
@ = deflection in radians
M t = applied moment; inch ib
G = modulus of rigidity, psi
6-27
I
P
8
ffi polar moment of inertia, in. 4
wd 4
for a solid clrcular shaft
32 '
To minimize the variables under examination, the material was selected as
4340 steel. Hence,
G = 11.5 x 10 6 psi
The equation for torsional deflection was presented graphically by separating
it into two steps, thus
M t
I
(I) _ - d4 for 10 -6 < M t < i0° inch ib
0.001 < d < 0.I0 inch
and
10.2 IK I
(2) (9 = G
e = 0.887 x 10 "6_K 1
These data are presented graphically in Figure ii, along with a sample
solution.
b. Torsional Shear Stress Level. To ensure that the geometric con-
straints for any range of interest do not result in excessive stress levels,
the limiting torsional shear stress in terms of the variables of Figure II
was defined.
16 M
t
,n-d 3
(l
allow
1 (_ _
1 U _'JL t
max
_d 3
M
t
max
7T
m
16 _A d3
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The allowable shear stress was defined as follows:
(I) To guarantee the repeatibility of the measure-
ments, the geometry of the scale would be such
that the stress level would never exceed
75 percent of the proportional limit in shear.
(2) The proportional limit in shear is expressed
by:
F = 0.550 F
sp tp
where
F
tp
= proportional limit in tension•
(3)
" l
• . Uallo w 0.413 F tp
Values of Ftp were conservatively approximated
from the room temperature stress strain data
presented in MIL-HDBK-5, for 4340 steel.
Ft_._u.u Ftp _allow
140,000 128,000 52,700
180,000 148,000 61,000
200,000 160,000 66,000
(4) Values of the maximum moment for 4340 steel,
heat treated to 140,000 psi were calculated
from:
M t = 52,700 _6 d3 ffi i0,350 d3
mmx
These values are shown on Figure ii.
c. Torsional Moment Analysis. To enhance the use of Figure ii, the
variation of torsional moment with scale geometry was investigated. The
gcometric =vv .....h .......... form is °_,.,,,,,, v,,_- ,.,_,. _....g .... .
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bW
Thus, the moment is a function of the weight applied, the scale arm length,
and the support wire pulloff angle. Range of variables used were:
2 _ b _ 10 inches
0 _ _ _ 30 degrees
m= 1 mg= 2.21 x i0 "6 Ib
The weight applied was selected at the lower value because the sensitivity
of the scale was felt to be the most critical at that value.
The moment variation was calculated and is presented graphically in
Figure 12.
6.3.4 DESIGN CONCEPT
In order to present a conceptual arrangement, and investigate the feasi-
bility of system details, the scale geometry was arbitrarily selected as:
= 20 °, b ffi6 in.
From Figure 12, M t ffi2.5 x 10 -6 in. Ib
Assuming a torsion bar diameter of 0.032 inch and a length of i0 inches:
-4
. d. _..L _'_ .L CI*_.& J.q_* &L_ -T * *.,., _ .....
i
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FIGURE IZ. TORSIONAL MOMENT AS A FUNCTION OF SCALE GECMETRY
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The scale, with a I0 inch weight bar and 10 inch torque rod, could be
reduced by decreasing the diameter of the weight bar and increasing the
support wire pulloff angle. For _ = 45 ° , b = 2 in.
Mt (2.21x 10"6)" 2 (2) (I)
M t
and
e
= 2.21 x 10"6 In.lb,
= 0.187 x 10 -4 rad = 3.70 seconds of arc.
a. Deflectlon Sensln_. The torslonal deflectlon of the weight pan
is calibrated as follows:
(i) A neon strobe, slaved to a 400 cycle ac power
source, is directed toward a front surface
mirror affixed to the reaction arm. The light
is, in turrbreflected to a turning mirror, and
directed at a bank of photo resistive detectors.
(2) The unbalanced voltage generated within the photo-
cells drives a servomotor, supplied by the same
400 cycle source as the neon strobe. The func-
tion of the servo is to rotate the fixed end of
the torsion bar to return the system to a null
position. The servo shaft deflectlon read by
a shaft encoder indicates the weight applied
A preliminary schematic isto the weight pan.
shown below.
=_ POWERAMPLIF IER
1
AC
10-20 V
SERVOo
!
400 N
REF.
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b. Support Wire Sizing. The wire supporting the reaction arm was
sized as follows:
(I) The tension in the wire was calculated for the
I0 gram applied weight.
T = 2 cos
T = 1.56 x 10 -2 ib
(2) The maximum stress level was assumed to be
75 percent of the proportional limit in tension.
For 4340 steel, heat treated to 140,000 psi,
2.21 x 10 -2
= (2) (0.707)
FA = 0.75 (128,000) = 96,000 psi
(3) The minimumwire diameter, then:
4T
FA "
wd 2
= _ (1.56)(10"2)
V
d = 0.0045 inch
Number 36 gage wire is 0.005 inch in diameter.
c. Shaft Encoder Sensitivity Requirements. To determine the feasi-
bility of using a shaft encoder to detect the small deflections involved
at the lower range, a gearing system was investigated using commercially
available sizes. A worm-worm gear combination was selected because it is
self-locklng under external load conditions. From the Pic Corporation
catalog, a 64 pitch antibacklash worm-worm gear combination was selected
with a worm gear pitch diameter of 1.875 inches, and 120 teeth.
(I) Axial pitch of the worm
D?T i. 875_T
e _. _
n 120
P = 0.049 q in for both worm and worm gear
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(2) Axial rotation of worm - to sense a shaft rota-
tion of 3.70 seconds of arc
a - (0.938)(0.187)(10 -4 ) ffi 0.176 x 10 -4 in.
• (0.176) (10 "4) (2_)
• . Angle of worm rotation _) ffi 0.04 q
= 22.6 x 10 -4 radians
ffi 7.8 minutes of arc
For the i0 g weight _ = 22.6 radlans
Several encoders in the literature have the capability of providing the
sensitivity and accuracy. These deflectlons can be increased, however, by
spur gearing the worm shaft between the worm gear and the encoder.
d. Conceptual Arrangement. The scale, as defined throughout this
analysis, is shown in conceptual form in Figure 13. The solenoids shown are
used to cage the reaction arm and weight pan throughout the mission until
landing has been successfully achieved and the ABL experimental program
has been initiated.
6.3.5 DYNAMICS OF THE PROPOSED TORSION BALANCE
a. Introduction. A preliminary design concept for an automatic rugged,
analytical balance for use in planetary scientific explorationhas been
presented in the preceding paragraphs. This balance concept is based on
torsion pendulum. The motions of the device under perturbation are those
of a compound torsion pendulum. This section ofAppendix 6 provides an
analysis of pendulum oscillation frequencies as a function of damping,
weight in the balance pan, and pendulum dimensions and geometry and con-
tains a mechanical analysis of the proposed balance.
In summary, the principal results are:
(I) The frequency of oscillation is very sensitive
to the diameter of the torsion bar.
(2) The frequency is proportional to the reciprocal
of the square root of the applied weight.
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FIGURE 13. WEIGHT SCALE CONCEPT
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(3) Damping also affects the fundamental frequency
of oscillation. Further specification of the
damping factor magnitude is required to evaluate
its effects. Experimental determination of the
air damping in a model device is warranted.
b. Normal Modes of Torsional Pendulum. Definitions of symbols used"
P - Period of oscillations (2_)
- 2_ times the natural frequency
O
Mt - Applied moment
1 - Polar moment of inertia of the oscillating system
P
The moment of inertia of a plane area with respect to an axis perpendicular
to the plane Is called the polar moment of inertia with respect to the
point where the axis intersects the plane. If a case of circular cross
section is considered, then(l)
P
(1)
d - diameter of the cross section
G - magnitude of the shear modulus
G* - complex shear modulus
I - moment of inertia of the oscillating system
N - number of oscillations about the equilibrium posltion I
k - shape constant
I
k = -..e- (2)
1
- length of the ___=_I__
- attenuation constant or damp factor
6-38
j - vci
6 - logarithmic decrement
6
e
= = (3)p
= Zn (el/el+I) (4)
- twist angle
P - period of oscillation
p = 2__ = ! (s)
f
The problem canbe divided into three sections.
(I) Torsional Pendulum with Free Oscillation and HO Damping. Using
the general formulation of classical mechanics, the equation of motion of
the torsional pendulum when the damping factor is set to zero, and when free
oscillation is considered, may be written as:
I,_" + k G e = 0 (6)
Let us assume that the angle of twist e as a function of time has the form
of: .:, !,_:_i
e - % %o (7)
where eo is the amplitude of the oscillation at t ffiO. If at t = 0 it is
assumed that the torsional pendulum is at equilibrium and the maximum twist
angle is obtained at t = to, then, Equation (7) should be replaced by
e ffi e° exp _ _o (t- to)] (8)
In any case, substituting the solution into the equation of motion we obtain:
= j_o e
: _2e
o
= I 032 + k G = 0 (9)
or
00o = _)I
= 2?rf
o
/2
(9-1)
(9-2)
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Thus, the natural frequency of the torsional pendulum is given by:
'Wfo " (!0)
Replacing the constants with their values obtained above, the natural fre-
quency then is:
(1,)fo p _2 7rd4 + 8 Wb2j tan@
V
!
In the above equation the moment of inertia has been calculated for both
the circular cylinder wire (If) and the pendulum pan which carried the
weight W, defined by 12. Thus,
I = 11 + 12
2
I 1 = mr g
where rg is the radius of gyration of the wire and is equal to d/2N/_, m
is the mass of wire and W/2 tan _ is the weight applied at each corner of
the pan which has a length b.
I
P_L 3 d 2 d 2 Wb 2
" 4 2-_ + T tan
I P _ _d4 W52
,,, + -- tan _ (12)32 4
Notice that for numerical calculation of fo, the range of the diameter d
has to be known accurately. This is because in the range of I mE to I0 gm,
the value of d determines the approximate form of the natural frequency
formula. In order to show this, let us choose the following two examples:
(a) b ffi6 in.
= i0 in.
G = 1.15 x 107 psi
-3
P - 0.284 Ib in.
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ffi 45°
COffi 1 mg 2.2 x 10 -6 Ib
W " 0.01 in.*
Then, from Equation (II) we obtain
1.8 x 10 -3 which is shown in Figure 14.
fo %[ W
In the second example we choose 0.I for the value of the diameter, then,
f ffi 0.18/ _/.W + 3.10 x 10 -6 W in Ib
o V
The maximum torsional deflection is defined by:
Mt_
% " G"g-
P
(13)
Thus, the time variation of the torsional pendulum, when free of damping, is
given by:
Mt_
e(e) = G--T- exp (j % t)
P
(14)
substituting for Ip, O_ and M t, which is given by
Wb
M t = _- tan _ , (15)
in the Equation (14) we obtain:
{)(If)" = 16 Wb _ tan_ exp
G d4w
d2 " 2
G_"
d477 + 8 _ Wb 2 tan
(16)
W in grams [Example i]
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Equation (16) indicates that at a given time t, the twist angle is linearly
proportional to W and is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the
diameter.
(2) Oscillation With Attenuation. The general equation of motion of
the freely oscillating torsional pendulum is given by the following
differential equation:
+ 2=0+ e-o (17)
o
when 8 = eo at t - O, the solution is
e = % exp [(JCD-=) t] (18)
In order to obtain a relationship between _ and(O o, we may replace Equa-
tion (17) above by the following equation:
I {9" + k G* e = 0 where G* = (G' + I G") (19)
This equation is identical to Equation (6). In this case, the shear modulus
is considered to be a complex number.
Substituting Equation (18) into Equation (19), we obtain:
(]e_a)2 + { G* = o (20)
Thus, by separating real and imaginary parts of the above equation, the
following two equations will be obtained:
2 2 kG,
-a) + = + y = 0 (21)
k S" (22)
-2_(D + _ = 0
where G' and G" are the real and the imaginary parts of the shear modulus,
respectively. Thus, the solutions for the damped frequency in terms of G'
and G" are
2 2 k G' (23)
I
k G" (24)
- 2_I
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It should be noted that the sign of the left hand side of Equation (23) is
taken (-) rather than (+). This is due to the argument given by
N. N. Tschaegl.(2)
Eliminating _ in the above equations, we obtain a single equation relating
G' and G", namely:
G,,2 4 _ z2
"k2 (25)
The natural frequency _, then, is
I I i= k k_G " _ '2 +G"2
or
k2
(26)
G,2 + 4 _2 I G, 4 =4 12 I2_o4
k k 2 k 2
" k + " , (28)
- 0 (27)
Notice that only the positive square root in the solution of Equation (27)
is acceptable because the shear modulus must be a positive number. Erom
this statement, we conclude that the restriction of0_o>_must also be
satisfied.
Substituting this value of G' back into the Equation (23) we obtain
1/2
.,,2 2 _2 + - - (29)
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This equation relates the damped frequency to the natural frequency_ o and
the attenuation factor _ Since (Do Is greater than _, therefore,
(D2.  2.3 2
0
o1'
% /
On the other hand if O}o2 >>2, then, from Equation (28) we get:
(30)
2
I(D
G' ,, o
k
and thus
0
(31)
or
uJ = (Do . ¢t2/ (32)
Substituting for (Do, from Equation (9), the oscillating frequency of the
torsional pendulum may be given by
= "tTfo"_/1 - - = _'
V
where f is given in Equation (ii).
o
The twist angle, then is:
(33)
(34)
16 Wb_ tan_
e(t) = exp
G d4W
(35)
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(3) Experimental Evaluation of the Damping Factor.
is given in Equations (3) and (4). Namely,
6 = _IP.
Gt
f
The damping factor
(36)
Thus, the logarithmic .decrement must be measured experlmentally. The ampli-
tude measurement of 61s accomplished by the measurement of the twist ar_le
after N oscillation. If 01 and 82 are the twist angles at t I and t2, then,
. 1_ _n (O1/e 2) (37)6 N
where N is the number of oscillations for the amplitude to decay from
to 02 .
The velocity measurement of 5 is also accomplished by considering the follow-
ing boundary conditions.
Let us assume at t = O, v = v and at t = np, v - v then
o n
1 _n (38)5 = _ (Vo/V n)
If the times to traverse the distance 0 to S are to and tn, then, by using
average velocities over distance, the above equations become,
6 l _n (39)
= _ (tn/to)
for which a good approximation when 6 is small is
6 = ! _.._.t (40)
n t
where dt = t - t and t ffii/2 (to + tn). The accuracy of the approxima-
tion(3) is a_out _ percent for values of tn/t o up to 1.5.
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If a higher order term of the above approximation is desired, one can use
the expanded form of the logarithmic decrement, that is,
)_ - _- t +- (41)
(4) Forced Os¢illatlon. In the case of forced oscillation, the equa-
tion of motion is much more complex than above. The solution of such
differential equations involves tensor analysis of the shear modulus.
A much more simplified version is the case of oscillation with the equation
of motion of the following type:
I V + kG* e- 8 exp (j m' t) (42)
where _' is the impressed radian frequency and 8 is the torque. The solution
of this differential equation may be written as
r _
0 = 'e° exp U "J14 (_' t -_)| (43)
The complete integral containing the transient solution cannot be derived
from Equation (42).
6.3.6 REFERENCES
I. Timoshenko, Strength of Materlals, page 420, 1955.
2. M. E. DeMorton, S. A. Lott and D. F. Stalnsby, J. of Sci. Inst. 40,
441, 1963.
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6.4 OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF TRANSPARENT AND REFLECTIVE MATERIALS
Three instruments of the ABL equipment complement utilize optical techniques
operating at wavelengths outside the visible range. The instruments and the
wavelengths at which they must function are summarized in Table X.
TABLE X
SUMMARY - SPECTRAL RANGE OF ABL INSTRUMENTS
Ins trument
Macro imaging scan
Macrolmaglng System _ IR radiometer
( Solar isolation
Wave Ieng th
250 m_ - 2/4
2_- 14_4
250 m_ - 14p
Infrared Spectrophotometer
Spectral Analyzer
The broad range of wavelengths handled by the instruments shown indicated
that a careful appraisal of optical component materials was required. Pre-
liminary optical train layout indicated that mirrors were required to
restrict the size of the instrument. In addition it was necessary to
determine whether mirrors or lenses offered the least attenuation in
source intensity. Various attractive mirror and lens materials were in-
vestigated in order to evaluate and compare their properties.
Mirror materials noted for high reflectance in the low visible range
(circa 350m_) were examined to determine their performance in the far
UV range required. Figures 15 through 19 indicate the reflectance charac-
teristics variation with wavelength for several materials. It can be
seen by comparing these data that solid aluminum maintain higher reflectance
into the UV than any other material investigated. Aluminum does not exhibit
the same high reflectance as gold in the visible and IR ranges, however,
increased source intensity at those higher wavelengths is more readily
supplied that in the ultraviolet.
Reflectance characteristics are based upon use of the equation
n - n 1 +R = o kl
2
[no + nl)2 + kl
(l)
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where
n ffi index of refraction
k = index of absorption
subscripts indicate media
If one media is assumed to be a primarily nitrogen filled atmosphere where
no = i, Equation (1) reduces to
+ 2
Ii-nll2 kl
R =
2
{ l+nl}2 + k I
Values of n and k were listed in the reference data for some materials,
while values of reflectance were listed in others. To verify the validity
of using the normal incidence equation shown above, values of R = f (k)
using given values of n and k were compared with explicit values of R.
This comparison is shown in Figure 19 for electrolytically deposited opaque
gold film.
Based upon the data presented, all ABL instruments requiring optical
elements that function in the ultraviolet were assumed to use aluminum
deposited front surface mirrors. It is also shown that this material
would alsobe applicable for use in IR instruments where nontransparent
optical elements are required.
Transparent elements are required for sample cuvettes, inlet windows,
focusing lenses, and diffraction prisms. The transmission characteristics
of various transparent materials are presented in Figures 20 and 21. It
can be seen that for a range of wavelengths from the low UV to about 2.5_,
Suprasll I (fused silica) exhibits satisfactory transmission, Irtran 2
(synthetic sapphire) appears to offer the best performance throughout the
required wavelength range.
6.4.1 REFERENCES
mi±lOEC and Dickson, _UOL=_OLy _L.=L_O , g ;,
1960, 2nd edition.
2. Eastman Kodak - Data Sheets - Irtran.
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